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FOREWORD

William Kunstler*
Having tried the case of one of Leonard Peltier's co-defendants,
twice arguedMr. Peltier'sappeals from his convictionsof the murders

of two FBI agents on the Pine Ridge (SD) Indian Reservation, and
presently handling hismotion for anewtrial, I can hardly beranked as
adisinterested witness. Accordingly, I must confess, at the outset,that
not only do I believe that he was unjustly tried, convicted and
sentenced, but that his travails were the result of FBI misconduct of

such magnitude that anyfair-minded society would havelostno time in
condemning it out of hand. The fact that it took a book like this one to
give Mr. Peltier's ordeal a wider audience than his small but devoted

band of relatives, friends and supporters is undoubtedly the best
evidence that we do not live in such an environment.

I do not believe that a foreword should be either a review or

rehash of abook. This is particularly true in this case where very little
space is devoted to the trial of Robert Robideau and Darrelle Dean

Butler who, along with ayouth namedJimmy Eagle, wereindicted for
thesame crimes as was Mr. Peltier. Tried inCedar Rapids, Iowa, before

adifferent judge, Butler and Robideau were both acquitted, following
which the charges against Eagle were dropped bythe Government so
that in its own words, "the full prosecutive weight of the Federal
Government could be directed against Leonard Peltier."
•Kunstler is Vice-President and volunteer staff attorney, Center for

Constitutional Rights.
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The tragic fact of the matter is, had Peltier been tried along with
Butler and Robideau, he would surely also have been acquitted. His

flight to Canada and the long extradition proceedings which followed it
eventually resulted in a separate trial for him in Fargo, ND, hardly a
sympathetic locality insofar as militant Native Americans are con
cerned, before a judge who apparently shared his neighbors' anti
pathies in this area. One of the most telling portions of Dr.
Messerschmidt's book is his side-by-side comparison of the diametri

cally opposite rulings of the Cedar Rapids and Fargo judges on the
same issues. In virtually every instance, the latter resolved contested
legal questions against the defendant, in sharp contrast to their
disposition in Iowa. For example, where the Cedar Rapids judge had
excluded particularly gruesome autopsy photographs of the dead
agents, his Fargo counterpart quickly waved them into evidence.
It is obvious that the Government, having lost the RobideauButler trial, lobbied mightily for a change of locale and presiding judge
for that of Mr. Peltier. With three of the four defendants originally
accused of the crimes out of the picture, it was determined to obtain at

least one conviction. In short, it was given a second chance to win and it
did everything in its power to alter those circumstances which, in its
opinion, had materially contributed to the Cedar Rapids acquittals.
That it succeeded is graphic evidence of the insidious nature of
governmental judge- and venue-shopping in political cases. Witness
the selection of Harrisburg, PA, for the 1972 trial of Phillip Berrigan
and his six Catholic anti-war activists accused of a conspiracy to kidnap

Henry Kissinger, and Pensacola, FL, the original site of the trial of
eight Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) for disruption of
the 1972 Republican National Convention in Miami,to name but two
better known examples.

Recently acquiredFBI files, obtained by Peltier's counsel through
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), now clearly reveal that the

Government, bitterly dissatisfiedwith the conductof the CedarRapids

judge in the Robideau-Butler trial, somehow engineered a change of
venue to Fargo.Once the transfer had taken place, its minions lost no
time in furnishing derogatory material about the defendant and the
American Indian Movement (AIM) to the new judge. In addition, the

latter and the FBI began to work closely together on a number of
matters, including "a technical security survey" of the judge's cham
bers, inspired by official innuendoes that defense counsel might be
eavesdropping in that area.
Moreover, the FBI files indicated a dear collaboration between the
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Government and the South Dakota federal judge who had supervised
the grand jury investigation of the case. Among other things, this judge
stated that he would be willing to accede to the prosecutor's request to
move the grand jury from more liberal Sioux Falls to Rapid City,
providing that he was furnished with "a 'game plan' that would insure
there would not be any problems with people either refusing to answer
subpoenas or refusing to testify once they were before the FGJ [Federal
Grand Jury]." Additionally, the judge was meeting regularly with
governmental representatives and, on at least one occasion, invited an
FBI agent "to see him [about the case] when he was in Rapid City."
There is now pending before the Fargo judge a motion for a new

trial based on other FOIA-obtained documents which conclusively
prove that crucial evidence which would have destroyed or seriously
compromised the case against Peltier was not disclosed to the defense
by the Government as required by law. For example, a high velocity
shell casing allegedly found in the trunk of one of the fatally wounded
agents' cars, which was characterized by the prosecutor as "the most
important piece of evidence in this case," was connected,at trial by an
FBI firearms expert to an automatic weapon attributed to Peltier.
However, the defense was never informed that the comparison tests
conducted on the casing and the weapon in question had proved
negative.

This non-disclosure, as well as at least five others of comparable
significance, formed the basisof the newtrial motion.Shortlyafter the
filing of this motion, another one was made to disqualify the Fargo
judge on the ground that he had collaborated closely with the
prosecution before and during Peltier's trial. At this writing, no action
on either application has been taken, but I am certain that, granted an
evidentiary hearing, the defense will be able to demonstrate that
Peltier's conviction was obtained bygross and pervasive governmental
misconduct.

It is not expected that there will be a definitive conclusion to the

Peltier case before this compassionate and well-informed study, not
only of this matter but of the FBI vendetta against Native American
activists, is published. Hopefully, it will open the eyes of many nonIndians as to the extent of official criminality against AIM and its
members, a state of affairs which led one federal judge, in one of the
Wounded Knee leadership cases, to dismiss a prosecution on the
ground that "the waters of justice have been polluted." At the very
least, it should help to mobilize support for the release of a major
victim of the white man's politically motivated criminal justicesystem.

PREFACE

The "Trial" of Leonard Peltier
Ward Churchill
"War," wrote von Clauswitz in his famous treastise, On War, "is

policy continued by other means." It seems appropriate, when
considering the 20th century relationship of the United States and
American Indian peoples, to observe that the Clauswitz dictum of

military purpose may rightly be inverted upon occasion: Policy has
become the continuation of war "by other means."
Article I of the United States Constitution posits the principle thatthe

federal government alone possesses treaty making powers; nostateor
local government is so entitled. The same article further states that

federal level treaty making occurs between the United States and other
sovereign nations. Hence, the terms and conditions of the various

treaties into whichthe U.S. has chosen to enteroverthe years assume a
special juridicial status within American legal life. They assume a
theoretical force and validity on a par with that of the constitution
itself, according to ArticleVI.

For subordinate legislation or governmental action to challenge
the terms and conditions of a standing treaty is clearly illegal on the
basis of constitutionality alone. This, however, is a consideration
bearing solely upon the internal legal circumstances of the United

States. A treaty, first and foremost, is a document representing an
international agreement, an arrangement between sovereigns, and is
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thus subject to international understandings of law and extralegal
activities on the part of governments. This is an arena within which
the internal actions and legislation of the U.S. have seldom been
scrutinized.

At the international level, it is commonly held that the unilateral
violation of a treaty is illegal. When the violation involves the
usurpation of the territory or sovereignty (usually, both) of another
nation, it constitutes an act of war. This principle holds true whether or
not such a seizure involves the use of outright military force—as is
generally the case—or occurs through some less overt, more indirect
means. The latter is different only in technique.
The indirect method of waging war, while potentially as effective
as more direct means (under certain conditions) is considerably less
obvious. It is the propagandist/polemicist's dream: Instead of dis
cussing the reasons behind the war, what's at stake for the forces
involved, people argue over whether or not the war actually exists.
Meanwhile, the aggressor is able to pursue strategic goals and
objectives at leisure.
It is within this netherworld of international aggression that the
U.S. is, and has long been, engaged with the American Indian. This is
not a new or sudden situation, but has evolved over the past century
and a half. Its overt formulation emerged at least as early as Chief
Justice (of the U.S. Supreme Court) John Marshall's 1831 pronounce
ment that the various North American Indian tribes, rather than

possessing fully sovereign status in the manner of foreign nations,
constituted "domestic, dependent nations" within the corpus of an
expanding American empire.
Marshall has long been regarded as a "friend to the Indian,"
primarily because of his firm (if wholly theoretical) opposition to the
Jackson administration's blatantly genocidal dispossession/relocation
of the so-called Five Civilized Tribes from the Southeast. Yet, it is

difficult to imagine a more presumptuous, indeed arrogantly aggres
sive conclusion than his statement that the tribes were somehow

"dependent" upon the U.S.—this at a time when American penetra
tion beyond the Mississippi was little more than a pipe-dream shared
by some land speculators and politically ambitious visionaries.
Similarly, to proclaim the "domestic" inclusion of peoples to
whom U.S. citizenship would be formally denied for nearly a century,
who autonomously occupied territories over which the U.S. could not
then pretend to hold sway, and who—without doubt—had never so
much as heard of the American republic, is to advancewhat is at best an
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absurdity as an anchor of jurisprudence. At worst, the Marshall

formulation was intended as exactly what it became: A legalistic
obfuscation designed to rationalizeand disguise a policyof systematic
expropriation and colonization of peoples indigenous to the area now
known as the United States of America.

That Marshall's position flew in the face of international
circumstance seems undeniable. Equallyundeniable is the fact that the
peoples he was concerned with possessed binding treaties with the
government he represented, a government bound by its own constitu
tion to make treaties only with other sovereign entities. This cannot be

hedged: The United Statesgovernment wasnever empowered to enter
into treaty relationships with quasi-sovereign "domestic dependent
nations" (whatever these may be) any more than with the city of
Boston or the state of Kentucky.
It might be, and has been, arguedthat this last is evidence of initial

confusion on the part of the federal government which, while
regrettable, was remedied by the Marshall formulation. Such a view
allows all treaties entered into with the tribes between 1791 and 1831

to have been mistakes, errors creating"specialcircumstances," but not
necessarily imparting actual sovereignty to the Indian nations.
Such a doctrine might be consistently arguable were it not for the

fact that the government (including Marshall andthe SupremeCourt)
continued to enter into treaty relationships with the tribes for another

halfcentury and more, until 1868. Further contestation concerning the
formal recognition of the tribal/national sovereignty possessed by the
American Indian was and is rendered moot. It is clear that the

ratification of treaties with the Indians implies a sovereignty equiva
lent to that of England or France in relation to the United States.
Equally clearly, however, the United States has never chosen to
acknowledge this reality—at least not since 1831. A doctrine has

been in effect whereby Indian sovereignty has been reinforced for

purposes of treaty making and simultaneously diminished through
exercise of Marshall's "domestic, dependent" invention. That the two
principles aremutually exclusive in their implications did not seem to
particularly concern American leadership during the period of the
consolidation of U.S. territory—or thereafter, for that matter.
The juxtaposition of totally contradictory processes was,and,to a
certain extent, remains, advantageous to Washington. Viewed as an
opportunistic vehicle for U.S. expansion, it may be schematized as
follows: Troops would be used, in combination with other sanctioned
governmental formations, as a means to gain tribal willingness to
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negotiate with Washington. A treaty would then be entered into

between the two sides whereby the Indians inevitably ceded portions of
their territory to the U.S. in exchange for the latter's guarantee of the
integrity of residual ("reserved") Indian lands. The Indians, as a rule,
stipulated that they retain governmental and legal hegemony within
their reserved areas, while Washington demanded control over
commerce and intergovernmental relations. With much ballyhoo, such
agreements were customarily promoted as having marked the success
ful conclusion of another in a long sequence of "Indian Wars."*
Interestingly, it was precisely at the moment when the treaty was
signed, at the very instant when the U.S. solemnly pledged to insure
the territoriality and sovereignty of the tribes, that they truly became
domestic and dependent by Washington's standards. Even the latter
could not seriously extend the facade that tribes with which no
documentary understandings existed were other than fully autono
mous nations in practice. The treaties, then, were all along consciously
employed as the inverse of their constitutionally and internationally
defined purpose.
They were a tactic, integral to the policy of expansion and
conquest. Each treaty secured tribal agreement and consent to the
passage of title to vast tracts of land to the U.S. while simultaneously
providing the basis for absolute U.S. hegemony of the remaining,
tribally reserved areas. Moreover, should any tribe care to resist once
the intentions became clear, each treaty had insured that the U.S. would
retain its military advantage by virtue of having eliminated Indian
mobility and open land. It was a virtually seamless process.
Mockingly described by Vine Deloria, Jr., in its own vernacular as

being "of utmost good faith," U.S. treaty making with the Indian was
an exercise in cynical manipulation. Each treaty was conceptually
broken before being drawn up. Each marked the transformation of
warfare against the Indian from overt to covert status. None marked
the conclusion, literally or figuratively, of the systematic erosion of
Indian landbase and Indian sovereignty at the hands of Washington
policy-makers.
•The term is revealing in itself. There is no historical record of any war
between the tribes and the U.S. which was initiated by the Indians. Each

known outbreak of open warfare was predicated upon documentable
invasion of defined (or definable) Indian lands by U.S. citizenry. The
defensive nature of Indian participation in these wars is thus clear.
Logically, they should thus be termed "settler's wars" or, more accurately,
"wars of conquest."
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Consider certain post-treaty period aspects of the performance of
the U.S. government vis a vis those Indian nations, the integrity of
which it had promised to safeguard, in perpetuity, as formal treaty
commitments:

1) A sovereign state, a nation capable of entering into a treaty
relationship with the U.S.or anyother country, must—by definition—
possess a mode of governance of its own. Yet, in 1934, the U.S., by
legislative fiat, unilaterally constituted its preferred version of gov
ernment within every reservation areaof the country. This was termed
the "Indian Reorganization Act," and through it traditional Indian
leadership forms were simply declared null and void.
2) Sovereign states inherently possess the rights and mechanisms
by which citizenship is defined. Yet the U.S. has unilaterally defined
Indians ascitizens of its own polity,subjectto the rulesand restrictions

thereof, whiledenying thatmechanisms such as naturalization apply to
membership in the tribes. Rather,the U.S. hasimposedageneticcode,
called "blood quantum," through which Indian identity (rather than
citizenship) is defined.

3) Any nation may be expected to possess mechanisms through
which property relations, particularly those concerning land tenure,
aredefined. So it was/is with the tribes: Land was/is held in common.
Yet the United States, in 1887, imposed the so-called Indian AllotmentAct,
unilaterally dissolving the basis of collective tribal ownership and
imposing an Anglo-Saxon model of individuated holdings.*
4) A sovereign state, bydefinition, maybesaid to possess astructure
•Of the reserved tribal lands subjected to reapportionment under terms

and provisions of the AllotmentAct,all thatwas notindividually assigned
to tribal members was declared "surplus." A large portion was then
homesteaded by non-Indians, titlehaving "legally" passed from the tribes.
It is interesting, however, that other large tracts were incorporated into
federal holdings, such as national parks and forests, held—in theory at
least—in common byU.S. citizens. Hence, thegovernment demonstrably
argued that collective ownership wasunacceptable forIndians, but fine for
non-Indians.

Such an absurdity does not seem inconsistent with the current federal

practice of lumping reservation lands together with such federally held
areas asthe parksand forests, wilderness areas, militarybases andBureau
of Land Management tracts. At this juncture, the process seems to to have

proceeded tothe pointwhere reservations are considered onlymarginally
"Indian," if they are trulyconsidered that in anywayat all.
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of legality which—as a function of government—is extended to its
citizens. Yet, beginning at least as early as ex parte Crow Dog in 1895,
the United States has unilaterally and increasingly declared the
jurisdiction of its statutory codes within the various reservation areas.
These are salient points. The list could be (and has been
elsewhere) extended through volumes. But the point should be made
that the federal government has historically and systematically utilized
treaties and a range of other devices to consistently erode the
territoriality and usurp the sovereignty of American Indian peoples.
This, in effect, is what is meant by the notion that war has been carried
out by other means.
Of course, the United States has not been alone in this behavior.

Other nations have been guilty of using treaties and agreements with
this sort of cynicism, as devices through which to gain tactical
advantages in wars of territorial expansion. They too have been wont
to define their adversaries in terms of genetic codes rather than
nationalities, of imposing strange and wonderful systems of legalism,
of establishing forms of governance conducive to their own interests
within the occupied areas.

France, England, Spain, Holland, Italy, Japan, the Soviet Union
number among those guilty of such practices in modern times. But
none perhaps so nearly coincides with the U.S. model as does the Third
Reich of Germany. The Anschluss is surely a correlative example. So
too, the Munich travesty, the tentative "understanding" with Poland,
and the "Mutual Non-Aggression Pact" with the USSR. The "eugenic"

codes by which the nazis definedJewish, Slavic and other groups must
surely correlate to U.S. "quantum" policies. The Nuremburg "Laws"
and other pseudo-legal doctrines by which ethnic group expropriation
was duly sanctified bear more than passing conceptual resemblance
to the convoluted logic through which the U.S. has expropriated Indian
lands. The establishment of a series of "Quisling" governments to
administer occupied Europe corresponds to the U.S. reliance upon the

regimes, such as those of Dick Wilson (Pine Ridge) and Peter
McDonald (Navajo) in principle, if not in particulars.
Small wonder, then, that Adolf Hitler himself was known to

remark upon occasion that he was drawing upon the U.S. model of
"Indian Affairs" in formulating his Lebensraumpolitik and other nazi

doctrines. The nazi expansion and genocide of the 1930s and 40s found
a clear prototype in North America. The main difference was and is
temporal: the nazis compressed their work into a period barely
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spanning a decade, rendering it crystalline in the process. The U.S.
accomplishment of many of the same feats of illegality and atrocity
have been strung out over two centuries, rendering it much more
diffuse and difficult to pin down in clear terms.
But what of the U.S. response to nazi imitation? The answer lies

in the formulation and implementation of the so-called Nuremburg
Doctrine through an international tribunal assembled primarily as a
resultof American insistence. Both the nazi hierarchy (personally) and
nazi structure (conceptually) were tried, convicted and effectively
liquidated on the basis of having pursued policies of aggressive war
and, concommitantly, "crimes against humanity," i.e., following the
same course that has marked U.S. relations with the American Indian.

In essence, the United States convicted itself along with Hermann
Goering and Martin Bormann.

There is more. Imbedded in the tribunal's logic and findings at
Nuremburg wasthe point that the naziwar of aggressiondid not cease
with the signing of peace accords, treaties, between Germany and the
occupied countries. Rather, the war continued for the duration of the

nazi expropriation of territory and usurpation of sovereignty within
each conquered nation. Thus, the war between Germany and France

did not end with the Blitzkrieg and establishment of a puppet
government at Vichy in 1940, but continued unabated until the end of

the German occupation of France in 1944. The occupation and nazi
diminishment of French sovereignty were in themselves considered
acts of war.

Of theseacts, the United States remains patently guilty relative to
the Indian tribes of North America, and it is on this basis that Bruce

JohansonandRoberto Maestas have referred to"the continuing Indian
wars." It is also from this perspective that the present volume has been
written and should be read.

Jim Messerschmidt speaks of Leonard Peltier as a political
prisoner. This is entirely true in terms of war being politics "byother
means." ButPeltier isalso, asMesserschmidt acknowledges, a prisoner

of war, a war waged unremittingly by the U.S. against Indian people
since the first instant of U.S. national existence, a war which continues

unabated at the present moment, a war which seems likely to be
continued until the last resources and last vestiges of Indian identity
have been extinguished or the U.S. is finally defeated. It is a secret war
in the manner of the U.S. engagement in Laos; it is a war of annihi
lation on the part of the U.S., survivalon the part of the Indian. It is,in
this sense, "total war."
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Leonard Peltier is and has been a member of the American Indian

Movement (AIM) and may thus rightly be considered as subject to
purely political repression on the part of the U.S. government. First
and foremost, however, he is Aktcita, a Lakota warrior, pledged to the
perpetual defense of his people against any and all transgression
whether internally or externally generated. It is within this context
that his story has unfolded and that he and his circumstances may be
best understood.

At one level, Peltier stands for and has acted in behalf of American

Indian resistance to colonization, expropriation and oppression every
where, regardless of tribal affiliation/citizenship. More particularly,
however, he must be associated with the struggle peculiar to the
Lakota. He is, as Russell Means has said, "a cultural nationalist," "an

Oglala Lakota patriot." Hence, the specifics of the Lakota treaty
relationship to the federal government are all important in under
standing "the Peltier case."
Here, the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868 is the definitive document.
It guarantees the Lakota approximately 5% of the aggregate landbase
of the 48 contiguous states in perpetuity. The area in question centers
upon the Paha Sapa (Black Hills) region, an area central to Lakota
spirituality and concepts of nationalidentity. It is land which, by treaty

provision, could never pass from Lakota ownership without the
expressed consent of three-quarters of all adult male Lakotas,* a
formally reserved area within which the Lakota would retain full
governmental/legal powers, free from federal "guidance" or control.
These are the terms of the Lakota relationship to the United States,
terms which remain in effect by virtue of a standing treaty.
Consent to transfer of title to Lakota lands into non-Indian

domain was never secured in accordance with the treaty. The

traditional Lakota leadership never agreed to alterations in the tribal
governmental and legal structures. Yet, as a Lakota, Peltier was
confronted with his people being formally restrictedto less than 10%
of their guaranteed landbase, "legal" government accruing only
through Washington approved tribal administrations (as opposed to
the ongoing traditional council of chiefs), tribal jurisdiction even
within the residual treaty area circumscribed and subordinated to
•The stipulation upon male consent comes from Washington, not the
tribe. It is likely not to have been contested insofar as it was considered

irrelevantby the Lakota: consent to further cessions was/is not perceived
as likely in any quarter, male or female, young or old.
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federal law enforcement. As apatriot, he had no more choice in actively
resisting such conditions than did, for example, the Maquis in occupied
France.

Today, theFrench resistance fighters are considered heroic byfree
people everywhere. To the nazis, of course, they appeared somewhat
differently. They were criminals, resisting thelaw of the Reich, asocial
problem to be eliminated through death and imprisonment. So it is
with the AIM warriors, their actions cast by the government of their
occupiers as merely criminal, matters to be dealt with by whatever
repressive form is most effective.

The Maquis was countered largely by the Gestapo, the secretive
political and quasi-military police of the nazi central government, in
combination with the repressive apparatus allowed theVichy regime
of France itself. Similarly, the Dakota AIM organization, of which

Peltier was and remains amember, has been subjected simultaneously
to repression by the FBI (America's counterpart, in both form and

function, to Germany's Gestapo) and by "goon squads," members of
the political police allowed to puppet tribal administrations. The
nature of AIM's struggle must beviewed in this light.

Messerschmidt defines the true role of the FBI/goon squad
activities relative to AIM,settingthe stage for hisdetailed examination
of the assorted ploys utilized to insure Peltier's conviction as a

murderer, acommon criminal worthy of permanent imprisonment or
worse. The government actions exposed by Messerschmidt would
appear ludicrous were it notfor thefact that Peltier remains inprison,

subject to possible assassination as his case and cause undergo public
scrutiny, a martyr to his people's struggle for sovereignty and
self-determination.

Leonard Peltier is adangerous man to theU.S. government. This
is so not because he allegedly killed two federal agents on the Pine
Ridge Dakota Reservation in 1975—it is likely that even the
government does not believe that—but because he pointed to the fact

that the very presence ofthe agents was illegal. He organized people
around such issues. He spearheaded aresistance tothe whole range of
federal illegalities relative to the Lakota. He called things by their
proper names and people began to listen. He was and is, therefore, a
manwhose activities, from the federal perspective, mustbeterminated.
The struggle of Leonard Peltier did not end with his "trial" and

incarceration in a federal penitentiary. Rather,it continues bothon the
level of securing his personal freedom and in the broader arena of
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issues with which he was actively engaged prior to his arrest and
"elimination."

Always central to the latter wasthe question of recoveringLakota
treatylands lost to white incursion andthe assertion of full sovereignty
over this territory. "In the spirit of Leonard Peltier" is a slogan by
which such activitygoes forward. For example, the Lakota, in what has
come to be known as the "Lincoln Sovereignty Hearings," took the U.S.
to court in 1974 to challenge federal jurisdiction over reservation areas.

While they lost, they were able to force Judge Warren Urbom to
articulate the government's position as being that while the Lakota
were "once sovereign," the "passage of timc.and federal practicehave eroded this sovereignty."

Hence, if a law isoldenough andis violatedconsistentlyenough, it

nolonger retains force and validity. Oneassumes then thatthe AngloSaxon legal proscription on murder, under which Peltier was prose
cuted andimprisoned, would also lack force and validity. Certainly, it is
old enough and sees constant violation. But such contradiction and
selectivity are the stuff of "Indian Law" in America.

Similarly, the Lakota have sued the government for nonenforcement, indeed the violation, of the 1868 treaty. In 1977, the

Supreme Court came outin favor of the Lakota bymaintaining thatthe
US. had never gained clear title to lands expropriated from the
original treaty area. The government was then assigned to make
recompense for what was tacitly acknowledged to be stolen property.
The government's offer was to pay the estimated worth of the land at
the time of the expropriation, a total of less than $20 million.
In 1978, this offer was overwhelmingly rejected by Lakota
referendum, and AIM advanced the slogan, "The BlackHills Are Not

For Sale." Seemingly troubled by the militant ring attached to a
Supreme Court ruling, thegovernment in 1980 offered simple interest
of 5% upon the original amount, covering the years since expropria
tion,making thegrand total inexcess of $120 million. This, too, was in
the process of being rejected byLakota referendum when theSupreme
Courtreenteredthe fray, taking the government off the hook.In 1982,
the Court discovered that the Lakota had no choice but to accept a

"reasonable" cash offer for damages done.

Of course, by this standard, acar thief apprehended in possession
of stolen property would be subject only to "compensate" his/her
victim—at a rate the thief deemed "fair"—and the victim would have

no recourse but to accept payment while the thief retained the vehicle

(legal title having passed). Theequity of such aproposition is entirely
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indicative of overall U.S. relations with the tribes.

This flow of events has prompted an AIM takeover of a tract

within the Black Hills in 1981. Nominally led by Bill and Russell
Means, and acting in behalf of the tribal elders, the occupiers have
announced theirobjective as being "theinitiation of the reoccupation
of the Black Hills." Operating as nearly as possible within the

traditional Lakota mode ofgovernment and legality, the reoccupation
remains in effect as of this writing, well over a year later.
Yellow Thunder Tiospaye (as the reoccupation area has been
designated by its inhabitants) and the case of Leonard Peltier are

aspects of the same struggle. The stakes involved are quite high, as
Messerschmidt correctly observes in his concluding chapter. For those
seriously concerned with altering the U.S. status quo, the outcome of
this ongoing war between the American Indian and the American
government must be a matter of utmost importance. Issues of the
magnitude of U.S. territorial integrity, access to critical mineral
resources and outright genocide are clearly involved.
Insofar as this book is primarily concerned with Leonard Peltier

and his specific case, it is of limited though thoroughly important
utility. Insofar as it offers a means for understanding the broader
struggle of which Peltier isa part and which he represents, it holds an
even more critical position within recent dissident literature in the U.S.
In either or both events, Jim Messerschmidt is to be commended for

having written this, the first comprehensive analysis of the strange
case of Leonard Peltier.

Boulder, CO

September 1982

NAMES OF PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE CASE

Gary Adams—FBI SpecialAgent and SWAT team member who testified
to hearing Williams' radio transmission about individuals getting into a
red pickup, which the agents then followed onto the Jumping Bull

property. Shortly after the agents were killed, Adams observed a red
pickup leave the areawhere the killings occurred. He was apersonal friend
of Ron Williams and was involved in securing statements from Brown,
Anderson, and Draper.

MichaelAnderson—testified for the government that he observed Peltier

at the scene of the killings. Also testified under cross examination that he
feared life imprisonment and beatings in jail if he did not cooperate with
the FBI.

Annie Mae Aquash—AIM memberwhose deathhasraised controversy. A
second autopsy revealed that she was executed, killed by a .38 caliber
revolver; an FBI autopsy maintains she died of exposure.
EdgarBear Runner—member of AIM.
Judge Paul Benson—U.S. District Judge who presided over the Peltier
trial.

Dr. Robert Bloemendaal—pathologist who testified for the government
and possibly perjured himself.
Norman Brown—testified for the government that he observed Peltier,

after agentsColerandWilliams fired on him,return firefromthe treeline
on them. Also testified under cross examination that the FBI scared him,
and he feared for his life.

Dino Butler—indicted on 25 November 1975 for killing Special Agents

Coler and Williams. Acquitted summer 1976 in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Jack Coler—FBI Special Agent and SWAT team member killed at Pine
Ridge on 26 June 1975.

Fred Coward—FBI Special Agent and SWAT team member who testified

sightingPeltier througha 2x7 power rifle scope at a distance of one-half
mile. His testimony was possibly perjured.

Lynn E. Crooks—Assistant U.S. Attorney and member of the prosecution
team at the Peltier trial.

Cortlandt Cunningham—-FBI Special Agent, chief of the Firearms and
Toolmarks Division, who signed under oath a false affidavit used in the
extradition of Leonard Peltier.

Standing Deer a/k/a Robert Hugh Wilson—approached by federal prison
administrators to "neutralize" Leonard Peltier while in prison.

Wilford Draper—testified for the government that Peltierwas in the tent
area prior to and after the death of the agents.

Names
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Roque Duenas—assisted Peltier escape from Lompoc Federal Prison. Has
been missing since 2 October 1981.

Jimmy Eagle—first charged with killing agents Coler and Williams inJuly
1975, he was indicted for murders on 25 November 1975. Charges
dropped 8 September 1976.

Robert Ecoffey—BIA police officer who accompanied Coler and Williams
on their search forJimmy Eagle, 25 June 1975.
Bruce Ellison—attorney and member of the defense team at the Peltier
trial. Currently an attorney for Peltier.

Bobby Garcia—assisted Leonard Peltier escape from Lompoc Federal
Prison. Found dead in his cell on 13 December 1980.

James P. Hall—manager of a sporting goods shop in Fargo, ND, that
specializes in thesale offirearms, scopes and reloading devices. Testified
for the defense that he could not determine facial features of an
acquaintance through a 2x7 power riflescope, such as SACoward's.

Evan Hodge—FBI Special Agent who possibly perjured himself regarding
types of tests performed on the AR-15 found in Wichita, KS.
DeanHughes—FBI Special Agent and SWAT team leaderwho testified to
hearing Williams say over the radio, "I am hit."

Evan Hultman—U.S. attorney and member oftheprosecution team at the
Peltier trial.

Ann M. Johnson—FBI stenographer who took notes of radio commun

ications from various FBI agents on the day ofthe firefight.

Wallace Little, Jr.—lived at theJumping Bulls and left the crime scene

with his father and Gerald Mousseau after the shooting ofthe agents.
Winthrop Lodge—FBI fingerprint specialist who allegedly made notes
while examining Coler's car (where the .223 casing was found) but
neglected to note down the contents of other cars at the crime scene.

John Lowe—attorney and member of the defense team, Peltier trial.
Dr. Thomas Noguchi—pathologist who testified for thegovernment and
possibly perjured himself.

George O'Clock—FBI Special Agent who "assisted" stenographer Ann
Johnson transcribe radio transmissions.

Myrtle Poor Bear—testified she signed three false affidavits under FBI

coercion, two ofwhich indicated she observed Peltier kill the agents. Also

testified she did not know Leonard Peltier and was not at the Jumping

Bulls area on the day in question.
David Price—FBI Special Agent and member of a SWAT team who

helped Myrtle Poor Bear prepare her affidavits. May have been involved in
the cover-up of Annie Mae Aquash's death/murder.

Bob Robideau—indicted formurdering agents Coler and Williams on 25

November 1975. Acquitted summer 1976 in Cedar Rapids, IA.
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Robert L. Sikma—Assistant U.S. Attorney and member of prosecution
team, Peltier trial.

Edward Skelly—FBI Special Agent and member of SWAT team who
testified to hearing Williamssayover the radiothat someoneshouldget to
the top of the ridge and cover agents Coler and Williams.
Madonna Slow Bear—testified she had never been questioned by the FBI

regarding her alleged presence at theJumping Bull areaanddidnot know
Myrtle Poor Bear.

Marvin Stolt—BIA police officer and SWAT team member who testified
to observing Eagle and Peltier through binoculars.
Joe Stuntz—Native American killed at Pine Ridge on 26 June 1975.
Elliott Taikeff—attorney and member of defense team, Peltier trial.
Dallas Thundershield—assisted Peltier escape from Lompoc Federal
Prison. Shot in the back during the escape.

Gerard P. Waring—FBI Special Agent and SWAT team member who
testified to hearing Williams' radio transmission that firing was coming
from the ridgeabove him andthat he was hit.Waring possibly changed his
302 (FBI report) to fit the government scenario.
William Webster—current FBI director. Sat on the panel that heard
Peltier's appeal, but resigned when he was appointed director.

Ron Williams—FBI Special Agent who was killed at Pine Ridge on 26
June 1976.

Dick Wilson—tribal chairperson of the Pine Ridge Reservation 19721976.

Norman Zigrossi—Assistant SpecialAgent in charge, Rapid City,SD.

Jimmy Zimmerman—Eleven-year-old Native American who lived intent
city.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

December 1890—Wounded Knee I—Massacre of 300 women, children
and men near Wounded Knee by the U.S. Cavalry.

February 1973—Wounded Knee II—Approximately 300 traditionals and
AIM supporters occupy the village ofWounded Knee toprotest tactics
of Wilson and the goon squad.

March 1975—Members ofAIM arrive at thejumping Bull Ranch and set
up a spiritual camp. A grassroots movement of AIM and traditional

people continues to grow, challenging Wilson's abuse of power and
corporate exploitation on Indian land.

Between 1 March 1973 and 1 March 1976—Extensive clashes between

Wilson's goon squad and supporters or members ofAIM, resulting in

66 documented violent deaths and 200 murders overall.

24 April 1975—FBI does a study of its "paramilitary operations"
preparedness on Indian land.

Between 27 May 1975 and 6June 1975—FBI inspects reservation and
concludes that "bunkers" exist which would take a paramilitary assault
toovercome resistance against the FBI by AIM members and support
ers. The FBI notes pockets of AIM members on the reservation.

Late May 1975—Build-up of FBI personel in and around reservation

(mostly SWAT trained agents). The FBI begins training aten-man BIA

SWAT team.

16June 1975—FBI again supplements its manpower by ordering special
agents intoSouth Dakota for a temporary 60day period.

26June 1975—FBI agents Ron Williams andjack Colerenter thejumping

Bull Ranch and a firefight ensues. Both FBI agents and Native Ameri
can Joe Stuntz are killed. The firefight lasts all day, and the grassroots
movement is disrupted with the ensuing military-type occupation of
the Reservation by FBI and other law enforcement agencies.

27 June 1975—Church Committee cancels plans to hear testimony
concerning relationship between FBI and AIM.

5September 1975—FBI invades Rosebud Reservation insearch ofPeltier
and others.

10 September 1975—Automobile carrying Michael Anderson, Bob Robi
deau, Norman Charles and others explodes on a turnpike near Wichi
ta,KS. Thegovernment obtains adamaged AR-15 from thisautomobile
andclaims it is the murder weapon.

25 November 1975—Leonard Peltier, Jimmy Eagle, Bob Robideau and
Dino Butler are indicted for the murder ofagents Williams and Coler.

2January 1976—Six months after the firefight, Dick Wilson officially
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signs over to the Department of the Interior jurisdiction for one-eighth
of Pine Ridge Reservation land, which contains uranium, gas, oil and
gravel.
6 February 1976—Peltier arrested in Canada and held for extradition
hearings.

26 February 1976—Annie Mae Aquash's body found on reservation.
Government autopsy states she died of exposure; independent patholo
gist determines she was shot in the head.
February and March 1976—Myrtle Poor Bear signs three false affidavits
under coercion by the FBI which directly implicate Leonard Peltier.
These affidavits are used in extradition proceedings of Peltier.
Summer 1976—Butler and Robideau acquitted of charges in Cedar
Rapids, IA.
8 September 1976—Charges against Jimmy Eagle dropped.
18 December 1976—Peltier extradited to the U.S.

March and April 1977—Peltier stands trial for the murder of SA
Williams and Coler in Fargo, ND.
18 April 1977—Peltier found guilty of two counts of murder in the first
degree.
1June 1977—Peltier sentenced byJudge Paul Benson to two consecutive
life sentences.

December 1977—Oral argument on Peltier's appeal first held in St. Louis.
Judge William Webster is one of panel of three judges hearing appeal.
January 1978—Webster named Director of FBI. Tells American people
they must help combat domestic terrorism.
February 1978—Peltier acquitted of attempted murder of Milwaukee
Police Officer Ronald Hlaviaka.

14 September 1978—Peltier's appeal before the Eight Circuit Court
denied.

10 March 1979—Supreme Court refuses to review Peltier's case.
May to June 1979—Government plot to kill Peltier in prison unfolds
before his eyes.
20July 1979—Leonard Peltier, with the assistance of Bobby Garcia, Dallas
Thundershield and Roque Duenas, flees from Lompoc Federal Prison,
in fear for his life.

26 July 1979—Leonard Peltier recaptured.
14 November 1979—Escape trial begins, Judge Lawrence Lydick denies
"duress and coercion" defense, prohibits Peltier from presenting evi
dence concerning his reasons for fleeing prison.
22 January 1980—Peltier convicted and given maximum sentence, seven
years, on charges of prison escape and illegal possession of a weapon.
Bobby Garcia sentenced to five years for the escape conviction.
13 December 1980—Bobby Garcia found dead in his cell.

Chronology

xxi

20 March 1981—Peltier's escape conviction appealed to U.S. 9th Circuit

Court. The three-judge panel reverses escape conviction, ruling that the
trial judge erred in denying Peltier the opportunity to ask agovernment

witness questions pertaining to his personal bias against Peltier. The
court also "suggested" that the lower court permit the assassination
plot evidence at a new trial ordered to take place.

2October 1981—Roque Duerias' fishing boat found upside down. Kevin

Henry, Ducnas' nephew, found dead due to drowning and being hit by a

blunt object. Duenas remains missing.

11 April 1982—Writ of habeas corpus filed in U.S. District Court, Fargo

ND. Writ indicates substantial suppression of exonerating evidence by
the government during the Peltier trial as well as knowing use of false

evidence to obtain a conviction.

30 December 1982—Judge Paul Benson refuses to remove himself from
thecase as well as order the release of 6,000 FBI documents on Peltier
31 December 1982—Judge Paul Benson denies Leonard Peltier a new
trial
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NTRODUCTION

Leonard Peltier is a political prisoner. At this time he is serving
two consecutive life terms at the maximum security federal prison in
Marion, Illinois. He was convicted by an all white jury for a crime he

did not commit, the murder of two FBI agents. But as we will see,
Peltier was tried and convicted because he was an American Indian

leader, struggling to defend the rights and land ofhis people.
On the morning of26June 1975, ata ranch occupied by members

of the Jumping Bull Family (within the boundaries of the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation, South Dakota), a firefight occurred between tra
ditional Native Americans aligned with members of the American

Indian Movement (AIM) and the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation (FBI).
When the shooting had ceased, Lakota Joseph Stuntz and FBI agents
Ron Williams and Jack Coler were dead. Four Native Americans were

subsequently charged with the murder of the two agents, yet only one,
Leonard Peltier, was convicted. The reasons for Peltier's trial and
subsequent conviction are the subject of this book.

Leonard Peltier, a Chippewa-Lakota activist and an important

leader ofthe American Indian Movement, has been described by fellow
AIM activist John Trudell as "this generation's Geronimo, this gen
eration's Crazy Horse." Peltier, like the great Indian leaders Trudell
mentions, has opposed government control and takeover ofIndian land,
1
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while the FBI, not the Seventh Cavalry, persecutes Peltier and other
Indian leaders like him.

The trial of Leonard Peltier was, in fact, the result of his political

history. Peltier, in the late '60s, was committed toa national movement
of Indians striving to restore their traditional culture and reclaim the
rights guaranteed them by treaties made over a period ofone hundred

years. Peltier was then living in Seattle where he assisted a group of
Indians in the occupation of Fort Lawton, which had been declared
surplus by the United States Army. Since federal regulations grant
Indians first rights to all land declared "surplus," the occupation was

proclaimed "lawful" by the federal government. As a result, the United
Indians of All Tribes have built and continue to maintain on this land
the Daybreak Star Cultural Center.

During this timeinSeattle, Peltier owned a large body andfender
shop. Heprovided voluntary services totheIndian community and was
highly respected by his friends.
In the 1970s, Peltier movedto the midwest where he met Dennis

Banks, Russell Means and some other individuals who had organized
the American Indian Movement in Minneapolis in 1968. AIM was

founded for the purpose of protecting the lives and treaty rights of
American Indians across the country. Peltier joined AIM and became
active in struggles revolving around treaty rights.
In 1972 Peltier was living in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he

joined the "Trail of Broken Treaties," a demonstration requesting
that the U.S. Government investigate treaty violations over the

last one hundred years. Over 200 people arrived in Washington,
D.C. on 30 October 1972, and when the Bureau of Indian Affairs

officials told the caravan to go home, they occupied the BIA offices.
The offices were held for one week, forcing the White House to

promise a hearing on the grievances set down by AIM.
However, the FBI also became aware of the leaders of this oc

cupation. According to Rex Wyler, in a memo from then Attorney
General William Saxbe, the FBI was told to "put AIM leaders under

close scrutiny and arrest them on every possible charge until they can
no longer make bail." Dennis Banks, Russell Means and Leonard Peltier
were three of the AIM leaders specifically targeted by the FBI.1
It was during this time that the power of Pine Ridge Reservation
(South Dakota) Tribal Chairman Dick Wilson was being challenged

by traditional Indians on the reservation. Wilson was elected tribal
chairman in 1972 and has since ignored traditional Indian demands.
For instance, shortly after his election, thetraditional people organized
the Oglala Sioux Constitutional Rights Organization to obtain such
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things as higher rents for land Indians leased to ranchers. Yet Wilson,
representing big business, refused to allow this issue to go before the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for consideration.2 Instead, Wilson misused

federal money to employ, train and arm a despotic personal police
force, known to the residents of the Pine Ridge Reservation as the
"goon squad."*

In February 1973, Banks, Means and approximately three hun
dred traditionals and supporters or members of AIM occupied the

village ofWounded Knee, South Dakota toprotest the tactics employed
by Wilson and his goons. For 71 days, Native Americans outlasted
a siege by the FBI, U.S. Marshalls and the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Police. Wounded Knee "precipitated the most recent series of gov
ernmental prosecutorial and armed ferocity [savageries] against the
Indian Nations and flowed directly from the land thefts, under guise
of treaty, conducted by the U.S. government and its Bureau of Indian

Affairs."5** On 6 May 1973 the occupation came to a close as rep
resentatives of the U.S. Government agreed to carry out congressional
investigations of and meetings ontheconditions atPine Ridge and the
violations of the 1868 treaty. These investigations never occurred.
In the year following Wounded Knee (1974), Russell Means ran

for the office of tribal chairman of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
and, "in one of the most outrageous miscarriages ofJustice, Richard
Wilson (the right-wing incumbent) stole the election."5 The U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights later documented how this election was
fraudulently won.

Inthe primary, Means was thevictor byapproximately 150 votes.6
Yet when the final election came around on 7 February 1974, Wilson

won by a vote of 1,714 to 1,514.7 The Commission found through
their investigation that,

• Many individuals voted who were ineligible to vote because
they were not enrolled members of the tribe. An examination of

743 names ontheofficial voting records identified 154 such nonenrolled voters.

•Members of the goon squad, which numbered approximately 100 individ
uals, called themselves "goons," meaning "Guardians oftheOglala Nation."
**The Sioux signed the Fort Laramie Treaty in 1868, which recognized the
Sioux Nation as a sovereign nation. This treaty originally guaranteed the
Sioux approximately 50 million acres of traditional homeland in Nebraska,
North and South Dakota, Montana and Wyoming. However, when gold, oil,
coal, uranium and other natural resources were found on this land, "the
government and private corporations took back the land in violation of this
treaty. "4
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• Many people voted in the election who were not on the official
voting list without complying with the election ordinance re

quiring a proper affidavit of eligibility.
• No method was set up to disqualify ballots cast by voters who
were ineligible.
• Many people voted who were not residents of the reservation
or who did not meet the one year residency requirement.
• No method was used to check the identity of individuals pre
senting themselves at the polls.
• The voter lists distributed to the precincts were out of date and
extremely inaccurate.
• No poll-watchers or observers were present at any time during
the official count of the votes.

• No record was kept as to the distribution of official ballots or
the exact number of official ballots printed.
• Many ballots were taken out of the polling places, marked,
placed in the ballot boxes and counted without following the
procedures set down for absentee voting.
• When the election was contested by Russell Means, Wilson,
the only personwith the legalauthority to call the Tribal Council
into session, refused to do so.
• The Bureau of Indian Affairs refused to oversee the election and

refused to investigate charges of irregularities and fraud.
• The election was held in a climate of fear and tension.8

Wilson's manipulation of the election was only one aspect of his
administration. During his tenure in office he sacrificed his people to

larger economic interests. For instance, he attempted to convince the
tribal council to sell the Black Hills, but was unsuccessful.9 On 2

January 1976 he signed away one-eighth ofthe Pine Ridge Reservation
to the Badlands National Monument.10 Moreover, according to Johan-

sen and Maestas, he has continually facilitated the transfer of Lakota
land from traditional Indians to either non-Indian or minimally-Indian

(less than full-blood) ranchers and farmers. In short, Wilson's adminis
tration has furthered the process of removing land from Lakotapeople
such that bythe mid-1970sapproximately thirty percent of the grazing

land and eighty-seven percent of the cultivated land on the Oglala
Lakota Nation was in the hands of non-Indians." Of the seventy percent

grazing land in Indian hands, approximately ninety percent is owned
and used by individuals who are less than half Indian blood.12 Sixtythree percent of all Indian-owned agricultural land is being cultivated
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by non-Indians today.13 This "giving away" of Indian lands to nonIndians is nothing new to traditional Indians. It has been happening
for the last five hundred years as people like Wilson cater to the needs
and enticements of big business. The energy companies in this country
are now working on the final land thefts.14

The depleted Indian land base destroys Native Americans' abil
ity to sustain and reproduce life. Hundreds of thousands have left

the reservations for the cities in search of work. Of approximately
1,500,000 American Indians in the United States today, only about
one third, or 500,000, liveon or near reservations.15 As early as 1969,
few reservations had as many as 3,000 people, and the average pop
ulation density was only one person per 4.2 square miles. The result
of these trends has been devastating poverty for American Indians.16
Not only is the means of sustaining life for American Indians
beingstolen, but also, the means of reproducing life. Many traditional
American Indian men and women have been forced to submit to ster

ilization. Lee Brightman, President of the United Native Americans,

estimates that of the overall Native population "as many as 42% of
the women of childbearing age and 10% of the men have already been
sterilized."17 All information, from Dr. Connie Uri's inquiry in 1976
for then U.S. Senator Abourezk (D.-South Dakota) to more recent

studies, indicates that "sterilization ofNative people ison the increase"

and there is much evidence "that full-blood Indian women are being
singled out."18 The blatant racism of such efforts at birth control can

only be seen as significantly contributing to the genocide of full blood
Indians.

Pine Ridge Reservation is one of the parcels of land allocated to
the Sioux after the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act, and the social and
economic conditions of the marginalization process are clear:

The reservation exceeds 4,500 square miles without any
public transportation. Its one library and bank are located
in the white settlement areas. Less than one percent of the
land is cultivated by Native Americans, while more than
half the acreage is used by whites for grazing ... By 1973
about 70 percent of those at Pine Ridge were unemployed
... the life expectancy was 44 years, 30 years less than
that of white persons . . . While the BIA and other federal

agencies billed American tax payers over $8,000 a year per
Oglala Sioux family at the Pine Ridge, the medium income
there remained at less than $2,000.19
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Wilson's abuse of power, because it supported the incessant al
ienation of traditional Indian land and resources, as well as the de

struction of the traditional way of life, motivated the traditional

community to challenge his practices even more. The Oglala Sioux
Constitutional Rights Organization attempted to impeach Wilson, but
the tribal chairman "sat ... at his own impeachment hearing and of
course denied the traditional's challenge." The Constitutional Rights

Organization then turned to the Bureau ofIndian Affairs for help, only
to be ignored.20 One result ofthis conflict between the traditionals and
Wilson was the seventy-one day occupation ofWounded Knee. Wilson
responded with his goon squad.
Between 1March 1973and 1March 1976sixty-threedocumented
violent deaths occurred on the Oglala Nation.21 The majority of these
deaths were those of supporters or members of the American Indian
Movement, who were killed primarily by the goon squad.22

The Treaty Council believes that overall "more than 300 people
have been murdered on the Pine Ridge Reservation since 1973."" As

a result, the yearly murder rate between 1973 and 1976 has been
estimated to be 170 per 100,000, makingit the highest in the country.
This was more than eight times the 1974 murder rate in Detroit, the
nation's urban leader.25 Furthermore, when the police and goons were

not killing people, they were engaging in attempted murder, beatings
and the destruction of property. All of which have become a fact of
life for traditional people on the reservation.26

Many witnesses at the trial of Leonard Peltier testified to these
oppressive conditions existing on the reservation. Delia Starr's testi
mony summarized the plight of the traditional people:
... the goons and the BIA police would start coming
around you know, start shooting around. And they'd start,
you know, start some kind of trouble and then we'd have
to break up, you know—we try to avoid trouble, and they
were even shooting at our houses. And we have, you know,
there's alot of kids in some of these houses. And what the

goons done(is) alot of harassing. But therewas nothing that
could be done. We couldn't go to the BIA police because
thejr were right with them. So finally, the traditional, the

elderly people got together and asked, you know, that we'd
have our own security around the Oglalaareaso we can have
at least a little protection.27

Although the FBI ischarged with investigating major crimes in Indian
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country under the Major Crimes Act (23 Stat. 385), it continually
avoided this legal responsibility on the Pine Ridge Reservation. In
fact, according to Bruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, the FBI pur
posely evaded the issue, stating it "lacked manpower," even though
all evidence indicates this was not so.

. . . before Wounded Knee the full-time staff of the Rapid
City office had been three agents; after Wounded Knee
eleven were assigned there. On the reservation, agents con
spicuously walked the streets of PineRidgeVillage, looking
appropriately colonial with their short haircuts and shiny

black, round-toed shoes. Paramilitary gear, such as tanks
and armored personnel carriers, reminders of Wounded
Knee, sometimes stood on street corners.28

With the Wilson regime, BIA police and FBI against them, the
traditional people again turned to the American Indian Movement for
assistance.

Francis He Crow, co-coordinator and researcher for the Traditional

Council of Chiefs of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, brought to the trial a
document drawn up in early 1975 and signed byevery member of the
Council of Chiefs. This document specifically requested the American
Indian Movement to come to the Reservation "and protect Indians and
property and the fish and wildlife." AIM was needed, according to He
Crow, because "there is no law on the reservation."29

According to the prosecution, seven members of AIM arrived at
Pine Ridge Reservation in March of 1975: Dino and Nilak Butler,
Leonard Peltier, Jean Day, Anna Mae Aquash, Melvin Lee and Michael

Anderson. They first lived outside the Oglala village. In May, Joe
Stuntz and Norman Charles came to the Reservation and the entire

groupmoved to thejumping Bull area. Thejumping Bullland(owned

by Harry and CeciliaJumping Bull) lies within theWhite Clay district
of the Pine Ridge Reservation. This district "is like a stronghold of
the traditional peoples traditionalism on the Reservation." At White

Clay, "the traditional philosophy is more prevalent."30 After a trip to
an AIM sponsored spiritual conference in Arizona, Norman Brown,
Wilford Draper, Bob Robideau and Jimmy Zimmerman joined the
group at Jumping Bulls.
Jimmy Durham, Executive Director of the International Indian

Treaty Council and their United Nations representative stated at the
Peltier trial that the traditional Council of Chiefs is the legal govern
ment on the Reservation, not the U.S.-imposed government instituted
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by the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. This legality, according
to Durham, was

recognized by the U.S. through the 1868 Fort Laramie
Treaty. Different congressional Acts have tried to pretend
this treaty is not valid to the extent that those congressional
acts say it is not valid. That is not constitutional in our
vision and so there is a constant conflict of what amounts

to a colonial government, the United States taking overour

land, giving us the form ofgovernment on every reservation
that is not our form of government, setting up different
economic factors that pit Indians against other Indians. The

government uses every way that it can, the only way I can
frankly say it, to harass us and divide us.31
The tribal government is recognized and supported by the U.S.

government and was not consulted with orapproved by the Council of
Chiefs. As a result, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a subdivision of the

Department ofthe Interior, controls Native Americans, Native Amer
ican land and other natural resources, and Native American capital.

Jimmy Durham summarized the underlying causes ofthe conflict
between traditional and non-traditional Native Americans:

The traditional vision of American Indians with the pipe

centers around a harmony of a circle, harmony of every part
of life with our animal brothers and sisters and with our
human brothers and sisters and a reverence for the sacredness
of life. And this seems to come in direct conflict with white

people's mentality. The only way I can see it, and the
situation on Pine Ridge is that the non-traditionals, the
mixed-bloods, have accepted the white man's money, the
white man's way of life and that is the difference.32
In contrast to non-traditionals, members of AIM were described

by witnesses at the Peltier trial as being the same as traditional Native
Americans "because the thoughts are the same," in the sense that both

are committed to constructing a socio-economic system based on and

able to preserve traditional Indian cultures. The American Indian
Movement was "organized to help the people, the Native American

people throughout the United States to get to know their traditions

and to live the traditional way, and teach it to our young ... and
also if there was anything that we might be able to help them with
in their community, to come in and help them. More or less a sup-
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portive group than anything else." In short, "The American Indian

Movement is a groupofpeople organized to struggle for their freedom,
against hatred, oppression and against people in power."33
The traditional people on the Pine Ridge Reservation were in
creasingly concerned with the continued alienation of their land and

resources, and their resulting impoverishment. As a result, a grassroots
movement which included Peltier emerged to challenge the illegal
conveyance of Indian property to non-Indians. The movement was
countered by Richard Wilson's repressive police force, which indicated
through its actions a dedication to the destruction of full-blood Indians.

In addition the Federal Bureau of Investigation did not move to help
prevent the criminality of the goon squad, nor did it even attempt to
investigate the crimes that had been committed. Instead, the FBI, in

an indirect way, aligned with Wilson in repressing the traditional
people and American Indian Movement, who were resisting Wilson's
actions, which seemed to support big business.
The government's stake in the status quo and the reasons for

Peltier's trial and subsequent conviction are the subject of this book.
We will investigate in the pages to come the government's role in
repressing dissent; the subsequent use of the legal system to secure
control over the movement; and the causes of the repression and its
effect on American Indian land, resources and way of life.

Chapters two and three concentrate on the FBI and judicial ap
paratus and show their involvement with events at Pine Ridge. Chapter
two provides a brief historical overview of the FBI, its main concerns
throughout its years of operation and its more recent relation to Amer

ican Indians. Chapter three describes, through an analysis of the trial

of Leonard Peltier, how the legal system legitimates its repressive
tactics by appealing to legal codes and procedures, and how the state

effectively secures control while at the same time masking its own
criminal behavior.34 In Chapter four we look at what has more recently
happened to Leonard Peltier. And finally, in the last chapter, we
consider the political-economic motivations for the legal repression and
the subsequent effect of this repression on American Indian land,
resources and way of life.

Two
THE FBI

Historically, individuals and groups in the U.S. who oppose cap
italism and advocate social change have been defined as subversive and
threatening to free enterprise, democracy, and thus the security of the
nation-state. As a result, under the guise of defending the "free en
terprise system" and "national security," the FBI has, from its incep
tion, denied, through direct criminal actions, anti-capitalist activists
their first amendment rights. We, therefore, begin by looking his
torically at the emergence of the Bureau of Investigation and its early
role in American society in the 20th century. Then we turn to the
later years of the Bureau and analyze its change of emphasis in the
1960s and 1970s. Finally, we close out this chapterwith a lookat the
relationship between American Indians and the FBI, with particular
emphasis upon its role at Pine Ridge. This survey allows us to un
derstand the trial of Leonard Peltier in the broader social and historical

context which contours its real lessons and meaning.
Early Years

The forerunner of the modern FBI was the Justice Department's
Bureau of Investigation. The Bureau was established in 1908 under
Theodore Roosevelt's administration, but did not turn its attention

toward dissent until the years surrounding World War I. During that
11
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time, 1917-1918, agents from the Bureau of Investigation investigated
the activities of thousands of draft resisters, while enforcing the Es
pionage and Sedition Acts, which were enacted for the purpose of
criminalizing pronouncements and publications critical of U.S. gov
ernmental policies. In combination with vigilante groups and state
officials, the Justice Department repressed dissident individuals and
organizations. Supporting the capitalist class, agents raided offices of
radical groups, such as the Socialist Party; in 1918 alone, they secured
the conviction of 166 leaders of the Industrial Workers of the World.1

During this time, socialists, anarchists and unionists opposed the
militarism generated by WWI. The IWW was a leading element in the
resistance movement. Thus, in early September 1917, Bureau agents

raided forty-eight IWW meeting halls throughout the country, seizing
evidence for prosecution. Eventually 101 of the 166 went to trial for
conspiring to hinder the draft, encouraging desertion and intimidating
others in connection with labor disputes. The jury found them all
guilty, many receiving lengthy sentences of 20 years. They were fined
a total of $2,500,000.2

In 1917, the revolution in Russia surprised the world. As a result
of the victory ofthe Soviet Bolsheviks, Bolshevism in the United States
became a major focus of attention for the Justice Department. Rather
than directing their activities toward "common criminals," agents for
the Bureau mounted a massive intelligencegathering operationagainst
all left-wing groups and dissidents in the country.3
Then Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, received $500,000
from Congress to apprehend radicals. On 1 August 1919 he established
within the Bureau of Investigation a department called the General
Intelligence Division (GID). As head he appointed J. Edgar Hoover,
"charging him with the responsibility of gathering and coordinating
all information concerning domestic radical activities."4 One of
Hoover's first maneuvers in October of that year was a campaign to
frame black radical Marcus Garvey on fraud charges. This operation
culminated in Garvey's deportation.5 Under Hoover's leadership, the
GID set up a file of over 200,000 radical leaders, publications, or
ganizations, and activities in various localities.6 The result of this
information gathering was the roundup and eventual deportation of
10,000 individuals in the infamous Palmer Raids on January 2 and
6, 1920. Those arrested came mainly from the Communist and Com
munist Labor Party organizations.7 Moreover, as blacks became mem
bers of the Communist Party, the Bureau attempted to destroy inter
racial unity. Special strategieswere specifically directed at black leaders
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such as Paul Robeson and Richard Wright; the Bureau may even have
been involved in Wright's later death in Paris.8 In short, although
agents of the Bureau of Investigation were charged with enforcing the
criminal law, they spent a major part of their time making illegal
arrests of thousands of alien communists and undertaking counterin
telligence activities that would undermine radical organizations.
One of those "rounded up" was an anarchist by the name of
Andrea Salsedo. After his arrest he was held for eight weeks in a New
York Bureau office, not allowed to have contact with family, friends
or a lawyer. Shortly thereafter his crushed body was found on the
pavement below the building. Bureau agents stated he committed
suicide by jumping from the fourteenth floor window.9

Shortly after Salsedo's death, two of his friends were arrested by
Bureau agents on trumped up charges. These individuals were Nicola
Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, both charged with robbery and even
tual murder at a shoe factory. Being arrested for crimes they did not
in all probability commit, Sacco and Vanzetti

. . . went on trial, were found guilty, and spent seven years
in jail while appeals went on, and whileall over the country
and the world, people became involved in their case. The
trial record and the surrounding circumstances suggested
that Sacco and Vanzetti were sentenced to death because

they were anarchists and foreigners. In August 1927, as
police broke up marches and picket lines with arrests and

beatings, and troops surrounded the prison, they were elec
trocuted.10

American radicalism was practically destroyed by the Palmer
Raids and the resulting deportations, trials, and counterintelligence
activities. Bolshevism was no longer a threat to American capitalism.
Nevertheless, the Bureau of Investigation did not stop. It began to
increase in strength considerably. By 1923 the Bureau received an

annual budget of two and a quarter, million dollars, grew to 697
employees, and became the largest bureau in the entire Justice De
partment. With this amountof money, the Bureau was able to employ
an efficient network of paid informants to infiltrate unions and radical
organizations.11

Such Bureau activities were "extralegal." There was no federal law

that could beused toprosecute radicals and communists. Consequently,
no federal statutes justified their continued infiltration and investi
gation of radical leaders and groups. As a result, "the Bureau turned
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to the states, many of which had enacted vague laws proscribing such
offenses as criminal anarchy, criminal syndicalism, and sedition."12 In

other words, federal agents began investigating radicals for prosecution
of crimes that fell under local statutes. However, this was clearly not
under their authority to perform. Yet, as Michael Belnap has shown,
in 1922 alone, the Bureau

. . .obtained state convictions against 115 such individuals,
despite the fact that nothing in the bureau operation gave
it any authority to assist local prosecutors in building cases
against Communists who had violated no federal law.13

This was not the only thing Bureau agents did illegally. Agents
perjured themselves and covered up wrongdoings to obtain the con
victions of communists and other "radical elements."14

After 1924, the year J. Edgar Hoover was made head of the
Bureau, the postwar boom began to take effect, ushering in a new era
of prosperity for U.S. capitalism. This lasted throughout the twenties

and up to the stock market crash of 1929. Although labor strife was
still prevalent, it declined considerably when compared to the 19171923 period.15 In this economic context "the deportation of alien rad
icals virtually ceased. Presidents Harding and Coolidge freed most
federal political prisoners, and a number of governors released radicals
from state confinement."16

However, this liberalism was not to last long. With the onset

of the Great Depression in the thirties, communists, socialists and
anarchists became active again in organizing workers' alliances.17 As
a result, the newly elected President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, askedJ.
Edgar Hoover to collect intelligence on political organizations he
deemed "subversive." The following is an excerpt from a "strictly
confidential" Hoover memorandum, dictated on 10 September 1936.

In talking with the Attorney General today concerning the
radical situation, I informed him of the conference which

I had with the President on September 1, 1936, at which
time the Secretary of State was present and at which time
the Secretary of State, at the President's suggestion, re

quested of me, the representative of the Department of
Justice, to have investigation made of the subversive activ
ities in this country.18

Not long after, Bureau agents once again became profoundly
committed to the suppression of radicalism in the United States. The
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Federal Bureau of Investigation, as it was renamed in 1938, directed
the majority of its activities toward radicalism. Consequently, the
Bureau performed law enforcement duties unrelated to the enforcement

of FederalCriminal laws. The Church Committee Report investigating
FBI intelligence activities since its beginning came to this very con
clusion:

Thus it appears that one of the first purposes of FBI domestic
intelligence was to perform the "pure intelligence" function
of supplying executive officials with information believed
of value for making policy decisions. This aspect of the
assignment to investigate "subversion" was entirely unre
lated to enforcement of federal criminal laws.19

The FBI's work began to entail "pure intelligence," or in other

words, the amassing of information to implement political repression.
By 1938, according to a Hoover memorandum to then Attorney Gen
eral Cummings and President Roosevelt, the FBI had illegally inves
tigated subversion in (1) the maritime, steel, coal, clothing, garment,
fur, automobile, and newspaper industries,(2) educational institutions,

(3) organized labor, (4)youth groups, (5) black groups, (6)government
affairs, and (7) the armed forces.20

The intelligence gathered in these investigations was accom
plished through forms of misconduct by the agents themselves.
Through wiretapping (in violation of the Federal Communications Act

of 1934 which prohibited wiretapping), bugging, mail opening and
breaking-and-entering, the FBI gathered information on radical in
dividuals and groups and conveyed it directly to the White House.21
During the Cold War, the breadth of FBI investigations led to
massive amounts of information on law abiding citizens. The most
important program during this time was COMINFIL, meaning com
munist infiltration. Through this program, the FBI collected intelli
gence about alleged communist activityin the government, educational
system, industry, and groups associated with blacks, youths, women,

farmers and veterans. In short, the FBI infiltrated the "entire spectrum
of the social and labor movement in the country."22
The FBI gathered intelligence on so-called communist infiltra

tion, even though the FBI knew the Communist Party was steadily
declining in the fifties and early sixties. The FBI, however, fabricated
memos to the White House which were, according to the Church
Committee Report, "deliberately used to exaggerate the threat of Com
munist influence."23 Furthermore, went on the Church Committee,
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this "distorted picture of communist 'infiltration' later served to justify
"the FBI's intensive investigations of the groups involved in protests
against the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement."24 In the
late 1950s and early 1960s the Civil Rights movement had emerged
in the south. During this time, more than one-fourth of all members
of the Ku KIux Klan in the south were known to be either FBI agents
or informants, who initiated much of the violence directed toward

blacks.25 Also, as early as I960 the FBI had begun a campaign to
"disrupt" and "neutralize" both the Nation of Islam and the Puerto
Rican Independence Movement.26 Regarding the Nation of Islam, the

FBI's primary purposewas to "exacerbate the tensions betweenMalcolm
X and Elijah Muhammed, and these activities either directly or in
directly led to the assassination of Malcolm X in 1965."27
By 1963, the FBI had opened approximately 441,000 files on
individuals and groups deemed "subversive." It gathered its intelli
gence illegally through the use of "microphone surveillance" and "surrepetitious entries to install microphones." Yet extensive bugging and
breaking and entering were not the only methods. The FBI once again
opened mail and wire-tapped to thwart a contrived communist threat
and destroy other radical movements. The FBI even admits that "legal
considerations were simply not raised at the time."28
Later Years

The major thrust of the FBI since at least 1941 was its counter
intelligence program, more commonlyknown as COINTELPRO. This
program went beyond intelligence gathering to include strategies and
tactics for the purposeof "disrupting" and "neutralizing" organizations
threatening to U.S. capitalism. William C. Sullivan, former head of
the FBI Intelligence Division has stated:

We were engaged in COINTELPRO tactics, to divide, con
fuse, weaken, in diverse ways, an organization. We were

engaged in that when I entered the Bureau in 1941.29
From the 1940s to the early 1960s, COINTELPRO was primarily
directed at two organizations: the Communist Party and the Socialist
Workers Party.30 However, in the sixties and earlyseventies it encom
passed the addition of new groups on its roster, implementing seven
"counterintelligence" programs as a whole and some 2,370 separate
COINTELPRO actions.31

Two examples were the "Black Nationalists" and "New Left"
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COINTELPRO operations. In 1967, the "Black Nationalist" COIN
TELPRO was initiated "to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otherwise neutralize," black groups struggling against their oppression.
Specifically targeted was the "leadership, spokesmen, members and
supporters," with larger objectives being to "frustrate" their efforts to
"consolidate their forces."32

The Black Panther Party was of special interest, FBI Field Offices
being directed by headquarters in 1968 to develop "imaginative and
hard hitting counter-intelligence measures aimed at crippling the
BPP."33 Moreover, other groups and individuals on the FBI's "hit
list" were the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the Revolutionary Action
Movement, the Nation of Islam, the Deacons of Defense, as well as
Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap Brown, Elijah Muhammed, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Maxwell Stanford, and many more.34
Under COINTELPRO, "New Left," agents were directed to dis
rupt and neutralize such groups as Students for a Democratic Society.
FBI headquarters directed field offices in July 1968 to:

(1) prepare leaflets using "the most obnoxious pictures" of
New Left leaders at various universities;

(2) instigate "personal conflicts and animosities" between
New Left leaders;

(3) create the impression that leaders are "informants for
the Bureau or other law enforcement agencies" (the "snitch
jacket" technique);

(4) send articles from studentor "underground" newspapers
which show "depravity" (use of narcotics and free sex) of
New Left leaders to university officials, donors, legislators,
and parents;
(5) have members arrested on marijuana charges;
(6) send anonymous letters about a student's activities to
parents, neighbors, and the parents' employers;

(7) send anonymous lettersabout NewLeft faculty members
(signed "A concerned Alumni" or "A concerned Taxpayer")
to universityofficials, legislators, Board of Regents, and the
press;

(8) use "cooperative press contacts";
(9) exploit the "hostility" between New Left and Old Left
groups;

(10) disrupt New Left coffee houses near military bases
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which are attempting to "influence members of the armed
forces";

(11) use cartoons, photographs, and anonymous letters to
"ridicule" the New Left;

(12) use "misinformation" to "confuse and disrupt" New
Left activities, such as by notifying members that events
have been cancelled.35

All of the methods used by the FBI under COINTELPRO were,

according to theChurch Committee, "secret programs . . . which used
unlawful or improper acts" to carry out their desired goals.In short,
from 1942 to 1968, the FBI conducted hundreds of illegal burglaries

against "threatening" individuals and organizations, stealing private
files and documents.36 Moreover, the FBI clearlyknew this was criminal
behavior as the following quote from an FBI memorandum reveals:

Such techniques involve trespassing and are clearly illegal;
therefore, it would be impossible to obtain any legalsanction
for it. Break-ins . . . have been used because they represent

an invaluable technique in combating subversive activities
of a clandestine nature aimed directly at undermining and
destroying our nation.37

These "unlawful" and "improper" acts however did not end with
COINTELPRO, which allegedly was abolished in 1971. Indeed, on
18 November 1974, then FBIDirector ClarenceKelly specifically drove

the point home that COINTELPRO had "helped bring about a fa
vorable change" in U.S. society and was a major part of the FBI's
duty.38 A month later, Kelly stated that the FBI may need to engage
in such disruptive actions again, especially "under emergency situa
tions."39 The Director could not have been closer to the truth, since

criminal behavior by the FBI continues unabated, of which a small

portion is revealed below. The FBI continues to invade the privacy of
Americans. A Senate Subcommittee found that federal intelligence

agencies maintain at least 858 data banks, containing 1.246 billion
files on individuals.40 Agents of the FBI are permitted to open mail
without a warrant from a federal judgeand have, as a result, continually

engaged in warrantless secret mail cover operations.41 The FBI has to
date infiltrated labor unions.42 Moreover, in late June 1978 when a
Teamsters strike broke out in San Francisco, the FBI used more than

a dozen of itsagents (who had posed asworkers) in an attempt to break
it up.43
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The FBI has also planted agentprovocateurs in labor unions. One

individual received from the FBI over $5,000 and a new job at a non
union shipyard in New Orleans for information on union organizing
and advocating aggressive, violent behavior.44 TheFBI also maintains,
unconstitutionally, a "security index" listing 15,000 dissidents who

will be "targeted for detention" in a declared national emergency.45
The FBI has infiltrated and attempted to disrupt the Women's Lib
eration Movement, gathering at least 1,377 pages of "intelligence."46
In 1974, the FBI admitted keeping a "subversive" file on a 16year-old high school woman who wrote a letter to the Socialist Workers

Party (SWP) as part of a school project. She requested information
about the SWP as part ofa social studies project entitled, "From Left
to Right"; she received a copy ofthe party newspaper and some other
printed material from an affiliated youth group, the Young Socialist
Alliance. Her letter was intercepted as part ofthe FBI's ongoing mail
cover of the SWP. This is a form of surveillance where all data on the

outside of first-class letters are copied, and the contents of second,

third and fourth class mail are examined before being sent to the target

of the surveillance. The FBI subsequently investigated the woman's
family's credit, her father's employment, police records on the family,
as well as her own background and interests.47

From I960 to 1976, the FBI used 316 informers against the
Socialist Workers Party and the Young Socialist Alliance. As ofJune
1976, the FBI was still using more than 60 informers against the
party. Overall, at least 42 of the informers held offices within the
organization. Subsequently, the SWP filed a $40 million civil lawsuit

against the FBI, charging them with illegally manipulating the party's
political activities, sowing discord within the organization, stealing
documents, and affecting the membership's rights to free association,
speech and lawful political activity.48
During the trial, which began 2 April 1981 in New York, the

FBI continued their political harassment ofSWP members. On April
13 anFBI agent visited the Vermont Secretary ofState's office, inquir
ing about the political past ofBernard Sanders, the newly elected mayor
ofBurlington, Vermont. Sander's name had come up in trial testimony
onApril 12 as a member ofthe SWP. Similarly, the FBI investigated
the voting records of Mel Mason, a city councilman in Seaside, Cali
fornia and SWP member. Mason was also named in courtroom testi

mony the day before as being a party member. The FBI does not deny
thecharges made by SWP, but claims theactions were justified because
of the "subversive nature" of the SWP.49
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Even though Director Kelly stated in 1976 he was "truly sorry"
for all these wrongs and that these times were over, the FBI persists
in its war against lawful dissent by membersof the left.50 In that same
year (1976) the FBI was budgeted over $7 million for its domestic
security informant program, which, according to the Church Com
mittee, was "more than twice the amount it spends on informants
against organized crime."51
And in December of 1980, the FBI announced its "new" guide
lines on the use of informants. These guidelines bar an informant from

breaking the law "without authorization or approval of an appropriate
government official." The FBI maintains the right to determine if the
criminal behavior is necessary "to obtain information or evidence for
paramount prosecutive purposes." William Webster, who succeeded
Kelly as Director of the FBI, has also interpreted these guidelines as
giving the Bureau freedom to withhold information regarding criminal
behavior by one of its informants from local officials. For example, if
an informant murdered someone, as happened in Birmingham or Chi
cago, "the FBI would not be bound under the guidelines to report the
slaying to local officials if the informant's role outweighed the indi
vidual killing."52 Yet as we will seebelow, these guidelines only make
"legal" what informants have been doing illegally for years.
Contrary to its relationship with leftist groups, the FBI has not
only allowed, but assisted, activities carried out by many right-wing
organizations. The FBI created and financed a "crypto-fascist" group
in San Diego called the Secret Army Organization (SAO), whose mem
bers carried with them automatic weapons and explosives. All the
activities performed by the SAO, whichincluded burglary, mail thefts,
bombings, kidnapping, assasination plots, and attempted murder,
were supervised by the FBI.53 Howard Berry Godfrey, an informant
for the San Diego FBI office has stated that even though some assa
sination plots were reported to the local police and FBI many times,
nothing was done about it.54 Agents of the FBI have also infiltrated
the Ku Klux Klan, not for the purpose of disrupting it or neutralizing
its leadership, but rather, to participate in its racist terrorist actions.
Even though the Bureau had been warned in advance many times, its
"agents rarely acted to head off* Klan attacks against blacks and civil
right workers."55 One informant has stated that he warned "the FBI
three weeks in advance about plans by the Klan to attack freedom
riders in Birmingham, Alabama," yet the racist onslaught took place
as planned; the FBI and the local police simply allowed the terrorism
to happen. According to the informant,
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... the Klan moved in with baseball bats, clubs, chains,
and pistols after having beenpromised free rein for 15 min
utes by members of the Birmingham police force.56
This same informant, as a member of the FBI, participated in
such criminal actions as the murderof civil rights workerViolaLiuzzo,
the bombing of a church in the south which killed four black children
and the killing of a black man during a racial disturbance in 1963.57
These tactics continue to date by the FBI. On 3 November 1979, five

members of the Communist Workers Party (CWP) were murdered by
members ofthe Ku Klux Klan and American Nazi Party in Greensboro,
North Carolina. Even though the local police and FBI knew the KKK

and Nazi Party were armed and planning to disrupt the CWP dem
onstration against racism, they did nothing to prevent the assault and
were many blocks away when the murders took place. The members

of the Klan and American Nazi Party were acquitted despite over
whelming evidence of their guilt.58

And finally, the FBI has worked with, in the past, the Shah of
Iran's secret police (SAVAK), by helping them coordinate violent at

tacks on the Iranian Student Association in this country.59
The FBI argues that the treatened use of violence forces them to

infiltrate leftist organizations. However, as Michael Parenti has shown,
the FBI is hardly concerned about violence. The following three ex
amples indicate how the FBI feels about violence toward Chicano
and Cuban people.
• In 1973, the Center for Cuban Studies was bombed and even

though right-wing Cuban exile groups had repeatedly threatened
to blow the center up, the FBI made no arrests;

• In 1974, two Chicano socialists were killed by bombs planted
in their cars, yet the FBI made no arrests;

• A Cuban-American leading anorganization seeking normalized
relations between the U.S. and Cuba was murdered in San Juan,
Puerto Rico; the FBI took no action even though right-wing
organizations frequently threatened his life.60

On the other hand, the FBI is "right there" with these right wing
groups, harassing and attempting to disrupt the Chicano and Puerto
Rican movements for liberation.61

Unfortunately, the same is true for the American Indian Move

ment. The following section demonstrates how the FBI has used prac
tically every method thinkable to undermine American Indians on the
Pine Ridge Reservation.
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At the Pine Ridge Reservation

The FBI began to enter and become established obtrusively on
the Pine Ridge Reservation in 1973. Their undertaking was spurred
by the challenge of the traditional people during this time and spe
cifically by the events revolving around the tribal elections between
Russell Means and Dick Wilson. As a result of these events, Tribal

Chairman Wilson asked for help from the FBI, whose agents filtered
onto the reservation, joining ranks with the goonsquad to harass AIM
members and other traditional Lakota. The following two testimonies

given before the Minnesota Citizens Review Commission on the FBI
reveal this harassment:

Under the direction of FBI agent Skelly . . . they sur

rounded a private land . . . where there was a memorial
feast, a quiet one. The FBI surrounded the whole geograph
ical area, set up machine guns in three separate posi
tions . . . they used infantry tactics with M-l6s, running
toward the house and laying down, crawling . . . And in
that house that they surrounded that they invaded in battle
dress, was my wife and five children. They held an M-16
on the three girls . . .

Recently, and specifically, on November 18, 1977, upon
this quiet hillside village (Porcupine) came four FBI cars to
a house across the street. There were two FBI men in each

car. And like "storm troopers" of Germany, they pushed

their way into the home ofOscar Bear Runner. The leading
FBI man carried an M-16 or riot gun, pushed the door in,

bumping Mrs. Grace Bear Runner and her daughter Valding. Valding (age 30) was bumped on the side of her face
by the door. Mrs. Bear Runner and her daughter are severe
diabetics (sworn affidavit has been executed). The FBI
showed no ID, no warrants, no search warrants. They vi
olated the 4th Amendment.62

As such, it was the traditional people who aligned withAIM in struggle

against Wilson's administration, against the goon squad, the BIA and
its police, as well as the FBI.
The FBI did not waste any time engaging in their "disruptive"

and "neutralizing" programs. Within three years ofthe occupation of
Wounded Knee, federal officials made 562 arrests which resulted in
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only 15 convictions, 5 of which were for "interfering with federal
officers" as individuals attempted to pass through an FBI road block

to bring food to those inside the occupation.63 Trumped-up charges
against massive numbers ofdissidents, like charges made during the
anti-war and civil rights movements, is a method the state effectively
employs to thwart the efforts ofamovement.64 Activists, and especially
leaders, are tied up in the court system through fabricated charges.

Such events frustrate their organizing effort and divert time and money
away from the movement. Instead, it becomes necessary to organize
for their defense in the courts.

The following are some examples of the methods the state has
employed against various leaders of the American Indian Movement.

In 1974, Dennis Banks and Russell Means, both active in AIM, were
on trial in federal court for a variety of crimes allegedly committed
during the occupation ofWounded Knee. Ifconvicted ofthose crimes,
both could have been sentenced to 85 years in prison. However, after
both the government and defense rested, and the jury was about to

deliberate an acquittal, the government came up with a surprise re
buttal witness. His name was Louis Moves Camp. After FBI Special
Agent in charge ofMinnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota, Joseph
Trimbach, refused to give Moves Camp a lie detector test, Moves
Camp took the stand. He testified to being at Wounded Knee from

the beginning ofthe occupation to the end, and he allegedly witnessed

all ofthe events there. Under cross examination, however, Moves Camp
was thoroughly discredited. During the occupation, he was actually

in the state ofCalifornia. The defense presented testimony as well as
documentary evidence to dispute Moves Camp's earlier attestations
under direct examination.65

What is more important, however, is the further evidence which

came out during cross examination. Prior to Moves Camp's testimony,
he was involved in a rape incident in River Falls, Wisconsin while

under the "protection" ofthe FBI. Moves Camp was released and never
charged with the rape after two FBI agents (which according to Rex
Wyler were Special Agent David Price, whom we will hear more about,
and Special Agent Ron Williams, one ofthe agents killed at the Pine
Ridge firefight) had informed the Wisconsin prosecutor and police
officers that Moves Camp was to be a witness in the Wounded Knee

Trial. Moves Camp agreed to give testimony favorable to the govern
ment, and the Wisconsin prosecutor dropped the rape charges.66
The defense moved fora dismissal based on prosecution andFBI
misconduct which consisted of the following:
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1) Conspiracy to [commit} perjury and to cover up said
subornation in the case of Louis Moves Camp, a prosecution
witness;

2) suppression of an FBI statement exposing the perjury of
Alexander David Richards, a prosecution witness;

3) illegal and unconstitutional use of military personnel and
material at Wounded Knee and the government's effort to
cover up said use;

4) violation of applicable professional, ethical and moral
standards; and

5) various other incidents of government misconduct.67

Judge Fred Nichol dismissed the charges, stating, "the waters
of justice have been polluted." And it was his beliefthat themisconduct
by the government and FBI "in this case is so aggravated that a
dismissal must be entered in the interests of justice."68 Members of

the jury finding the tactics employed by the FBI and government
attorneys repulsive, agreed strongly with the judge. Consequently, ten

jurors sent a letter to then Attorney General William B. Saxbe asking
that the Justice Department not appeal the dismissal and that the
government dismiss charges against ninety other persons awaiting trial
because of their part in the occupation.69 Moreover, it was found after
the dismissal that the FBI and government prosecutors had placed an
informer inside the defense camp, even though "in a sworn affidavit

at the trial" the prosecution contended that they "had no informer in
the defense ranks."* The informer was none other than Douglas Dur-

*FBI Special Agent inCharge ofMinnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota,
Joseph Trimbach (who refused to give Moves Camp the lie detector test)
testified that the FBI had used informants against AIM, but had not infiltrated
them into the defense camp. His testimony was as follows:

Q. To your knowledge, and I am asking ftr your knowledge based upon
reports made to you orally or in writing. . . have any of these in
formants attended the meetings at which there were present de
fendants in matters arising out of any of the incidents of Wounded
Knee and the lawyers?
A. The answer is no.

Q. You are sure of that?
A. Yes.

Q. Have any of the informants about whom you have given testi
mony. . .talked to any ofthe members ofthe Wounded Knee Legal
Defense/Offense Committee?

A. Not to my knowledge.
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ham who had become security chief for AIM and was chief aid and
confidant of Dennis Banks during the trial. Durham recounted later
for a Senate Subcommittee his duties at the trial:

. . .1 was the person who issued the passes for the defense
attorneys to get to their rooms. I was the person who cleared

the defense attorneys, to see if they were cleared to go into
their room. I issued passes for the others to go into the
room and controlled the security around them.. . .1 was
charged with, for a short period of time, maintaining the
trial records.71

Durham was involved extensively with AIM as an FBI informer.
An FBI memorandum of 1975 states that "the key to the successful
investigation of AIM is substantial, live, quality informant coverage

of its leaders and activities. In the past, this technique proved to be
highly effective." Moreover, the memo went on to say that "when
necessary, coverage is supplanted by certain techniques which would
besanctionedin preliminaryand limitedinvestigations."72 The memo

obliquely refers to other ways the FBI could effectively disrupt the
group.

The following is an example ofone ofthe FBI's techniques. Two
AIM activists, Paul Skyhorse and Richard Mohawk, were charged in
January 1975 with the murder ofa taxi cab driver in Ventura County,
California on 10October 1974. Durham, aswell asanother informant,
Virginia DeLuce, also known as Blue Dove, worked together to im
plicate the two activists.73 Initially, three individuals (two Indians and
one white, none of whom were members of AIM) Marvin Redshirt,
Marcella McNoise and Holly Brussard, were charged with murder,

kidnapping, robbery and conspiracy. The evidence made the charge
seem plausible as Redshirt's bloody fingerprints were found on the
cab's hood, and his clothes as well as Broussard's and McNoise's were

covered with blood. Yet, several days following the killing, Skyhorse
and Mohawk were arrested in Phoenix, Arizona while attending an
Indian Educational Conference. They waived extradition as they
thought they were being detained as material witnesses. In January
Q. And what is your knowledge based on?
A. The fact that I have no such affirmative information plus the feet
that the FBI as a matter ofpolicy is not going to try to infiltrate the
defense circles or defense strategy plus the assurance that I have. . .
that this was a situation wherein there were no such efforts on our
part.70
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1975, however, the events turned a clear 180 degrees. The charges

against the original suspects were dropped, and Skyhorse and Mohawk
were immediately indicted for murder and robbery. McNoise and
Broussard were granted immunity in exchange for their testimony
implicating the AIM activists, while Redshirt pleaded guilty to assault
with a deadly weapon and received five years probation. They were all,
furthermore, given jobs and other forms of financial support. Doug
Durham then engaged in the following in an attempt to hinder AIM
support for the two.

• He wrote a phony letter and pinned it to a post at the L.A.
AIM encampment with a bundle of hair, supposedly the "scalp"
of the cab driver;

• He leaked a story to the local media that the murder of the cab
driver was the start of an anti-white campaign by AIM during
the bicentennial year;

• He posed asan Indian psychiatrist, testifying at a sanity hearing
for Skyhorse and stating that he was irrational and dangerous.74
The trial lasted approximately three years, producing seventeen
thousand pages of transcripts. On 24 May 1978, despite Durham's
dirty tricks, the two were found not guilty.75 Although the two were
freed, this event demonstrates the method by which the FBI tied up
two AIM activists in the court system. Consequently, the growth of

an AIM chapter inLos Angeles, thecity with the largest urban-Indian
population in the United States, was effectively impeded.76
When the FBI has been unable to tie leaders up in the courts,

it uses other methods to attempt to impede their political activity.

One prime example is the relationship between the Bureau and exNational Chairman ofAIM, John Trudell. In 1975, the FBI was clearly
aware of Trudell's political activities. An FBI memorandum, dated
1975, states in part the following:

JOHN TRUDELL has been involved in the area of Indian
conflicts/demonstrations longer than any other AIM mem

ber. He is intelligent and extremely eloquent when he

speaks. TRUDELL has the ability to meet with a group of
"pacifists" and inashort time have them yelling and scream
ing "right on." In short, he is an extremely effective agi
tator. . .TRUDELL favors the forming of coalitions among

minority activist groups for increased "political clout."77

John and his wife Tina worked together in many activities. For
instance, they lead the struggle to retain water rights for American
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Indians on the Duck Valley Reservation in Nevada. They also worked
together organizing the Minnesota Review Commission on the FBI.78
In December 1977, while serving 60 days for a contempt citation,
Trudell apparently received word from FBI agents that unless he halted
his political activities or left the country, the FBI would get either
him, his family, or both. On 11 February 1979 Trudell was the featured
speaker at a rally in front of the FBI building in Washington, D.C.
Trudell spoke about the repressive nature of the FBI and their actions

against movements for social change. At approximately 2:00 p.m.
Trudell burned the American flag in contempt for the continued gen
ocidal policies of the United States government. At around 2:00 a.m.
the next morning (12 hours later), Trudell's home on the Duck Valley
Reservation, with his wife Tina, their four children and Tina's mother

inside, was burned to the ground by an arsonist.79 They all died in the
blaze. To date, there is no evidence of any inquiry by the FBI, which
is charged with investigatingsuch crimes under the MajorCrimes Act.
These events, (the trials of Means/Banks and Skyhorse/Mohawk,
the deaths of the Trudell family and lack of investigation) clearly
revealed the feelings of the FBI for AIM activists. Such feelings were
also prevalent at Pine Ridge. During February of 1977, the Minnesota
Citizens Review Commission on the FBI (with a Hearing Board com
posed of 25 persons representing different religions, labor, minority,
educational and political communities) held hearings to investigate
reports of harassment and extralegal activity by the FBI. The FBI,
which was invited to testify, refused. Muchof the testimony concerned
the role of the FBI at Pine Ridge, and after 18 hours of testimony the
Hearing Board concluded that "the FBI hasengaged in systematic and
extensive efforts to harass, intimidate, and otherwise 'neutralize' AIM,"
and further, "the FBI is conducting a full-scale military operation on
the reservation."80 Donald Holman, in a letter of resignation (to South
Dakota Governor Richard Kniep) from the South Dakota Criminal
Justice Commission, echoed the Hearing Board:
I have become increasingly aware of the fact that Native
Americans who hold traditional views and are political ac
tivists are singled out for special attention by the criminal
justice system in South Dakota. Members of the American

Indian Movement, in particular, are singled out for harass
ment. Every law enforcement agency in the state, including
the S.D. Highway Patrol, B.I.A. police, F.B.I., D.C.I,
and seemingly all local police authorities apparently agree
on one thing, that the American Indian Movement is in-
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nately evil and that they should do everything in their power
to suppress the Native people who adhere to goals of that
organization. They have formed units which go by names
"Tac Team," Initial Response Team, Special Operations
Group, etc. All these organizations have two things in com
mon. The first is that they all practice military tactics,
something more properly left to the Army and National
Guard. The second is that they were all formed for the same

purpose, namely the suppression of Indian uprisings.81
By the end of May and in early June 1975 Holman's words were a
reality as there were at least 18 and possibly as many as 60 FBI agents
on or near the Pine Ridge Reservation, and a SWAT (Special Weapons
and Tactics) unit which spent a considerable amount of its time "prac
ticing assaults on houses" scattered throughout the Pine Ridge Vil
lage.82
In addition to the law enforcement people on or near the reser
vation, there were, of course, members of AIM who were living at a

spiritual encampment (called "tent city" by the governmentattorneys)
approximately one third of a mile from the Jumping Bull houses (see
Figure 1 on page 36). The group engaged in spiritual and social
gatherings, discussed treaty rights and the oppressive environment
Indians were forced to live under. The traditional people from the
surrounding communities joined in, speaking about their treaty and
civil rights and what was happening to their land. The changes re
sulting from the presence ofAIM at the White Clay district is expressed
by Indian Reorganization Act Tribal President Al Trimble:

It's my personal beliefthat the traditional and full-blooded
people are much more cognizant of their own, personal,
individual rights and seem more willing to try to exercise
them now.83

A grassroots movement had emerged. Dick Wilson and his goon
squad were also cognizant of this increasing political consciousness of
the traditional people of White Clay. Late in the morning ofJune 26
as AIM members were in camp preparing the breakfast meal, shots
were heard from the direction of the Jumping Bull house. Fearing that
the goon squad was attacking the house, the men at the encampment

grabbed rifles and ran in the direction of the shooting. They spotted
two men (wearing street clothes and later identified as FBIagents Jack
Coler and Ron Williams) behind their unmarked cars shooting at the
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Jumping Bull house. They returned fire in order to help those staying
at the home escape the attack. The government and FBI allege these
two agents were pursuing a "red and white van," possibly carrying
Jimmy Eagle, who had an outstanding warrant pending against him.84
A gun battle broke out. A largenumber of FBI, BIA and South Dakota
State police officers converged upon the Jumping Bull area. The gun
battle turned into a firefight and continued until late in the afternoon
when all Native Americans escaped the area.* However, as the dust
settled and the smoke cleared, two important events had occurred.
First, Joe Stuntz, an Indian man was found shot to death, as were the

two FBI agents, Ron Williams and Jack Coler. And second, on the
same day as this firefight, Dick Wilson, in Washington, D.C, was
discussing the possibility of signing awayone eighth of the reservation,
the Sheep Mountain Gunnery Range, to the Department of the
Interior. A U.S. Geological Survey had found that this area contained
varying amounts of uranium ore, gas, oil and gravel. At the same time
in western South Dakota, twenty-five major corporations were quietly
leasing over one million acres for projects such as uranium mining,
coal strip-mining and coal gasification.

It should be pointed out that the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence (Church Committee) had decided on 23 June 1975 to
investigate the relationship between the FBI and the American Indian
Movement. However, as the citation below (from an FBI memoran

dum, dated 6-27-75) indicates, immediately following the firefight at
thejumping Bull's, the decision was gently hushed up.
Attached is a letter from the Senate Select Committee (SSC)
dated 6-23-75, addressed to the Honorable Edward H. Levi.
This letter announces the SSC's intent to conduct interviews

*I refer throughout the book to the battle between AIM and FBI as a

"firefight" for the following reasons. A number of SWAT (Special Weapons
and Tactics) teams attacked the houses at the end of the day, firing automatic
and semi-automatic weapons. They also shot tear gas with the useof grenade
launchers and called for high explosives. Fixed-wing aircraft flew overhead.
All of the surrounding homes, outhouses, garbage cans, etc. had a large
number of bullet holes in them, the "white house" having at least 100 such
holes. After the area was secured, some agents entered the Jumping Bull
house and in a deranged manner devastated the insides, concentrating on
personal items. Pictures of Cecilia and Harry Jumping Bull's nephew and
grandson (one who was killed in Vietnam, the other in Korea) were demolished

with bullets, as were a wash basin, the inside walls, and even a doll, which
was shot between the eyes.
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relating to Douglas Durham, a former Bureau informant.
The request obviously relates to our investigation at
"Wounded Knee" and our investigation of the American
Indian Movement. This request was received 6-27-75, by
Legal Division.
On 6-27-75, Patrick Shea, staff member of the SSC re

quested we hold in abeyance any action on the request in
view of the killing of the Agents at Pine Ridge Reservation,
South Dakota.85

Within thirty-six hours of the firefight, 175 FBI agents had
swarmed the reservation, seeking suspects, not for the murder of
Stuntz, but of the two agents. Assault teams, equipped with M-16's,
helicopters, and tracking dogs carried out a series of raids on the
reservation "in the largest display of force ever mustered by the Bu
reau." Agents "broke into homes without warrants, violated Sacred
Sun Dance grounds and used their weaponry to intimidate dozens of
innocent bystanders."86 Unable to find anyone connected with the
shootings, the FBI moved its invasion to the Rosebud Reservation on
5 September 1975. During the early morning at Leonard Crow Dog's
they harassed the traditional people in a fashion similiar to that at Pine
Ridge. Yet once again no suspects were found.*
Although there were estimates of between 20 and 30 armed peo
ple at thejumping Bullson the morning ofJune 26,the identityof some
of these people seems beyond dispute. There was the Long Visitor
Family: Angie, Ivis and their children. There were the AIM people,

who were mostly residing in what the government called "tent city."
On June 26 this group consisted of women, including Nilak Butler,
Jeanne Bordeaux and Lynn (not further identified), at least four adult
men, Dino Butler, Bob Robideau, Leonard Peltier and Joe Stuntz, at
least four teenagers, Wilford Draper, Michael Anderson, Norman
Brown and Norman Charles, and twelve year old Jimmy Zimmerman.
Unable to net any arrests during the FBI's hunt across two re

servations, the Justice Department settled for the indictment of four
active AIM members for the murders of the two agents. Joseph Stuntz's
death was never investigated; the government maintained he was killed
by law enforcement officers while lawfully performing their official
duties. Two of the four indicted, Dino Butler and Bob Robideau, were
*Dino Butler and Anna Mae Aquash were arrested at this time; however, it
was for other charges than the murder of the two agents.
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acquitted in Cedar Rapids, Iowa in the summer of 1976. The reason

for the acquittal was partly due to FBI misconduct during the trial.87
Charges against the third individual indicted, Jimmy Eagle, were
dropped September 1976. At the time of the firefight the government
concluded that Eagle was 15 miles away at his grandmother's house.
Leonard Peltier was the last remaining individual of the four originally
indicted on the charge. Peltier had fled to Canada, where he was
arrested on 6 February 1976 as a fugitive from justice. He was in
Canada seeking political asylum, since there was reason to believe that

the Justice Department and the FBI were committed to an organized,
well-orchestrated plan to disrupt and demolish the American Indian
Movement and put its members behind bars, or have them killed.

Peltier had reason to feel the way hedid. In 1972he was allegedly
involved in a fight with two off-duty police officers in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The officers claimed Peltier had made an attempt on the

life of one of them, and he was subsequently charged with attempted
murder. However, as it turned out, this was a fabricated charge.* On
30 July 1974 Peltier failed to appear for trial. This charge was out
standing on 26 June 1975.

At leastby February of 1975 the FBI hadtargetedLeonard Peltier.
An FBI report sent to field offices on 25 February 1975 (four months
before the firefight at Pine Ridge) indicates there was a national search

by the FBI for Peltier in connection with this fabricated charge. In
this report, Peltier was identified as a leader in AIM, who was "armed

and extremely dangerous." The trumped-up attempted murder charge
served the function of neutralizing a leader of the American Indian
Movement, and of possibly discrediting or disrupting further the or
ganization.

The pending murder charge was also brought up at the Fargo
trial, the government arguing that this charge might have been one

of his motives for killing the agents. The defense argued that this
disclosure (to the jury) was in clear violation of the Federal Rules of
Evidence, which are rules to protect the defendant from evidence that

is irrelevant, immaterial, and incompetent. However, these rules are
•Nine months after the Fargo trial, in January 1978, Peltier was acquitted
by a jury in Milwaukee of this charge. At this trial, defense witnesses testified
Peltier had been severely beaten by the off-duty police officers. One of the
officers affirmed that for three days following the incident his hands had been

too swollen for him to work. Interestingly, this particular trial is the only
one where Peltier's defense team was not restricted and, consequently, was
the only case where he was acquitted.
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subject to the discretion of the judge, who, in this case, allowed the
disclosure (Judge Paul Benson).
Regarding the FBI raid on the Rosebud Reservation discussed
above, it seems the purpose of the raid was to arrest Peltier. An FBI
document dated 2 August 1975 reveals that an informant gave infor
mation to the FBI that Peltier was staying in early August of 1975
at the residence of Leonard Crow Dogs' mother on the Rosebud Re
servation. * However, the FBI decided this would not be a good time
to arrest Peltier, since "there's a good chance a gun fight could break
out." Thus, the raid was delayed one month.

What is important is that the evidence points to the feet that at
least by February of 1975 (if not earlier) the FBI had targeted Leonard
Peltier. The trumped up Milwaukee charge served the FBI purpose
well. Moreover, the FBI continued to target Peltier after the firefight
at the Jumping Bulls.
Like Peltier, but several months before the firefight at Jumping
Bull ranch, Russell Means and Richard Marshall were charged with
the murder of a Martin Montileaux, who was shot and killed in a bar
in Scenic, South Dakota. Approximately a year after the shooting in
Scenic and nine months after the events at Jumping Bulls, Special

Agents of the FBI discovered a Lakota woman, Myrtle Poor Bear, who
signed two affidavits (19 and 23 February 1976) that implicated Leon
ard Peltier in the June 26 murders. Shealso made two other statements
associating Marshall with the murder of Montileaux.
At the same time that these two "eyewitness" accounts were

obtained from Myrtle Poor Bear, the body of Anna Mae Aquash, an
AIM member and strong activist, was found by the roadside on the
Pine Ridge Reservation. The story of Anna Mae is highly important
to the issues at hand. Anna Mae was arrested during the FBI raid of
Crow Dog's Paradise (Rosebud Reservation) on 5 September 1975,
allegedly for possession of weapons. According to one source, Special
Agent David Price told her then that he would "see her dead within
a year."88 After her arrest on the Rosebud Reservation, she was taken
to Pierre, South Dakota for interrogation. Anna Mae was accused of
•According to Bruce Ellison, AttorneyJohn Privatera uncovered through the
Freedom of Information Act approximately 12,000 pages—of 18,000 total—
which the FBI has accumulated on Peltier and related events. This document,

as well as all others which are not footnoted throughout the book are drawn
from those recovered documents. The FBI will not give up the remaining
6,000 pages.
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involvement in the killings of Ron Williams and Jack Coler (the two
agents killed at Pine Ridge), and Agent Price and others wanted to

know who else was involved. Aquash insisted she knew nothing and
asked the agents to leave her alone. They refused and continued to
badger her, demanding she provide them with information. An FBI
report of the interrogation then revealed what occurred next:
She advised at this point that, "You can either shoot me
or throw me in jail, as those are the two choices that I am

taking." She was asked specifically what she meant by this,
to which she replied, "That's what you're going to do to
me anyway."89

She was released on bond a few days later. On 14 November 1975 she
was arrested in Oregon and returned to South Dakota to face trial on

the weapons charge. On November 24 she appeared before Judge
Robert Merhige, who released her on personal recognizance pending
her trial the following day. She failed to appear for that trial.

In February 1976 Anna Mae's body was discovered. FBI agents,
including Special Agent Price, had gone to the scene and taken pictures
but did not identify her. An autopsy was performed by a Bureau of
Indian Affairs coroner, Dr. W.O. Brown, who attributed her death

to exposure. Her hands were cut offand sent to Washington, D.C. for
fingerprint identification, though apparently the FBI knew who she
was. (This behavior is only one small instance of the FBI's attitude

toward Native Americans.) According to pathologist Gary Peterson,
Chief Coroner for Hennepin County at the time, Anna Mae's finger
prints could have easily been taken without cutting off" her hands.
Seven days after her body was found Anna Mae was buried without

a burial certificate in an unmarked grave. Fingerprint examination
confirmed her identity. When her family was notified of herdeathand

burial, they demanded another autopsy. This was carried out by a
different pathologist, who found a bullet in her forehead and a bullet

hole and powder burns on the back ofher neck, indicating an execution
type murder.90

When Myrtle Poor Bear became uncooperative in the latter part
of March 1976, Special Agent David Price threatened Myrtle Poor
Bear with the story ofAnna Mae. In Poor Bear's words, "The agents
are always talking about Anna Mae . . . they would just talk about
that time she died." If she failed to cooperate with the FBI, she would
end up like Anna Mae did. As a result, Poor Bear signed affidavits
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stating she was Peltier's girlfriend and had seen Peltier kill the two
agents. These affidavits were completely false, as we will see in the
following chapter. Nevertheless, they "proved" to Canadian authorities
that evidence existed for extradition, and thus Peltier was returned to

the United States on 18 December 1976. Peltier's response to this
decision was in part the following:

This type ofselective politicalpersecution against AIM lead
ers is no different from the abuses of the FBI against the
Black Panther Party and the Socialist Workers Party. The
FBI has abused the court system by harassing and jailing

people who resist ... an attempt to push us off our reser
vations because . . . what was once called worthless land
contains valuable mineral and oil resources.91

A few days before Myrtle Poor Bear signed the third affidavit
implicating Leonard Peltier she was under "protection" by Special
Agents Price and William Wood; interestingly, she signed two state
ments alleging that she was Richard Marshall's girlfriend and that he
confessed the murder of Montileaux on two occasions to her. Later,

at Richard Marshall's trial, she stated this evidence was false and

"contrived by FBI agents." Myrtle Poor Bear went on to say that the
agents forced her to testifyagainstMarshall by threatening to take her
and her daughters' lives.92 No oneknew, except the agents(andpossibly
the government attorneys) that Myrtle Poor Bear was simultaneously
signing affidavits all falsely stating she was an eyewitness to two mur
ders.

Myrtle Poor Bear's fabricated and coerced affidavits were the only
testimonial evidence which directly linked Peltier to the killings. She

was the only alleged eyewitness. However, three young Native Amer
ican boys testified they had seen Peltier at the scene of the crime. Yet
their attestation revealed that the FBI had also coerced each of them

in presenting this testimony: As we will see, Michael Anderson was
threatened with a beating, Wilford Draper was tied to a chair for three
hours and forced to say what agents wanted, and Norman Brown was
threatened with his life if he failed to cooperate with the FBI.
Two law enforcement officers, one of them an FBI agent, testified

to sighting Peltier and Jimmy Eagle in the vicinity of the Jumping
Bull Ranch. The testimony regarding Eagle was highly inconsistent

and contradictory. As for Peltier, Special Agent Fred Coward testified
he had recognized Peltier from one halfmile away through a 2x7 power
rifle scope. The defense duplicated this sighting, and found it impos-
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sible to identify an individual at such a distance through this power
of a scope. However, the judge would not allow the jury to make the
test.

Other testimony throughout this trial was in a similiar vein. It

did not connect Peltier with the murder of the agents. Rather, it
characterised a consistent pattern of misconduct on the part of the FBI
and possibly the government attorneys in their preparation for the
trial. In short, the FBI and Justice Department did everything they
could (legal, illegal and extralegal) to convict Leonard Peltier,
regardless of his presumed guilt or innocence of the specific crime
charged.

As Norman Zigrossi, Special Agent in charge of the SouthDakota
FBI office put it, the American Indians are a "conquered nation . . .
and when you're conquered, the people you're conquered by dictate

your future." Consequently, the FBI must function as a "colonial police
force."93

Figure 1: JUMPING BULL RANCH

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, South Dakota
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Source: Map prosecution used at Fargo trial^
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THE TRIAL

In this chapter we will investigate the most important evidence
and testimony presented at the trial ofLeonard Peltierand their relation
to the role of the FBI and court system in the United States.1 We will

also examine the way procedural rules of evidence were used to ma
nipulate the outcome of the trial and mask the criminal acts of the
state.

Judge Paul Benson presided over the trial. He is a former law
partner of the law firm, Shaft, Benson, Shaft and McConn of Grand
Forks, North Dakota. He was also previously an Assistant City At

torney of Grand Forks and Attorney General for the state of North
Dakota. Benson was appointed to the federal bench in 1971 by the
Nixon administration.

The government was represented by Evan Hultman, United States
Attorney from Waterloo, Iowa, Lynn E. Crooks, Assistant United
States Attorney from Fargo, North Dakota, Robert L. Sikma, Assistant
United States Attorney from Sioux City, Iowa, Bruce Boyd, Assistant
United States Attorney from Rapid City, South Dakota, and Richard
Vosepka, Assistant United States Attorney from Minneapolis, Min
nesota.

Leonard Peltier was represented by attorneys Elliott A. TaikefT
from New York City, New York, John Lowe from Charlottesville,
37
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Virginia, Bruce Ellison from Rapid City, South Dakota, Stanley En-

glestein from New York City, New York and Terry Gilberg from
Cleveland, Ohio.

Jury selection resulted in an all white jury often women and four
men, two of whom were alternates. They were sequestered for the

duration ofthe trial. The government presented fifteen days ofevidence

to the jury after which the defense presented six days of evidence,
although the Judge allowed only two and a half days of the defense
case to be heard by the jury. On April 15 the government and defense
made their closing arguments. On Saturday April 16 Judge Paul Ben
son instructed the jury on the law regarding the case. After eleven
hours of deliberation, the jury reached a verdict around 3:30 p.m. on
the following Monday, 18 April 1977.

Leonard Peltier was the only remaining individual to be charged for
the murder of the two agents. The charges against Jimmy Eagle had
been dropped; the government stipulated that he was not on the re
servation the day ofthe firefight. Dino Butler and Bob Robideau were
acquitted in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in July 1976.
The trial of Butler and Robideau had uncovered much FBI mis

conduct, such as tampering with witnesses and evidence, perjury,
COINTELPRO-type activities used against AIM, substantial evidence

indicating there was a full scale paramilitary assault on Pine Ridge by
the FBI and other law enforcement officials on the day in question.

The jury as a result concluded that Butler and Robideau were acting
in self-defense.2

Peltier's defense team had this same evidence, and, in fact, more

which strongly indicated FBI misconduct in their preparation for the
trial of Leonard Peltier. Yet they would never be able to present a

major portion of it to the jury. The following Table briefly points out
the major differences between the two trials. Also included in the chart
are direct quotations from an FBI investigation of the Butler-Robideau
trial (dated 20 July 1976), specifically analyzing the "reasons why [the]

jury found the defendants Robideau and Butler not guilty on July 16,

1976." It is important that the reader compare this FBI study to the

subsequent rulings in the Fargo trial.

We begin by looking at the government's story about what hap

pened on the day in question and the testimony of FBI agents and

Bureau ofIndian Affairs' police officers. Then we turn tothe testimonies

of two pathologists about how the two agents died. Following this we
scrutinize important testimony of the three teenagers, Anderson,
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Draper and Brown, as well as that of Myrtle Poor Bear. Next we
investigate the physical evidence of the case and the circumstantial

evidence against Peltier. Finally, we provide a theoretical analysis of
the trial.

The chapter is based on the original Trial Transcript (approxi
mately 5300 pages) and FBI documents. Throughout the chapter I
refer to FBI documents which have recently been disclosed to Leonard
Peltier's attorneys through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Suit.

These documents help shed additional light on the many behind-thescenes happenings of "our" criminal justice system. References to the
transcript are found in parentheses at the end of each paragraph in the
text.

Cops, Sightings and the Red Pickup (Van)

In this section we will explore the testimony of the law enforce
ment officers directly involved in the events leading up to, during and
after the killing of the agents. At the trial, one Assistant Special Agent
of the FBI, five Special Agents of the FBI and two Bureau of Indian
Affairs police officers attempted to present a uniform account of the
events. In other words, all these law enforcement officials attempted
to report the same version of the events. We will first providea narrative

of the evidence these officers supplied at the trial. Following this, we
will point out several important contradictions in the officers' testi
mony. And finally, we will look at some new evidence uncovered
through the Freedom of Information Act.
On the evening of 25 June 1975, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)

policeman Robert Ecoffey testified he went looking for Jimmy Eagle.
He was accompanied by Special Agents Ron Williams and Jack Coler
and another BIA officer, Glenn Littlebird. Eagle was wanted on a
robbery charge, and there was an outstanding warrant against him.
In the course of their search, Ecoffey, Williams, Coler and Littlebird

first went to the home of Wanda Siers in the Jumping Bull area (See
Figure 1). There, they were told by several individuals that Jimmy
Eagle had not been at this particular home in the last few days.
Following this interview, the four law enforcement officers allegedly
continued their search at LaVete Little's residence in Oglala. Jimmy
Eagle was not there either. Some residents reported, however, that
Jimmy Eagle was "staying down at the Wallace Little's residence."

When they arrived at Wallace Little's outside of Oglala, a young
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A COMPARISON OF THE TWO TRIALS
Butler-Robideau Trial

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

FBI analysis of Cedar Rapids Trial:
Reasons for Not Guilty verdict*

Peltier Trial

Fargo, ND

H

X
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—Only a few autopsy photos of dead
agents were allowed for fear of
prejudicing the jury.

-All autopsy photos were entered into
evidence, plus FBI Academy graduation
photos of the two agents.

—FBI Special Agent Gary Adams testified
to the presence and departure of a red
pickup truck at 12:18 p.m., moments

-FBI Special Agent Gary Adams denied
existence of 12:18 pm red pickup truck.

evidence.

-Witnesses told of FBI coercion in

obtaining their testimony.

o
z
a

-"The Court rulings. . . forced the
government to furnish the defense with
all 302's prepared by Special Agents
who testified for the government."

-No 302's entered as evidence if agent

-"The defense was allowed freedom of

-FBI coercion of important defense
witnesses not allowed to be presented to

questioning of witnesses. . ."

who wrote it testified.

jury.

-Defense allowed to present testimony
concerning the number of unsolved
murders that occurred on Pine Ridge

O

>

after the agents were shot.
—Extensive FBI 302's entered into

H
>

-"The Court continually overruled
government objections ..." and "As a
result, the defense inferred the FBI

-Defense allowed to talk of unsolved

murders occurring on Pine Ridge only
in a general sense, and were not allowed

Reservation as well as climate of fear on

created a climate of fear on the

to exhibit evidence of FBI creation of

the reservation.

reservation which precipitated the

climate of fear.

murders".

tn

g
m

—History of FBI misconduct allowed as
testimony.

-"The Court allowed testimony
concerning past activities of the FBI
relating to COINTEL PRO and

-No evidence regarding past history of
FBI allowed to be introduced.

subsequently allowed the Church Report
into evidence"

—Defense lawyers and members of Butler-

Robideau Support Group held frequent

-"The defense was uncontrolled in its

dealings with the news media. . ."

meetings and rallies in an effort to

-Judge ordered the only news carried
about Peltier could come from the

courtroom. Defense lawyers and

educate the public about June 26th and
events leading up to it. National press
blackout existed, but local press carried

potential witnesses were not allowed to

speak publicly about the trial.

daily related articles.

—The jury was not sequestered.

—"The jury was not sequestered."

—Jury sequestered under complete control
of U.S. Marshall Service

•Three additional reasons the FBI gave for the not guilty verdict at the Cedar Rapids trial were: 1) the government was prohibited from entering into
evidence certain collateral exhib.ts; 2) there was alengthy recess after completion of the government case; 3) the jury had adifficult time putting
things together because it was a complicated case.

H
n
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woman told the officers and agents that Jimmy Eagle had just left in

a red pickup (656,654,662,663,665).*
Ecoffey*s testimony further revealed that while the four were in
Oglala, they observed three young male Indians walking down the
road toward the highway. Special Agent Williams, suspecting one of
them was Jimmy Eagle, asked the three boys who they were and where
they lived. Although none of the boys could be identified as Eagle,
Williams searched a rolled up towel one of the boys was holding. He
discovered in the towel a "clip full of rifle ammo." Consequently, the
three youths were taken to the Pine Ridge jail for identification. At
the jail, none of the boys could be identified as Jimmy Eagle, so they
were all released and given transportation, at their request, to the
Jumping Bull area. Later testimonyestablished that these three youths
were Norman Charles, Michael Anderson and Wilford Draper (666,667,669).

This event, according to the government, provoked great anger
among the AIM members after the three boys were released and re
turned to the Jumping Bull area. The boys told the leaders of the
encampment, especially Peltier, what happened. According to the
government, this resulted in a furious decision by AIM members to
kill the agents if they ever came around. There is no evidence, however,
to back up such an argument; there is no testimony at the trial to
indicate a premeditated ambush on the part of AIM.
Let's now direct our attention to the morning of 26 June 1975,
the day of the firefight. The following narrative of the law enforcement
officers' testimony exhibits several important contradictions.
Around mid morning of that day, SAs Williams and Coler con
tinued their search forJimmy Eagle in the Oglala area. Shortly before
noon, Special Agent Ron Williams purportedlymadesome radio trans
missions. A stenographer at the FBIoffice in Rapid City, South Dakota,
as well as four Special Agents out in the field, testified to overhearing
these communications. Stenographer Ann M. Johnson heard Ron
Williams transmit, "There is something wrong here, we are being

fired on." Special Agent George O'Klock came to "assist" her in in
terpreting successive communications; he dictated what was said, and
she wrote it down. O'Klock continued this "assistance" for approxi
mately one half hour (1653, 1655,1656,1833).
•The significance of the "red pickup" will become clear later. For now,
however, the reader should keep in mind the number of references during
testimony to such a vehicle.
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On 28 June 1975 Special Agent Leon Canton interviewed Ann
M. Johnson. During this interview she did not mention that she
received help from anyone between 11:15 a.m. and 12:36 p.m. on

June 26 (1663,1678). This omission in her report is important because
it points out the kinds of problems the FBI testimony presented
throughout the trial. As we will see, Ann Johnson's recordings of radio
transmissions provide very valuable evidence which contradicts, in
particular, Special Agent Gary Adams' testimony concerning a crucial

suspect's vehicle (a red and white pickup that left at 12:18 p.m.).
Therefore, it was imperative that the government present to the jury
that because agent O'Klock "assists" Johnson in interpreting the radio
communications, Johnson's recordings are not accurate. Yet only two
days after the event there was no mention of anyone assisting her.
Four agents of the FBI (Adams, Hughes, Waring and Skelly) also
heard some transmissions by Ron Williams that morning. Special
Agent Gary Adams testified that on 26 June 1975 he was in his car
at 11:45 or 11:50 a.m. driving to White Clay, Nebraska, to eat lunch.
He was approximately two miles from Rapid City when he heard over
his radio the following communications by Special Agent Ron Wil
liams: "Looks like there's some guys around that house. It looks like
they're going to get into that pickup. Looks like they're going to take

off" (emphasis added). After a few minutes, according to Adams,
Williams continued, "I hope you've got a lot of guys . . .looks like
they're going to shoot at us . . .We've been hit (sound of gunfire)"
(72-73).

After asking about Williams' location, Adams was told " . . .that
he was at some nouses behind Jumping Bull Hall" and Adams should
"get on a high hill and give us some fire cover. We'll be killed."
Williams related further to Adams that help should "come to a house"
that was some distance, a house that has an outhouse some distance

from it, but he did not give any specific location yet (74-75).
At approximately the same time, Special Agent Dean Hughes
was transporting a prisoner to Rapid City, South Dakota, for arraign
ment when he heard Special Agent Williams' voice over the car radio.
Hughes testified Williams made the following communications: "We
are being fired on, we are in a little valley in Oglala, South Dakota,
pinned down in a cross fire between two houses." Williams then
allegedly directed Adams to his rescue: "Get to the high ground...
Hurry up and get here, or we are going to be dead men." The last
statement Hughes heard Williams speak was "I am hit" (2870-71).
Special Agent Gerard P. Waring testified that on the morning
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of 26 June 1975 he awakened at 7:30 a.m. and finished his "admin

istrative work," then had coffee with both Ron Williams and Jack
Coler in their motel coffee shop. Williams and Coler left together, in
search of Jimmy Eagle. Waring remained behind until approximately
11:00 or 11:15 a.m. He, along with Special Agent Vince Breci, then
went to Pine Ridge (1831, 1833, 1835).
About "halfway" to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, Waring
heard Agent Williams come on the car radio. The first transmission
he heard from Williams was "that there was a red and white vehicle

traveling near him and there appeared to be a number of Indians in
the vehicle" (emphasis added). Shortly thereafter, "his next transmis
sion was that the individuals appeared to have rifles" and then im

mediately following, "that he was being fired on by these individuals"
(1836-37).

Waring also heard Adams come on the radio and ask Williams

his location. Williams replied that he was in the Oglala, South Dakota
area near the Little residence and then again asked for help to get there
as quickly as possible. Williams maintained "the firing was coming
to him from the ridge above him and they needed help quick . . . and
that if we didn't arrive quickly to help him that they were dead men."
A short time later Waring heard Williams say, "I have been hit"
(1837-38).

Special Agent Edward Skelly only heard one transmission to the

effect that, "If someone could get to the top of the ridge and give us
some cover, we might be able to get out of here" (4379).
The government presented the testimony of the law enforcement
officers' recollection of radio transmissions to help bolster its scenario

of the events prior to the firefight. What the government argues is
that Special Agents Williams and Coler were proceeding southeast in
two different cars on highway 18 (see Figure 1) when they came upon
a "vehicle" which was carrying several Indians. They chased this "ve
hicle" into the Jumping Bull area because they assumed Jimmy Eagle
was inside the car. The agents stopped at the spot marked "Coler's
car" on the map. The "vehicle" carrying the Indians, according to the
government, stopped at the Y intersection to the south of the resi
dences. A firefight ensued.
As one can see from looking at Figure 1, the Jumping Bull
Compound consists of principally three major houses which sit on a

plateau just above the flood plain of the White Clay Creek. The ground
level drops sharply into a small valley on the western side of the
residences. The spot marked "Colers' Car" is in this valley. The AIM
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encampment was located approximately a quarter of a mile southeast
of the residences.

Adams was the first to arrive at the Jumping Bull Compound
after Williams and Coler. He came to the area around noon and was

followed by a BIA automobile. The tires of both their cars were shot
flat; they consequently retreated off the road for cover (see Figure 1).
Meanwhile, Ann M. Johnson took down the following radio trans
missions dictated to her by Agent O'Klock.

12:06—Adams was receiving fire
12:10—An ambulance was called

12:18—Adams stated that he saw a red pickup leaving the
Jumping Bull Hall area, and the Pine Ridge Police
were instructed to stop this pickup.
12:21—Both Adams and the BIA unit have flat tires, and

they didn't know where the shooting was coming
from.

12:23—Adams was receiving fire from several directions.
12:24—Special Agent Hughes arrived on the scene.
12:27—They were receiving fire from Jumping Bull Hall
(1658-59) (emphasis added)

Special Agent Gerard Waring arrived at the Jumping Bull Com
pound near Gary Adams around 12:30 p.m. He received fire upon
arrival and Agents Breci, Adams, another individual and himself were,
according to Waring, the only law enforcement officers in the vicinity
at that time (1848).

Between 12:30 and 1:00 p.m. Waring testified that other agents
and BIA police officers kept arriving, although MarvinStoldt testified
that he had come to the Jumping Bull Hall soon after noon but was
turned back by gunfire (1849, 3658).
Meanwhile Special Agent Hughes had gone to Hot Springs,
dropped "his prisoner" off there, and then driven rapidly back to
Oglala. He arrived in Oglala around 1:00 p.m. (seethe listing of radio
transmission by Ann Johnson above) and organized a search team for
Agents Williams and Coler. The search party, which included Gerard
Waring and several BIA officers went west and followed the creek
south. They worked their way around the northwest section of the
creek bed, emerging from the woods just southeast of the green house
(see Z-l on Figure 1). Upon appearing beyond the treeline, they re
ceived fire and retreated back into the woods for cover (2871, 2874,
2875, 1853, 1854, 1855, 2876).
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Between noon and 1:00 p.m. law enforcement officers began to
enter thejumping Bull area. A number of these officers were organized
into a search party to locate Agents Williams and Coler.

Gary Adams remained with his car throughout the day. At
approximately 12:30 p.m. Adams saw a woman enter the area to
negotiate. Failing to accomplish what she expected, she left around
1:30 p.m. and refused to discuss anything with the officers. At this
time Adams also observed a man in a red pickup enter the area. It
stopped close to the log house for a few minutes and then left with
at least two additional passengers. Ann M. Johnson, the FBI steno
grapher, had recorded this event in the following manner: "1:26 p.m.

Adams to Coward, pickup came in here, and he just left, can't get any
BIA people on it" (90-94, 4230) (emphasis added). We will look more
closely at this piece of evidence toward the end of this section.
Another Special Agent, Fred Coward, testified he left his office
around 12:20 p.m. and arrived at thejumping Bull area around 1:30
p.m. At approximately 2:00 p.m. he, Marvin Stoldt (BIA officer), and
six others occupied the Pumpkin Seed family residence which sits on
highway 35 (1160, 1165) (located to the south, not shown on the
map). Between 2:00 and 4:30 p.m. Stoldt was called to assist in a gun
battle in the wooded area near the creek. At this time according to
Marvin Stoldt, there was shooting coming from both the Jumping
Bull residence and the Wanda Siers home (3662, 3663).

It is important to keep in mind the areas where shooting was
coming from. Stolt testified there was shooting coming from both the
area of residences and the Siers house. As we will see, the prosecution
throughout the trial emphasized the shooting from the area of the
residences and completely ignored that from the Wanda Siers house.
This method of manipulating the evidence effectively deceived the
jury.
Special Agents Hughes and Waring and their group were still
under cover just inside the treeline to the east and south of the green
house. At around 2:15 p.m., after Hughes had yelled to those in the
green house to surrender because they were surrounded by the FBI and
BIA, according to the government, two individuals emerged from the
area on Figure 1 labelled residences, and started shooting. Subse
quently, members of the search group began to return fire, and one
individual stated, "I think I have hit one." Another yelled, "The guy
in the white shirt is hit also." After this, firing ceased (1856, 1857,
2877, 2878).

Shortly thereafter, Waring climbed a tree (Z-2), and with his
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rifle scope identified Special Agent Coler's car about 200 to 250 yards
away. He could not, however, spot anyone near the automobile (1857,
1860).

Hughes and several BIA officers then split off from the group to
get a better view of the area where the Coler car was. Waring remained
at the original location with a few BIA officers to keep "visual contact"
with the green house. They remained there for approximately forty-

five minutes but did not hear any further gunshots. At approximately
3:00 p.m. Waring's group then joined Hughes and the rest of the
search team where they had emerged from the woods, just behind the
corrals (Z-3) (1864, 2879, 2880, 2881).
However, at roughly the same time Special Agent Gary Adams
observed Edgar Bear Runner enter the area of the three houses (labelled
residences on Figure 1). Somewhat earlier, Adams received a radio

transmission from the state police "that there was a young individual
walking on the crest of the plateau with his hands up." The young
boy, Jimmy Zimmerman, and Mr. BearRunner walked over to Adams,
who attempted to interrogate them, but they told him only that there
were thirty armed individuals in the trees. (Jimmy was the twelve year
old Native American youth mentioned earlier who was living in "tent
city.") Both Zimmerman and Edgar Bear Runner left the area around

3:30 or 3:45 p.m. Adams, who remained in thejumping Bull area
until approximately 4:00 p.m., heard gunfire from the Siers house,
the Jumping Bull houses, from near Coler's car as well as from the
"Y" intersection. He alsotestifed that at leastone individualor possibly
more was shooting an automatic weapon from the Siers house (96-97).
At 3:09 p.m. and 3:14 p.m. Special Agent Edward Skelly made
radio transmissions. The first asserted that three or four individuals

were running between the swamp area and the plowed fields toward
highway 18. The second transmission declared, "some people were
chased back into the red house and they fired at our guys." Skelly
identified this "red house" as being the Siershouse(4354, 4355, 4374,
4375, 4377).
Marvin Stoldt, while inside the Pumpkin Seed house, saw five
people running up a hill. Using binoculars, Stoldt allegedly identified

two people out of this group, Jimmy Eagleand Leonard Peltier (3669,
3670).

Fred Coward wasalso in the Pumpkin Seed residence at this time.
At around 3:45 p.m. he allegedly observed through a 2x7 power
riflescope several people at a distance of approximately one half mile
running from the Jumping Bulls home into the woods. Through this
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scope, Coward claimed he could identify one of the persons running
from the Jumping Bulls in a southerly direction; this person was
Leonard Peltier (1169, 1168).

Special Agent Dean Hughes and Special Agent Gerard Waring
remained in the area of the corrals until approximately 4:20 p.m. when

they observed Edgar Bear Runner coming toward them with his hands
up. Bear Runner told the agents that as he passed Agent Coler's car
"he saw two individuals lying on the driver's side of the vehicle, lying
in the grass." Bear Runner was sent back to the houses to negotiate
peace. Proceeding past Coler's car, he stopped near the three houses
for a few moments, then disappeared. A few minutes later he reap
peared, coming from the vicinity of the junked cars (see Figure 1) with
a second individual identified as "the commissioner." They went di

rectly to Coler's car. Agent Hughes and an unidentified BIA officer
likewise walked to the FBI vehicle and found that both agents "had
been shot a number of times and both were dead." Hughes and the
BIA officer walked back to the corral area; the commissioner and Bear

Runner disappeared behind the residences (1869, 1872, 1873, 2883,
2884, 2885).

Reinforcements (several SWAT teams) had arrived when Hughes
returned. At 5:50 p.m. Hughes, Waring, BIA officers and the rein
forcements attempted to "secure" the residences. They divided into
three groups and attacked the houses from all possible sides. They shot
tear gas into the houses, and many of the officers were carrying M16's, the automatic rifle designed for use in Vietnam. On their way
up to the houses they came under heavy fire from, as Hughes testified,
unidentifiable locations. Once they had secured the houses, they found
them empty. However, Waringfound the body ofJoe Stuntz, allegedly
wearing "a dark fatigue jacket with the letters FBI stamped over the
pocket." Underneath the jacket was a light color shirt (1875, 1879,
2889, 2890).

Between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m. Skelly warned over the radio that
"Some or all of the escaping individuals might possibly be in a position
to outflank us." These individuals were in the hills, about Va mile west

of highway 35 (4360, 4362).
The government argued that the AIM group, which was allegedly
firing from the residences, met back at tent city before the police
secured the area and then escaped to the south, on foot.
From 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. Ecoffey, Coward and Adams all observed
individuals fleeing the area. Adams heard firing until seven, but was
unable to pinpoint the source (4460).
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After the residential area was assaulted, all law enforcement per
sonnel thoroughly searched it and meticulously gathered evidence,
although leaving untouched expended law enforcement shells and cas
ings. None of these casings were sent to FBI labs for analysis, as far
the FOIA documents indicate.

This concludes a summarization of the government's (and police
officers') scenario as to the law enforcement activities on 26 June 1975
in thejumping Bull area.
Pickup or Van?

Throughout the trial, the government maintained that Special
Agents Coler and Williams were following a "red and white van" into
the Jumping Bull area that contained Indians, one of whom was al
legedly Leonard Peltier. He supposedly owned a red and white Chev
rolet suburban van. Government attorneys Robert Sikma and Evan
Hultman continuously referred to either a "vehicle" or "van" and
avoided ever using the word "pickup." However, almost all witnesses
on the stand talked about a "pickup" rather than a van. Let's look
closely at some interesting testimony.
According to testimony we have presented, Gary Adams heard
Williams refer to the vehicle in the following manner: "It looks like
they're going to get into that pickup" (emphasis added). Gerard Waring

heard Agent Williams report that "there was a red and white vehicle
..." (emphasis added). Robert Ecoffey heard on the evening of June
25 that Jimmy Eagle had just left in a red pickup', and the next day
that Williams had chased a "red vehicle, vanorpickup" (emphasis added).
Ann M. Johnson testified Special Agent Gary Adams radioed at
12:18 that he saw a redpickup leavingJumping Bull Hall. At the trial
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in the summerof 1976 where Dino Butler and
Robert Robideau were tried and acquitted on the same charge as those
lodged against Peltier, he testified he made that transmission.
Q: And did you not give instructions at 12:18 that there was a
red pickup leaving Jumping Bull Hall area going north, and
you instructed people to stop this pickup?
A: Yes (350).

At the trial in Fargo, however, he denied making such a transmission.
Q: But you are sure you didn't make that transmission at 12:18
p.m

7

A: Yes (347).

Also, at 1:26 p.m. Ann Johnson recorded a transmission made
by Adams to Coward that a red pickup with only a driver stopped at
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the log house, but that it left with three people in it! (There was never
any evidence presented at the trial to indicate Peltier was ever around
this house.) (263)*

Michael Anderson, a government witness who testified to the
events leading up to the killing of the agents, stated that he saw the
agents chasing a vehicle into the Jumping Bull area, which the gov
ernment, of course, wanted the jury to believe was Peltier's alleged
red and white van. Consider then the following exchange:
Q: (Evan Hultman) And what if anything then happened?
A: (Michael Anderson) Well, I guess they seen the orange pickup
going down that way and they followed it.
Q: Now, when you say"orangepickup" is that the red and white
van to which—

(Objection by the defense, sustained by Judge Benson)
Q: Mr. Anderson, tell us what the car was—
A: The orange and white and red and white van that was going
down the hill (774-775) (emphasis added).
In Gerard Waring's 302 reporting the events of the 26th, he
asserted hearing Williams radio, "red and white vehicle."3 Waring
was the only agent or officer to specify the description in such a way;
all others used the word "pickup."
Waring's insistance on the vaguer term, "vehicle," was important
in the government case. The more specific references to a "red pickup"
coming into and going out of the Jumping Bull area, especially as it
turned up in the radio transmissions of Special Agent Williams, did
not fit conveniently into the case against Peltier. We will discuss why
the government played down this evidence of a red pickup at greater
length toward the end of this section. Let's now look at another im
portant inconsistency in the law enforcement officer's testimonies, the
alleged sightings of Jimmy Eagle and Leonard Peltier.
The Sightings of Peltier and Jimmy Eagle

Special Agent Fred Coward testified he saw Leonard Peltier on
26 June 1975. This alleged sighting, which he said took place around
3:45 p.m., was made through a 2x7 power rifle scope at a distance

*The individual driving the pickup was later identified as Wallace Little Sr.,
who entered the area to negotiate. The two passengers were later identified
as Wallace Little, Jr., and Jerry Mousseau, both considered suspects by the
'BI (discussed later).
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of one half mile as he was looking east. He supposedly identified Peltier
running south. Therefore, Peltier would have been seen in profile. It
was a hot, sunny June day, and the day before had been rainy so the
mirage factor was high (1305).
The defense requested Judge Benson to look through Fred Cow
ard's rifle scope and attempt to recognize an acquaintance at that
distance. The judge both refused to do this himself and would not
allow jury members to try it. The defense then brought in James R.
Hall, retail store managerof a sporting goods shop specializing in the
sales of firearms, scopes, and reloading devices. He testified that in
the presence of a defense attorney and FBI agent, he looked through

a rifle scope equal in power to that of Coward's at an acquaintance
facing him one half mile away on a sunny, cold (38 degrees) and bright
day. Mr. Hall could not determine any fieicial features and could not
recognize his friend (1797, 3786, 3790).

Fred Coward testified that from June 26-30 there were all-agent
conferences each morning and evening. Agentsspokefreely concerning
the development of the investigation and, according to Coward, they
worked out a theory of what happened (1227, 1228).
Coward met with Special Agents Skelly and Waring specifically
during these conferences where he stated that he had sighted Leonard
Peltier. However, on the stand later neither Skelly nor Waring recalled
any mention of Leonard Peltier during those conferences (1306, 1307,
2052, 4364).

Assistant Special Agent in Charge Norman Zigrossi arrived in
Rapid City on the eveningof the 27th. Even though thoroughly briefed
on the investigation up to that time, Zigrossi told defense attorney
Taikeff the afternoon before he testified that he did not recall any
mention of Leonard Peltier during the periodJune 27-30—in contra
diction to Coward's testimony that a sighting was discussed. However,
when he was on the stand he changed his story and stated that Leonard
Peltier's name was mentioned during this time period (4450, 4451).
There were inconsistencies in Coward and Stoldt's testimonies as

well. At the time Fred Coward made his alleged sighting, BIA officer
Marvin Stoldt, who was with him at the Pumpkin Seed house, also
looked at two fleeing figures through a pair of 15-power binoculars.
At the time of the sightings, however, Stoldt failed to mention whom
he saw to anyone, including Coward. Stoldt testified that when he

looked through the scope of a rifle, which he thought was "possibly"
Special Agent Coward's, he could not identify either of these individ
uals. Stoldt further stated he could not recollect telling Coward about
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the sighting later in the day. He didn't see Coward afterJune 26 until
4 September 1975 (3671, 3673, 3685, 3686).

Coward testified he had conversations with Stoldt during the
whole day on June 26. Coward claimed that during theseconversations
Stoldt told him he had spotted Jimmy Eagle in the same group in
which Coward had spotted Peltier. Although Coward testified that this
was a highly imponant fact, it was not recorded in his 302 report of
the activities of 26 June 1975. The defense attempted to offer this 302
into evidence, but the government objected, and Judge Benson sus

tained the objection. Consequently, the jury never saw this important
piece of evidence.
Coward stated on the stand that the first time Stoldt mentioned

the sighting of Jimmy Eagle was on the 26th, during a car ride. This
alleged identification was never recorded in his 302 (1308, 1310, 1320,
1321). This testimony is additionally interesting once we uncover
Stoldt's recollection of the events.

Q: (Elliott Taikeff) Well, how about the possibility that instead
of making a formal statement, in a car ride later that day or
perhaps on your way home with Agent Coward you may have
just casually mentioned to him the sighting of a person who
appeared to you to be Jimmy Eagle?
A: (Marvin Stoldt) I think that's highly improbable also because
I and Coward did split up, you know... and he was quite a
ways from me (3750-3751).

There were other problems. Stoldt was interrogated by Coward
on 4 September 1975. Coward testified that this date was the first time

he had interviewed Stoldt about the alleged sighting ofJimmy Eagle.
Defense attorney Elliott Taikeff thenhanded Coward a report andasked
him:

Q. What is it?
A: It's a 302.

Q: Of what?
A: Marvin Stoldt.

Q: Do you mean an interview of Marvin Stoldt?
A: Yes, Sir.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:

By whom?
By myself and Vincent Louis Breci.
And according to that 302 what was the date of the interview?
June 28, 1975.
And what was the subject matter of the interview?

A: Well, basically it was a sighting by him at approximately
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3:45 p.m.
Q: Of?
A: Of Jimmy Eagle (1345).
This 302 was offered into evidence by the defense but was disallowed

by Judge Benson. Therefore, the jury never saw this evidence either
(1351).

Coward stated in response that the date on the 302 was wrong,
due to a typographical error, and Stoldt actually told him about his
sighting of Jimmy Eagle on the 26th, rather than the 28th. Stoldt's
testimony reveals once again the ludicrous nature of the FBI story.

Q: (Elliott Taikeff) Now, might it be possible that you made
that statement to him [Coward] onJune 26th and that there's
a typographical error there when it says that you were inter
viewed June 28th?
A. (Marvin Stoldt) No, I don't, I think that's highly impossible
because of the fact that we were involved in so much. It wasn't

time for anybody to sit down and give statements, you
know...There was no time for anybody, you know, to make
any kind of statements or anything (3750).
Defense attorney Elliot Taikeff read the following from Coward's
September 4 interview of Marvin Stoldt.

Stoldt stated that during the first statement he had given
to the FBI a few days after the shooting of the agents>he told
the agents then, one of the agents being Coward, that he
saw Jimmy Eagle in the group that he had just identified
but was not absolutely positive during the interview (em
phasis added).

Coward's reply was he was misled by the wrong date on the
previous 302. ElliotTaikeff thenasked Coward the following question:
"... explain why you did not recognize the error of June
28th, only two months later, considering the fact that in this
courtroom you instantly recognized that fact and said 'Oh,
that date is wrong, that couldn't be the 28th.' "

A: (Fred Coward) "... because of the fact that some things,
some impulsive thing that you asked me a few weeks ago
about this, you know, it triggered my memory, it refreshed
it" (4240, 4241).

Marvin Stoldt also gave testimony regarding this interview on 4
September 1975. Defense attorney Taikeff asked Stoldt if he in fact
did tell Coward then he was positive he sighted Jimmy Eagle onJune
26.
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A. (Marvin Stoldt) Can you give me a little time to think about
it?

Q. Absolutely.
A. All right.

Q. You can have all the time you want.
THE COURT: The witness may be advised that you do not have
to answer the question yes or no. You can also answer it
whether or not you remember.
A. Then in that case I'll take the alternative, I'll say I don't
recall.

Q. I see (3758).

Was this confused testimony the resultof an attempted cover-up, since

Jimmy Eagle was in fact onthe reservation? Why such a problem with
Jimmy Eagle? As we have stated earlier, the government stipulated
that Jimmy Eagle was not on the reservation June 26. Why did they
stipulate that?*

The Vehicle Question Revisited
New evidence, obtained under the Freedom of Information Act

by Peltier's attorneys exposes the problems with the government story.

Regarding the "red and white van," previously undisclosed evidence
indicates that the government was in possession of and possibly
suppressed reports demonstrating the involvement of other vehicles.
And it is these vehicles which likely contained the individuals who

*The prosecution presented evidence at the trial that Coler and Williams
were looking for Eagle and had information that he was traveling in a red
pickup. However, in the writ of habeas corpus filed by Peltier's attorneys,
the defense argues with much documentation that the prosecution was in
possession, yet it suppressed, "evidence that the agents believed Eagle was
at the Jumping Bulls, that Williams observed him in such a vehicle, chased
Eagle in the vehicle, and were subsequently fired upon by that vehicle's
occupants." Thisevidence against Eagle was inconsistent withthe prosecution
of Peltier; consequently, Eagle was dismissed, and evidence concerning his
presence on the reservation was kept away from the jury.
At a meeting between the prosecutors of the reservation murders (the
FBIcode named it RESMURS) and top FBI and Department ofJusticeofficials
on 10 August 1976, Evan Hultman made the statement that "the Resmurs

case onJames Eagle was weak and he felt there was not sufficient evidence to
get it to the jury" (emphasis added). The FBI memorandum revealed that the
prosecutors' reason for wanting to dismiss the charges against Eagle was "so
that the full prosecutive weight ofthe Federal Government could be directed against
Leonard Peltier" (emphasis added).
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actually killed Agents Coler and Williams.

At no time prior to the trial did any document exist which showed
involvement of a 1966 red and white Chevrolet van.* The documents
that do exist show that Peltier was not even the owner of such a van.

The government in fact knew as early as 9 July 1975 that the red and
white Chevrolet van belonged to Donald Matthew Loud Hawk, who

was being considered as a suspect. According to an FBI report from
the special Agent in Charge at PineRidge to the Director on 15 August
1975,

Loud Hawk is considered a suspect inasmuch as one witness
states he is quite sure he saw Loud Hawk running from the

crime scene on June 26, 1975. He is also the registered
owner of a 1966 Chevrolet van which was found in "tent

city." He is an associate of suspect James Theodore Eagle
and was recently involved in a shooting with him.
The FBI was also aware on 14 July 1975 that Loud Hawk had either

sold or given the van to Joseph Stuntz, who was considered a suspect.
Interestingly, the government made no attempt to challenge the tes
timony of Angie Long Visitor that this van belonged to Leonard Peltier
(2672).

The Pickup. As shown above, there was only limited reference
in testimony to the agents chasing a pickup into the Jumping Bull
area and one leaving immediately after the killings. Why was this
testimony kept low-keyed? FBI documents reveal that the Bureau was

concerned and very interested in a red pickup almost immediately.
The day following the firefight (6-27-75) an internal FBI memorandum
stated,

At approximately 6:25 a.m., Minneappolis office telephonically advised that an explosion had occurred at the Visitor's

Center, Mt. Rushmore, S.D. ... There were earlier reports
that a red pickup truck had been spotted in the vicinity of
the Visitor's Center shortly before the explosion and this
may have a significant connection to captioned matter since a red
pickup truck was also reported in the vicinity of the shooting on
6-26-1") (emphasis added).

•This is not totally true. Angie Long Visitor made a statement to the FBI
on 28 June 1975 that she saw a van in the vicinity of the crime scene.
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On I July 1975, a few days after the above memorandum, Clar
ence Kelly, Director of the FBI, held a news conference in Los Angeles
concerning the killing of the two agents. Kellydiscussed SA Williams'
radio transmissions overheard by other agents.

The first of these was apparently to the effect that there's
some people by the house and it looks like they are leaving.
We found later that probably they were speaking of the fact
that some subjects or possible subjects were leaving the area

in a red pickup and this red pickup had become the subject ofsome
concern in this investigation (emphasis added).

The red pickup became an object of deep concern to the FBI.
Forexample, a member of the Fall River County Sheriff's Office, Hot
Springs, South Dakota, was interviewed by two SA's of the FBI on 9
July 1975. This Sheriff was present at thejumping Bulls on 26 June
1975 and remembers seeing:

a red 1965 Ford pickup driving in the vicinity of where the
Agents took fire on several occasions and he stated that he
did not think that it was a law enforcement vehicle. The

individual driving the redpickup was identified as an Indian
male wearing a light western straw hat (emphasis added).

On 11 July 1975, the FBI interviewed an individual who stated
that Jimmy Eagle rode around "in an orange and white pickup."* On
9 July 1975, Wallace Little, Sr., was seen driving a "redFord pickup."
On 22 August 1975 witnesses told the FBI that on 26 June 1975,
they observed Wallace Little enter the crime scene area in a red Ford

pickup truck and leave with two individuals, Wallace Little, Jr., and
Jerry Mousseau. Both Little, Jr., and Mousseau were considered sus
pects by the FBI. Moreover, an FBI document reveals that when the
red pickup left the Jumping Bull area, a BIA officer observed that it
was followed out by suspect Richard Little.
The International Scout. FBI documents also reveal another

type of automobile referred to in their investigation. David Price, a
former partner of Ron Williams, reported on 26 June 1975 that he
•Robert Ecoffeytestified at the trial, as wediscussedabove,that he assisted
Coler and Williams' search forJimmyEagle on25June 1975.Ecoffey observed
a red pickup at the Wallace Little residence. When they went to the residence,
the vehicle was gone and they were informed that Eagle had "just left in the
red pickup."
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heard Williams state the following over the radio:
He's supposed to be in a red Scout...,That looks like the red
Scout over there....There's alot of people around.... They're
getting in the red Scout with rifles. They're shooting at us
(emphasis added).

As they had done with the "red pickup," the FBI began to search
for clues and evidence concerning who might have been in the "red
Scout." For example, on 27 June 1975 the FBI interviewed Rayford
Featherman, who later becamea suspect. He claimed he had no knowl
edge of the events at the Jumping Bulls. However, he did exclaim
that "the story in Oglala about the events of June 26, 1975, are that
the men in the red Scout are body guards for Dennis Banks" (emphasis
added).

On 4 July 1975, two BIA police officers told the FBI that they
had spotted a red Scout in March of 1975 parked in the area where
the agents had been shot. One BIA officer "stated that their two BIA
police cars chased this red International Scout to the residence of Richard

Little" (emphasis added). The other BIA officer provided the inter
viewing agent with a Federal Criminal Violation Report, dated 25
March 1975. According to this document, Trudy Pumpkin Seed re
ported to the BIA "that shewent out to dumpgarbage when sheheard
some gun shots" and that "she observed a red International Scout"

after hearing the shots fired. Her residence is across the river from
where the two agents were shot (where Coward and Stoldt made their
alleged sightings). When the officers chased the Scout to the Little

residence, they observed three individuals running into the house.
The government, in its closing argument, emphasized the tes
timony of Angie Long Visitor that the red Scout was a junked car,
which had been sitting for weeks. Yet the Scout was one of only three
seized at the scene, along with the 1967 Fordand the 1966 Chevrolet
Suburban van. Special attention was given to photographing theScout,
examining its contents, conducting a fingerprint analysis of items
inside, and finding its owner.

The Red Jeep. FBI documents uncovered through the Freedom
of Information Act also indicate their concern about a redjeep possibly
being involved in the events of 26 June 1975. For example, on that
day a Special Agent working at his desk in the Rapid City resident
agency heard Williams' voice over the radio: "I paid little attention
to the transmission at that moment, but did hear him mention the

name Jimmy Eagle and something about chasing a redjeep" (emphasis
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added). Moreover, while SA Dean Howard Hughes was transporting
a prisoner, FBI documents indicate that he heard a similar transmission
as the one above:

SA Hughes heard over the Bureau radio the voice of SA

Williams, and SAWilliams wastalking to another unnamed
agent that he thought he saw Jimmy Eagle in a red jeep
(emphasis added).*

And a teletype from Minneapolis to the Director et al. on 3 July 1975
pointed out the following:

.. Jimmy Eagle, has been sighted in a red jeep at the Jump
ing Bull area. Radio transmissions seconds later from SA
Williams determined that SA Williams was under fire from

unknown individuals from the jeep at that location.

Once again, as with the previous "red pickup" and "red Scout,"
the FBI began to investigate this "red jeep." For example, while
attempting to serve a grand jury subpoena on Wanda Siers, two FBI
agents wrote in their report that she was "located exiting from the
Richard Little residence driving a red jeep pickup truck" (emphasis
added). While severalagents attempted to interview Martha Tranquilli
of Oglala, they observed an Indian male "in an area adjacent to the
Weasel Bear residence and near a red jeep pickup truck" (emphasis
added).

Peltier Van Theory. What the above evidence indicates is that
the government had grave problems with their Peltier van theory. Not
one FOIA document indicates a concern about a "van." As such, the
prosecution possibly withheld the confused vehicles evidence from the
defense, as well as the judge and jury, making the Peltier van theory
much easier to argue.

The "Peltier van theory" apparently came to fruition in late Sep
tember 1975. The FBI at Rapid City teletyped the Director, sum
marizing an interview by SA J. Gary Adams and Q. Victor Harvey,
9-22-75, with future prosecution witness Norman Brown. The sum
mary stated erroneously that the interview had produced a statement
that "a white over red 1966 suburban van recovered at Tent City on
•This document contradicts Hughes' testimony at trial where he stated that
the first transmission he heard was, "We are being fired on; we are in a little
valley in Oglala, South Dakota, pinned down in a cross fire between two
houses" (2870). He did not testify to overhearing something about a vehicle.
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June 27, 1975, was identical with one that agents were pursuing prior
to confrontation." According to Adams and Harveys' 302 of that in
terview, what Brown really said was the following:
Regarding the red and white Chevrolet Suburban, Brown
referred to this as a bus belonging to Peltier. He stated he
observed this bus on numerousoccasions, alwaysbeing driven
by Peltier (emphasis added).

Moreover, the above inaccurate summary is unsupported by any other
statement made by Brown, including his trial testimony. However,
the "summary" does paraphrase the trial testimony of Michael An

derson, the prosecution's most important witness. We will point out
some important problems in a later section with Anderson's testi

mony, as well as some new evidence uncovered through the Freedom
of Information Act, which sheds some light on the government's "one
vehicle" theory. Let's now turn to the pathologists' reports.
The Pathologists' Reports

The government presented the testimony of two pathologists to
the jury, Dr. Robert Bloemendaal and Dr. Thomas Noguchi. Both
had concluded Special Agents Ron Williams and Jack Coler were each
hit with three bullets. Williams was shot once through the outer
portion of the left arm by a bullet that proceeded through the arm and
penetrated the body just above the belt line. The wound was judged
"potentially fatal" and wasdischarged froma .44 magnum at a distance
greater than ten feet. Williams received a second gunshot wound to
the left instep, which broke the main bone to the big toe. This wound,
also caused by a distant shot, would have been "very painful" and
disabling, but not fatal. The third gunshot wound which Agent Wil
liams received was through his right hand as he held it in front of his
face. According to the pathologists, the gun, a high velocity weapon,
was in contact with Agent Williams' hand; the bullet went through
it, struck his face, and continued out the back of his head. This third

and final gunshot wound was established by the pathologists to have
been immediately fatal (587, 588, 623, 624, 593, 589).
Special Agent Coler also received three gunshot wounds. The
first, to the left arm, incapacitated it by destroying the muscles at the
elbow joint. Without immediate treatment this injury would have
been potentially fatal "in a matter of minutes" because of major bleed
ing. Coler was allegedly found with Williams' shirt in use as a tour
niquet around his arm. This particular bullet had come from a distance;
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it first pierced the open trunk lid of his car and then struck his arm.
Coler's second gunshot wound, to the top of the head, entered the
right side and exited on the left. This wound, judged "potentially and
immediately fatal," came from a high velocity weapon at close range.
Coler's third wound was to the chin and the right side of the jaw.
According to the pathologists, this too would have been immediately
fatal and was also from a high velocity weapon shot at close range
(592, 591, 626, 633, 635, 593).

In summary, one or more individuals standing within ten feet
of the agents, fired three shots which took the lives of the two agents.
One of the shots went through the right hand of Agent Williams,
struck him in the face and killed him instantly. Two shots fired from
ten feet at most struck Agent Coler in the head and at least one was
immediately fatal (643).
Both pathologists were aware of the death of Joe Stuntz, the
Native American who was shot and killed the same day as the two
agents. The pathologists, however, were not asked to do a postmortem
examination of Joe Stuntz in conjunction with the other examinations.
There was no reason why this examination could not have taken place
(588-589).*

Photographs taken at the crime scene and during the autopsy
were introduced into evidence by the government during the pathol
ogists' testimony. These pictures wereextremelygory, and the defense
accordingly strongly objected to their admission into evidence. The
issue was not how the agents died—the point the government was

emphasizing—but rather, whether or not the defendant participated
in the killing of the agents. Defense attorney Elliot Taikeff further
argued that the doctors were able and willing to describe adequately
the murders of Special Agents Williams and Coler. Therefore, intro
ducing these pictures into evidence—and allowing the jury to see them
would only serveto arouse the passions of the jury and, in turn, would
likely lead to a prejudiced decision based on outrage rather than a
rational one supported through fact. Judge Benson, however, ruled
that the relevance and probative value of the photographs outweighed
the possible prejudicial effect on the defendent. Consequently, the
government used these pictures extensively throughout the trial, dis
playing them to the jury many times (544-546). The government had
two points to make in relation to the actual shooting of the agents:
•Interestingly, it was W. O. Brown who performed the examination of Joe
Stuntz, the same pathologist who cut off the hands of Anna Mae Aquash.
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(1) that it was " the last gunshot wound" that Williams received which

"would have been immediately fatal" (Dr. Bloemendaal's testimony
at the trial), and (2) that the projectile which killed both agents "was
a high velocity missile" (589, 593).
FBI documents indicate that Bloemendaal's initial conclusion of

Williams' autopsy was quite different from his testimony. A 27 June
1975 teletype from the Minneapolis Division of the FBI to Head
quarters reported that Bloemendaal's autopsy conclusion was "that the

bullet which entered Williams' head was first in sequence and caused
death instantaneously" (emphasis added). However, FBI headquarters
questioned the autopsyfindings. Special Agent in ChargeRichard Held
was "instructed," according to a Special Agent 30 June 1975 internal
FBI memorandum, to clearup the matter prior to (SA) J. Gary Adams'
flight to Los Angeles to brief the Director for a news conference.
According to FBI headquarters,
One of the chiefconcerns by the way of inconsistencies that
should be resolved today, is the autopsy report saying that
SA Williams was instantly killed by the first bullet at close
range . . .

What the FBI was concerned about was the inconsistency with
their theory of events at trial: simply that Williams transmitted prior
to his death the message over his car radio, "I'm hit." As the FBI
memo went on to say, "The Director has stated that it is obvious that

this transmission would be impossible if the autopsy reportwas accurate
and he desires this clarified before any statement to the press is made."
However, for the time being the FBI decided to adhere to the initial
conclusion by Bloemendaal. Clarence Kelly reported to the media on
1 July 1975 the following: "We know that the first wound suffered

by Agent Williams was in his head and killed him instantly."
The FBI did not drop the issue but became very concerned about
the discrepancy. They therefore hired pathologist Thomas Noguchi,
who, they felt, was more qualified, to "corroborate the testimony of
eyewitnesses." Since Noguchi was hired at such a late date, he would

obviously be unable to examine the bodies of the deceased agents prior
to his testimony. Consequently, Assistant United States Attorney Rob
ert Sikma participated in a conference with a Special Agent and an
Inspector, who together proposed that the FBI "provide Dr. Noguchi
with the necessary support for his testing involving use of animal
parts." Animal parts were to be used since "Noguchi must conduct
some testing to provide him with data upon which to have his opin-
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ions." In a teletype from the Director to both the Assistant Special
Agent in charge at Rapid City and the Special Agent in charge at Los
Angeles 24 March 1976 the following was pointed out:
Through conversations with Special Prosecutor Sikma it is

the understanding of the laboratory that the main purpose
of any testing to be conducted by Dr. Noguchi is to establish
1) That the the wound to SA Coler's Jaw was caused by
bullet entry near the right side of the mouth with bullet
exit under the jaw; 2) That the wound to SA Williams' left
foot was caused before death; 3) A distance estimate for the
wound in Williams' right hand.
The memo continued to make clear:

The first two points are in opposition to Dr. Bloemendaal's
autopsy reports and Bloemendaal will not be used for medical
opinion testimony (emphasis added).
What these documents expose is that the FBI realized that Dr.
Bloemendaal's findings (and possible future testimony) were not con
sistent with their theory of what happened on 26 June 1975.* Con
sequently, rather than question their theory, the government questioned
Bloemendaal's findings and found an individual more "qualified" for
their purposes. Although Noguchi demanded the opportunity to per
form certain tests, the FBI lab felt they would be "highly speculative
and not worth the cost." Yet the tests were authorized, since it was

"in the Bureau's best interest not to alienate him [Noguchi] at this
time."

The tests took place on 14 and 15 April 1976. They involved an
AR-15, .308 caliber rifle, .30-30 rifle, M-l carbine, .45 caliber rifle,

.222 caliber rifle, .44 magnum rifle, hogs legs and ribs, and various
car parts. An FBI teletype from the Los Angeles office to the Director

and Rapid City on 15 April 1976 noted that "photos and 16 MM
motion pictures were taken" during the testing, and a SA from Rapid
City planned "to hand carry reports of Dr. Noguchi to special pros
ecutor Sikma regarding Noguchi's findings obtained after analysis of
photos and x-rays at time of autopsies of SAS Williams and Coler."
•As stated already, how could Williams have made such a statement, "I'm hit,"
if he was killed instantly by the first bullet, as Bloemendaal's initial conclusion
indicates. Did Bloemendaal and/or the agents commit perjury?
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Yet, according to Peltier's lawyers, no photographs, motion pictures,
X-rays or reports were ever provided to them. Nor did the FBI ever
inform the defense about these tests.*

It was the government's contention that a single individual (Pel

tier) using a high velocity weapon (AR-15) fired a small caliber pro
jectile (.223) which killed agents Coler and Williams.** Yet documents

reveal that this conclusion could only beargued by ignoring important
evidence. On 27 June 1975 the Minneapolis Division of the FBI
teletyped to the Director that "the first bullet to strike SA Williams

was," according to Bloemendaal, "possibly from a high velocity
shoulder weapon..." (emphasis added). And in February 1976 Bloe
mendaal confirmed that only one of the agents had been killed by a
high velocity bullet, attributing this to an AR-15. The government
further argued that this AR-15 was Peltier's. These documents thus

challenge the testimony that bothagents were killed by a highvelocity
weapon.

Consequently, there seems to be a substantial amount of evidence

either "hushed up" or simply suppressed that clearly questions the
government's theory about the killingof the agents.*** The patholo*At the trial, Noguchi made no references to what these tests involved, but
only referred to his "findings." Suchvaguenessabout what these tests entailed
casts more doubt on their value. Had the jury been able to hear about this
situation, what would they have thought?
••It should also be made very clear that the AR-15 and FBI-issued M-16
deliver the same .223 caliber round.

•••When I state"suppressed evidence" or "withheld evidence" a few things
need to beunderstood. Peltier's attorneys statein their writofhabaes corpus
that the government suppressed the majority of FBI documents discussed in
this book (see, Motion to Vacate Judgment and for a New Trial, U.S. v.

Leonard Peltier, #C77-3003). However, as this book goes to print, the
government filed an opposition to that writ, stating the following:
Theonly documents which theCourt can bereasonably assured were notgiven
to the defense were the FBI's progress reportsto headquarters, communications
sending outleads andsummarizing thestatus ofthe investigation, case summar
ies and witness summaries which were prepared for the prosecutors andother
internal administrative documents of like nature.

Thegovernment went on tostate, however, thatthese types ofdocuments are
"rarely provided" to the defense in criminal cases. They pointed out that all
fingerprint reports, all firearms reports, and a "high percentage" of the FBI
interview memoranda(302's) wereprovided to the defenseat trial (seeU.S. v.
Leonard Peltier, Brief Resisting Motion for New Trial: 1).

It is clear that the government has admitted withholding a number of
documents and that, therefore, the"suppression ofevidence" did take place. It
'* inthislightthatI argue thatthegovernment attorneys suppressed evidence.
(com., p. 64)
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gists' reports and evidence add up to the following conclusion: Either
both pathologists were utterly incompetent (because they couldn't
differentiate between wounds inflicted by large and small bore
weapons) or the evidence was deliberately fudged to conform to the
prosecution's Peltier/AR-15 theory. In either event, the range of
ballistics "options" entered into evidence at one point or another is
simply too vast to be credible, since it should have been obvious by the
kind of wound inflicted what type of weapon was used. Either the
pathologists never knew enough to impart anything of value to the
case (and were used only to add to the confusion), or they knew too
much to submit honest and accurate testimony, in which case they were
asked to suppress evidence in order to assist the government's case.

Anderson, Draper and Brown
The government's most important witnesses were Michael An
derson, Wilford Draper and Norman Brown. In front of the jury the
government called these three young Native Americans "eyewitnesses,"
in the sense that they testified to having seen Peltier at the murder
scene. None of them, however, would testify he actually saw Peltier

shoot the agents. Further, their often contradictory, inconsistent at
testations showed without a doubt that the FBI had tampered with
and manipulated their stories. We will first look specifically at their
individual testimonies given under direct examination. Then, as in the
preceding section, we will look at some important contradictions in
their testimonies and at the role the FBI played in helping these
individuals prepare their statements.
Michael Anderson testified that on the evening of 25 June 1975,
Norman Charles, Wilford Draper and he were stopped and questioned

by two FBI agents. Subsequently, they were taken to the Pine Ridge
jail since the agents suspected one of them was possiblyJimmy Eagle.
Since none could be identified asJimmy Eagle, all three were returned
to the Jumping Bull area later that same day (750-768).
The government asked Anderson whom the three of them saw
when they returned to the tent area. As the following exchange shows,
Anderson met both Peltier and Dino Butler, but oddly only remem
bered what Peltier had to say.
Even with this said, it is clear that far more crucial questions remain: Does the

"rarely provided" evidence call into question the government's scenario? Does
it in fact help to exonerate Peltier? Is it valid policy on the part of the

government to "rarely provide" certain evidence to the defense? Does such a
policy assist or impede justice?
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Q: (By Mr. Hultman) Andwhat if anything took place when you
saw Peltier?

A: Well, we just told him we got stopped by the FBI.

Q: And what if anything did he do or say?
A: We just got yelled at.

Q: And what did he indicate to you when he yelled at you?
A: We were dumb to get in the car.

Q: Did you talk to anybody otherthanyou remember that night?
A: To Dino.

Q: All right. And do you remember what you talked to him
about at all?

A: No (770).

Regarding the events leading up to the shootings, Anderson tes
tified during direct examination that he went to Wanda Siers' residence
on the morning of June 26 in order to eat breakfast there. After
breakfast, Anderson climbed up on the roof of the Siers house and

observed a "red and white van" arriving. He"knew" this van belonged
to Leonard Peltier, since there were only two cars in the tent area

which people used from time to time. However, surprisingly, he sup
posedly did not know who owned or even drove the other vehicle (773,
771, 772).

When the van arrived at the Siers house, Anderson was on the

roof and hecould allegedly see Leonard Peltier, JoeStuntz andNorman
Charles exit the vehicle and begin to visit with one another. Imme

diately following this, two FBI agents cars approached the Siers resi
dence. At this time, Peltier, Stuntz and Charles also observed the

agents and got back into the van and drove down the hill (see Figure
1). The agents stopped at Wanda Siers' residence to look forJimmy
Eagle. However they spotted the van going down the hill and followed
it. The van went a little further, parked beside a fence, and the three

occupants jumped out. The lastmatterAnderson recalls was the agents'
following the van and then the sound of gunfire (773, 776).
Following this, Anderson evidently ran back to the tent area,
picked up a rifle and ran back to the Jumping Bull residence where
he found Norman Charles, Norman Brown and Joe Stuntz. Anderson
promptly commenced firing at the agents as well as at another auto
mobile coming in from the highway (777, 778, 779, 781).
During the ensuing firefight, Anderson testified to looking down
at the agents' cars four times and observing the activity of Agents
Williams and Coler. Thefirst observation by Anderson revealed, "one
guy was behind the trunk shooting a rifle, and the other one had a
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pistol." The second time Anderson looked down upon the agents and
their cars he allegedly noticed the following.
A: (Michael Anderson) One of them was hit.

Q: Do you remember anything about the looks of the two?
A: One had no shirt on.

Q: One of them had no shirt on. You said one of them was hit.
How do you know one of them was hit?
A: I don't know. I guess the guy with the shirt off was trying
to help him, bandage him up or something (784).
Regarding the whereabouts of Leonard Peltier, Anderson testified
he observed Peltier at the treeline, close to where the van had allegedly
stopped (see Figure 1). Anderson, however, consistently contradicted
himself concerning the sightings of Peltier. He first testified he did not
see Peltier anywhere else except at the treeline. Later he would testify
he observed Peltier down at the agents' cars, even though just prior to

that he affirmed seeing "nobody" at the automobiles. This self-im
peaching testimony came out during the government's questioning of
Anderson's recollection of the thirdtime he looked down at the agents'

cars. He allegedly made this third observation immediately following
his sighting of Leonard Peltier at the treeline.
Q: (Evan Hultman) What did you see at the next time you looked
down to the agents' cars?
A: (Michael Anderson) Nobody.
Q: Was anything going on at that time?
A: No.

Q: Did you see any individuals down at the agents' cars at any
time?
A: Yes.

Q: And tell us who it was you saw at the agents' cars.
A: Butler, Robideau and Peltier.

Q: And did they have weapons with them?
A: Yes.

Anderson added that Peltier had an AR-15, Butler an M-l and Rob

ideau some kind of "weapon" (778-791).

Anderson was questioned about a. fourth time he looked down at
the two agents and cars. At this time he allegedly was unable to see
anything, including the agents. Following this sighting attempt, "we
ran back down to camp," where they all met with the women, Jimmy
Zimmerman and Leonard Peltier. Peltier asked Anderson to help "load

" the van" and suggested they all make a run for it. The group
<*reed with his suggestion of using the van and decided instead to
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go on foot. During the escape, Anderson testified he carried out a .44
Ranger, Peltier carried an AR-15 and Robideau carried a shotgun and
pumpgun (791, 792, 793, 801, 804, 805).

Wilford Draper testified that on 25 June 1975 Mike Anderson,
Norman Charles and he went into Oglala to take showers. On their

way back they were stopped by Special Agents Jack Coler and Ron
Williams as well as some BIA police officers. All three were taken to

Pine Ridge jailsince the agents thoughtoneofthem was Jimmy Eagle.
They were identified by the booking officer at the jail, released and
given a ride back to the Jumping Bull area. There they met Leonard
Peltier who said to them, " 'I heard you guys went to Pine Ridge with
some agents, and did they do anything to you guys, or anything like

that, did they harm you?' We told him no, because we went along
with them. Told him they were looking for Eagle. He said, 'It's
okay' " (1016, 1024).
On the morning of June 26, Draper testified that he awakened
in his tent (which was set up behind Jumping Bull's house) around
8 or 8:30 a.m., then hauled water down to the tent area, his usual

chore. He arrived at the tent area around 9 or 9:30 and saw Jimmy
Zimmerman, Norman Charles, Dino Butler, Leonard Peltier and Nee-

lock. During direct examination by the prosecution, Draper testified,
"later that morning" he heard some shooting, and, when the gunfire
sounded, he was the only one in the tent area. After a while Jimmy
Zimmerman appeared, then he sawJoe Stuntz and Norman Charles,
a little later, Dino Butler and Norman Brown. All of these individuals

ran up to thejumping Bull area, except Draper, who went offand hid
in a ravine. When he came back to the tent area, which was after
"quite awhile," he saw Leonard Peltier, Dino Butler and Bob Robideau.

Butler, Robideau and Peltier, according to Draper, were loading up
the red and white van when he arrived. After a while Norman Charles
came into the tent area, and still later, he saw Norman Brown and

Mike Anderson. The whole group left the area together by foot. He
carried out two brown bags of dynamite fuse, Peltier had an AR-15

rifle, Robideau had a rifle and shotgun, the latter having a sticker that
said "Denver FBI." Dino Butler, Norman Charles, Norman Brown

and Mike Anderson were all carrying rifles with them (1026, 1028,
1029, 1020, 1022, 1041).

Norman Brown was the third major witness for the prosecution.
Prior to giving testimony, Norman Brown was granted by Judge
Benson (at the request ofthegovernment) immunity from prosecution
for any testimony he gave on the witness stand or any proceedings
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connected with the trial. Brown's private attorney wasgiven a reserved,
front row seat in the courtroom so that anytime Brown became confused
on the witness stand, Judge Benson could grant a short recess, enabling
Brown and his attorney time to confer (1382).
Brown swore on the sacred pipe that his testimony would be
truthful.4 On the evening of 25 June 1975, Brown "pulled security,"
that is, he "just walked around camp and looked to see how everything
was because, reasons why we had security was because we were afraid
of the goons" (1392, 1420).

On the following morning, June 26, Brown was in tent city
talking with Joe Stuntz when he heard some shots. Brown and Stuntz
ran to a "little hill" and found that the shooting was coming from the
direction of the houses. They went back to camp for their guns and
informed Dino Butler and Bob Robideau of what they had seen. The
four left the camp together but split up approximately half way to the
houses. Dino and Bob went southwesterly while Norman and Joe went
northwesterly. Brown and Stuntz arrived at the residences, finding
there Michael Anderson and Norman Charles (1425, 1426, 1444,
1441).

Brown allegedly observed Peltier at the treeline shooting a gun,
which he thought resembled a M-16, and he also saw the agents. One
was standing behind his raised trunk lid shooting a pump gun, the
other was on the side of the second car with a hand gun. Both agents
were shooting at Brown and at the people with him (1446, 1472,
1481, 1484).
After a while, Brown observed two cars coming into the area from
Highway 18. He and Norman Charles began to shoot at these cars.
The automobiles backed up, and some individuals got out and started

shooting at Brown and the others (1492).
Once again Brown looked down at the agents' cars and saw both
agents: One was crawling "through the front of the car and he crawled
out. He was there for a while, and then he crawled back out and got
in the same place where he was at"; the second agent was shooting a
handgun. Brown also saw the agents a third time; however, they had
merely "moved around the two cars, you know, and shooting back of
it" (1494, 1495, 1504).
Following this, Joe Stuntz came to Norman Brown and stated,
"There is women and children in the camp, you know. Our sisters are

down there . . . why don't you go down there? The agents are coming
in this way, so this is the time to be a man. This is the time to be

a warrior . . . why don't you go over there and take somebody with
you. They might be coming in from this side." So Norman Brown
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and Michael Anderson left the houses and ran over to an area close to

tent city as guards (1493, 1497).
Brown and Anderson were in this area for approximately two
hours, watching the camp to see if anyoneentered. According to Brown
not a single car or person went into or left the camp during their watch.
Norman Charles and Wilford Draper then came to them and said that
Joe Stuntz had been killed. The four then entered tent city where they
found Peltier, Butler and Robideau loading the red and white van
(1512, 1511, 1513, 1514).

Peltier allegedly told everyone, "we'll make a run for it" in the

red and white van. That did not seem feasible to the group, so all
decided to go out on foot, "southeast to the woods." All of the males—
Brown, Peltier, Robideau, Butler, Draper, Charles and Anderson—
went out along the creek. After some distance they met the women,
who were coming back in the opposite direction. The women stated
that all the roads were blocked and there was no way out; ". . .we
didn't know what to do" stated Brown. He then continued, "that

would be the end of us, but we got together and told Jimmy to give
himself up because they might hurt him or might shoot him." So they
sent Jimmy Zimmerman back toward the houses while the others
escaped to the south (1526, 1538, 1539, 1540).

This ended the testimony of Anderson, Draper and Brown as
government witnesses. We will now, through the remainder of this
section, analyze the contradictory character of the above testimonies
to uncover how unreliable, untrustworthy and unbelievable it all is.

Further, we will see how members of the FBI coerced and eventually
forced these individuals to give as their testimony a storywhich would
delineate Leonard Peltier as the killer.

Michael Anderson's Testimony Examined
Contrary to his testimony during direct examination, Michael
Anderson testified during cross examination that when the FBI cars
approached the Siers house, he jumped off the roof and "went inside
the house and hid in there." Further, he remained hiding in the house
until after the agents conversed with June Little to determine whether
Jimmy Eagle was around. After the agents had driven past, Anderson
ran back to tent city. At camp he picked up a .22 caliber rifle and ran
back to the houses (875, 876, 877, 878, 885).

Under cross examination Anderson made some interesting "changes"
in his testimony regarding the sightings of agentsWilliams and Coler.

After running back up to thehouses, Andersonfirst observed the agents
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from the Jumping Bull house. One agent was kneeling and shooting
a handgun while the other was standing, shooting a rifle from behind
the open trunk of his car. He maneuvered over to the log house, shot
for awhile at incoming police cars and then returned back to the
Jumping Bull house (877). He then made his second sighting of the
agents.

Q: (John Lowe) And as I made my notes, you said the second
time you saw the cars one of the special agents, one of the
people down there that you saw, had no shirt on; is that
correct?
A: Yes.

Q: And he was tying a bandage on the other person; is that true?
A: Yeah, I think so.

Q: What made you think he was tying a bandage on?
A: I don't know. The other guy got hit. I didn't see him sitting
up or anything.
Was he tying it on his leg, arm or head?
I don't know.

Why would you say he was tying a bandage on if you can't
even tell what part of the body he was looking at?
A: I don't know. I didn't know what he was trying to do.
Well, did you see him take his shirt off?
No.

Did you see him holding his shirt in his hand?
No.

Did you see the other agent with the shirt on him somewhere?
No. I didn't see the other agent (900).
Michael Anderson denied that the government had given him this
information (901).

Anderson stated during cross examination, in contrast to his tes

timony under direct examination, that after he saw the agent standing
without a shirt, he ran back down to the camp. John Lowe then
corrected him and Anderson agreed, declaring he actually ran to the

log cabin rather than tent city. He remained there for approximately
twenty minutes shooting at thejumping Bull Hall, even though there
was no evidence that anyone was there. Further, during cross exami
nation, Anderson testified that when he looked down at the agents'
cars for the third time he saw no one. Contrary to what Anderson said
during direct examination, he testified that after this sighting, he ran

back to tent city. The following exchange then took place.
Q: (John Lowe) And you then described in your direct testimony
a fourth time that you looked at the FBI cars; and did you
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run back up from the tent area, or walk back up from the
tent area again to the white house for that fourth look?
A: No.

Q: How did you get back up there?
A: I don't remember that.

Q: You don't remember that?
A: No.

The Court: Court is in recess until 3:25.

Mr. Lowe: All right, sir. (Recess taken) (903-904)
After the recess, Anderson changed his testimony again regarding
the third time he looked down at the agents; Anderson claimed he saw
no activity at the cars, nor did he see anybody present. However, he
did then allegedly observe Leonard Peltier in the treeline. Anderson
then moved to the white house (Jumping Bull's), looked a fourth time
down toward the cars, and saw Butler, Robideau, and Peltier. Defense
attorney John Lowe then went through a lengthy summation of the

four times Anderson allegedly looked down at the agents (918).
Q: (John Lowe) . . . Did I correctly summarize those four times?
A: I can't remember that now. I think it was the third time I

saw the three standing down there by the car.
Q: Was that beforeor after you saw Mr. Peltier in the wood line?
A: Before.

Q: It was before you saw him in the wood line?
A: Yes.

Q: Did you go directly from the white house to the tent area at
that time when you saw them down by the cars?
A: Yes.

Q: Mr. Anderson, if you left the white housewhile you saw them
down at the cars and went directly to the tent area, will you
tell the jury how you could thereafter see Mr. Peltier in the
tree line?

A: I think that was there the second time.

Q: . . . When you arrived in the tent area, I thought you told
us that Mr. Peltier was there and he told you to load the red
and white van.

A: Yes, he was.

Q: Now will you tell the jury if you were at the white house and
saw the three men at the two cars down there and you went
directly to the tent area, will you tell the jury how Mr. Peltier
could be at the tent area when you got there if you had left
him at the three cars?
A: I don't know.
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And finally, during cross examination, John Lowe questioned
Michael Anderson on the religion of the pipe. Anderson regarded
himself a firm believer in the religion of the pipe.
Specifically, the sacred pipe to a believer in the ancient Lakota
religion is much like the Bible to a Christian or Jew who, when
testifying in court, swears on the Bible to "tell the whole truth and
nothing but the truth." Anderson, despite or because of being a firm
believer in traditional Indian ways and religions, refused to take the
oath of the pipe before he testified in court.
Q: (John Lowe) I believe you told me that you believe the religion
of the pipe, is that correct?
A: Yes

Q: ... do you believe in the ancient Indian ways and religions?
A: Yes

Q: I call your attention to this object which is on the defense
table, and ask you if you know what it is?
A: Yes.

Q: What is it?
A: Pipe.

Q: Is that the sacred pipe?
A: Yes

Q: . . . When I told you this morning we were going to be
talking with you and you were asked whether you would take
your oath on the pipe, weren't you?
A: Yes.

Q: You didn't do that, did you?
A: No.

Mr. Lowe: I believe that's all I have, Your Honor (857).
Under direct and cross examination Anderson talked about the

events leading up to his testimony. He established that on 10 Sep
tember 1975, he, Bob Robideau, Norman Charles and some other

people were in a car which exploded on a turnpike near Wichita,
Kansas. Anderson was arrested on nine charges, among them trans

porting firearms and explosives across a stateline. Each ofthese charges
carried a maximum penalty of ten years in a federal penitentiary. In
addition, there was also, at this time, a burglary charge pending against
Anderson in Arizona (837, 838, 845).

On 11September 1975Special Agents GaryAdams and O. Victor
Harvey came to Wichita to interview Anderson. He asked for an
attorney to be present, but none was called. Anderson testified in Fargo
that for the first hour of this interview he had refused to talk to the
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agents. Then Gary Adams made the following statement, "If you don't
talk, I will beat you up in the cell." Anderson then feared that the
agents would beat him up if he failed to provide them with the answers
they wanted.
Q: (John Lowe) And did you then give him the answers that you
understood he wanted?
A: Yes.

Q: Did you believe that Special Agent Gary Adams was capable
of hurting you if you didn't do what he wanted?
A: Yes (841-842).

Adams asked questions generally in the style of "Isn't it true that

a certain feet is true," and then asked Anderson to respond whether
or not it was true. Anderson understood the substance of the question
was in feet the answer wanted by Adams (843).
Special Agent O. Victor Harvey testified Anderson was initially
"somewhat reluctant," but they talked with him awhile and "he became
less reluctant and furnished information." Harvey affirmed they had
persuaded Anderson that he had nothing to worry about and that it
would be in his best interest if he told them all he knew on the subject.
Anderson testified the FBIpromised to help him on the burglarycharge
in Arizona if he cooperated (4263, 845).
Adams and Harvey's 302 report of this interview indicates that,
contrary to his testimony in Fargo, Anderson on 26 June 1975 was
in tent city at 11:30 a.m., preparing to eat the noon meal. Further,
Anderson informed Adams and Harvey that the first time he "looked
down" at the agents' cars the agents were lying prone and he was
certain they were already dead sincethey foiled to moveor in any other
manner indicate they were alive. Anderson was also shown thirty-six
photographs, and he identified almost all of them. Subsequent inves
tigation revealed that these individuals were around the Jumping Bull
area on June 26 (4264, 4284).
On 1 February 1977 Special Agents James Doyle and GaryAdams
arrested Anderson in Albuquerque, New Mexico, for probation vio
lation. At approximately 10:50a.m. ofthat daytheseagentsattempted
to interview Anderson, and his reply was he did not desire to be
interviewed about his activities of 26 June 1975. The agents brought
him to the marshall's office to await his hearing on the probation
violation. At 1:40 p.m. Anderson signed a waiverof his constitutional
rights and made a statement that in effect said after he returned to the
top of the hill, he did in fact see Peltier, Robideau and Butler down
by the agents' cars (4298, 4203, 4305).
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Interestingly, at the time of the trial, Michael Anderson had not
been prosecuted for that burglary charge in Arizona. Moreover, all
charges pending against him in Wichita had been dropped (845). All

of Anderson's pre-trial statements placed him in tent city at the start
of the shooting and not, as he testified at the trial, on top of Wanda
Siers' house where he allegedly saw the red and white van chased by
agents. Recent FBI documents, uncovered through the Freedom of
Information Act, indicate that the FBI was highly concerned about the
vehicle theory. The FBI, on 11 June 1976 did an analysis of the first
days of the Butler-Robideau trial. They specifically concentrated on
the defense's cross-examination of witnesses. One of their most im

portant points was stated as follows: "There was an effort to confuse

the jury as to pertinent vehicles and their locations on the day of the
murder, June 26, 1975." Did Michael Anderson changehis story, the
credibility of which was made possible only by suppressing FBI doc
uments revealing concern about three vehicles, in order to make the

job easier for the prosecution? The ultimate result of changing the
testimony and possibly suppressing FBI reports was to prevent the jury
from gaining clarity about what type of vehicle was actuallychased into
the Jumping Bull area.

Moreover, FBI documents have revealed that the prosecution pos
sibly suppressed information of a grand jury subpoena issued for Mike
Anderson on 7 July 1975. The subpoena was served onJuly 9 to Mike's
brother Larry who "stated he would deliversubpoenato Michael." And
a teletype from Rapid City to the Director, dated 27 July 1975, states
that "Michael Anderson appeared as scheduled before federal grand
jury." The feet that neither the grand jury appearance nor a transcript
of testimony was revealed by the prosecution at or before the trial
indicates that its contentsmay be in conformance with Anderson's pre
trial statements and in serious conflict with his trial testimony.
Wilford Draper's Testimony Examined
Under cross examination in Fargo Wilford Draper testified that
approximately one hour before he heard shooting, Leonard Peltier was
not in "tent city." At the Cedar Rapids trial, Draper had testified that
Peltier was in the tent area 30-45 minutes before the shooting took
place. Additionally, and contrary to MichaelAnderson's testimony that
he was at Wanda Siers' when the shooting began, Draper testified both
Norman Charles and Michael Anderson were in the tent area when he

first heard the shots (1125, 776, 1127).
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On 9 January 1976, Wilford Draper wasarrested by Special Agent
Charles Stapleton on an alcohol charge and strong-armed robbery in
Arizona. He was handcuffedand tied to a chair while being interviewed
for three hours by Stapleton and a BIA police officer, Frank Gadake.
According to Draper's testimony, on the following day he was taken
to "Gallup, New Mexico, and there I met some more agents." At

Gallup he was interviewed by Special Agents Doyle and Stapleton.
Draper was told then that if he refused to cooperate with the FBI, he
would be indicted for the murders of Agents Williams and Coler. The
FBI agents also told him what was in the offing if he did cooperate:
Draper would receive (1) a new identity, (2) protection, (3) a job

elsewhere, (4) education and training, and (5) financial security, all
if he cooperated with the FBI. Draper additionally "felt" that all of
the charges pending against him would be "taken care of." Subse
quently, Draper signed a statement that was satisfactory to the agents,
and, as a result, all charges against him were dropped (1083, 1085,
1086, 1087, 1088, 1115).

After a few days, Draper was taken to Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
He was escorted about the reservation by Special Agent Doyle. He
was also interviewed extensively: by Doyle for approximately nine
hours, by Special Agent Gary Adams forapproximately five hours, and

by UnitedStates Attorney Robert Sikma for approximately eight hours.
The next day he went to Sioux Falls for the Grand Jury proceedings
(1087, 1097, 1098).

Q: (John Lowe) On January 13, 1976 at Sioux Falls, South Da

kota, did you appear before the Grand Jury?
A: (Wilford Draper) Yes.
Q: Did you testify under oath?
A: Yes.

Q: Would I be correct in saying that some of the testimony you
gave was false?
A: Yes.

At the Fargo trial, Draper was asked if parts of his testimony
referred "to something that some agent may have told you happened
rather than what you actually saw or heard yourself, is that possible?"
Draper's reply, "Yes, that's possible" (1116).
Norman Brown's Testimony Examined
Norman was interviewed on various dates, and the content of

these sessions showed contradictions in his testimony. For example,
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he testified that on 10 October 1975, at twelve midnight, he was
interviewed by three FBI agents. James Doyle's 302 that reported this
interview stated (contrary to Brown's direct testimony at the Fargo
trial) that while Brown went to "tent city" for a meal prior to the
shooting, Joe Stuntz, Jimmy Zimmerman and Michael Anderson were
there. However, this 302 contained the word "lunch" crossed out, and

in its place was written the word "breakfast." When Brown was asked
on the stand in Fargo if the first meal they ate was the noon meal, he
replied "Yeah, right" (1561, 1564, 1566, 1568).
On 5 September 1975, at around 5:30 a.m. Norman Brown and
his wife were awakened at Crow Dogs Paradise by 80-100 FBI agents.
These, "officers of the law" were "dressed like Vietnam, army fatigues
and those greens . . . carrying M-16's . . . sawed off shotguns and
bullet proof vests." There were also helicopters flying around (4805).
Brown and his wife were told to come out of the house with their

hands up and lie on the ground. They were then searched. Brown
testified that this terrifying experiencewith the FBI had influenced the
testimony he gave to the Grand Jury (4806, 4807).
On 22 September 1975, Brown was interviewed in Chinle, Ar
izona by Special Agents Gary Adams and O. Victor Harvey. Norman
and his mother were at his sister's house when a BIA officer came and
ushered Norman and his mother to a trailer where some other BIA

officers were waiting. Once inside the trailer he was not allowed to
leave. After awhile Adams and Harvey arrived, read him his rights
and began questioning him about 26 June 1975. Brown asked for an
attorney, but was not allowed one. The agents first were friendly, but
when he steadfastly refused to talk with them, the agents became angry
and stated "If you don't answer our questions we can indict you; we
can charge you with those two murders of those two agents." Brown's
mother did not know what had taken place on the 26th and was very
upset. The agents explained to her that Norman was involved in the
shootout, and as his mother cried the agents pressed on, "You won't
see your son again for a long time . . . you won't see your family
again." And to Norman, "If you don't talk to us, you might never
walk the earth again." Brown's mother begged him to cooperate as
she did not want to see Norman in jail or hurt. She told Norman to
think of her, his brothers and sisters, and the whole family. Brown

then began answering the agents' questions (4799, 4801, 4803, 4804).
Agents Adams and Harvey asked Brown "we know you saw this
and that" kind of questions, and they told him "people" stated to
them that Brown was a witness to the shootings. Norman Brown

became exceptionally scared, was worried about his mother and, there-
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fore, told the agents he saw Butler, Robideau and Peltier in the vicinity
of Williams' and Coler's cars (4804, 4805, 4810).

On 13 January 1976, Norman Brown testified in front of the
Grand Jury in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. There he implicated Peltier,
Robideau and Butler as being at the agents' cars. Later at the Fargo
trial, Brown repudiated the Sioux Falls testimony.
Q: (Elliott Taikeff) When you testified before the Grand Jury
that you saw Leonard and Bob and Dino down by the agents'
cars, where did you get that information?
A: (Norman Brown) FBI.

Q: Did you ever see that on June 26, 1975?
A: No (4812).

In addition, Brown explained to Evan Hultman during recross ex
amination that he lied to the agents during the above discussed in
terview and told them what he "thought they wanted to hear" (4827).
Ar the completion of Brown's testimony in Fargo, the following
interesting exchange took place:
Q: (Elliott Taikeff) Were you afraid of the FBI when you were
before the Grand Jury?
A: Yeah.

Q: When you got finished testifying in the Grand Jury and you
came out, did you see any of the lawyers sitting at the gov
ernment table?

A: Yeah. It was that guy (indicating).
Q: Mr. Sikma?
A: Yeah.

Q: Did he say anything to you?
A: Yeah.

Objection by the government. Judge Benson asks Counsel to
approach the Bench. The following discussion being had at
the bench.

The Court: What do you expect the answer to be?
Mr. Taikeff: I expect the answer will be Mr. Sikma said,
quote, "You did good. We could have put you away for a
long time."
Mr. Hultman: I object to that.
Mr. Sikma: That's a lie. That's an absolute lie.

The Court: In view of the denial, the question will not be
allowed (4842, 4843).

Taikeffs final question to Brown was, "When you testified before
the Grand Jury, did you swear on the sacred pipe?" Brown's response,
"No" (4843).
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And finally, on 23 March 1977, whileshopping in Mission, South

Dakota, Norman Brown was served with a subpoena to appear at the
trial in Fargo. The FBI took him at this time by car to Pierre, South
Dakota, and from there they flew in a private plane to Fargo. He asked
for an attorney but none was provided. The agents locked him in a
hotel room, and the next morning he was taken to the Federal Court
house where he testified for the government (4793, 4796, 4797).
Myrtle Poor Bear

In February and March of 1976, Myrtle Poor Bear signed three
affidavits, two of which alleged she had observed Leonard Peltier and
others murder the two FBI agents. These affidavits were the prime
evidence submitted by the United States government in its successful
attempt to extradite Leonard Peltier from Canada.
There were discrepancies in the three affidavits as well as evidence

to indicate that Poor Bear was nowhere in the vicinity of Pine Ridge
at the time of the shooting. We will look at these affidavits, Poor
Bear's subsequent testimony attesting to their falseness, and examine
how and why the FBI utilized these stories.
It is important to note that the jury at Peltier's trial never heard
the above testimony. What they heard was scanty indeed. For instance,

Michael Anderson testified he did not know if he saw Myrtle Poor Bear
either at the Jumping Bull's or in "tent city." He knew everyone
residing in "tent city," yet testified to not knowing if one of these
individuals was Myrtle Poor Bear. Norman Brown testified he had
never seen Myrtle Poor Bear in the Jumping Bull area or on the Pine
Ridge Reservation. Angie Long Visitor, granddaughter to thejumping
Bull's, testified she had never seen Myrtle Poor Bear in the Jumping
Bull area during the seven years she had lived there. (Angie Long
Visitor lived in the green house, next to thejumping Bull's residence.)
She further stated on the stand in Fargo that Jean Day, and not Myrtle
Poor Bear, was Leonard Peltier's girlfriend. Finally, Jean Day tes
tified that she had lived with Leonard Peltier in the Jumping Bull

area from the end of May 1975 until 22 June 1975 when she left the
Reservation. She had seen Leonard Peltier every day during this time,
and Myrtle Poor Beardid not live with him. Myrtle Poor Bear, in feet,
lived with her father and sisters in the village of Allen on the Pine
Ridge Reservation. This was all the testimony concerning Myrtle Poor
Bear the jury would hear (849, 850, 1597, 1598, 2701, 2703, 3520).

In the trial of Dino Butler and Bob Robideau at Cedar Rapids,
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Iowa (June 1976) for the murder of the two agents, Myrtle Poor Bear
was on the government's lists of potential witnesses. Yet she was never
called to testify. At the trial in Fargo, she was likewise on the gov
ernment's list of potential witnesses and, for this purpose, she came
to Fargo in March 1977. However, the government felt that the trial
was "going all right" and therefore would not need to use her. The
defense, consequently, subpoenaed her as a defense witness. The Pros
ecution objected, and Judge Benson sided with the prosecution on a
critical issue, stating her testimony was irrelevant. The defense argued
that the jury should hear her testimony since the government had used
her affidavits in the extradition proceedings and since she was on the
government's list of potential witnesses for both the Cedar Rapids and
Fargo trials. Moreover, the contents of the affidavits, statements which

(we will see below) she was forced to make by the FBI, were very
revealing and hence significant. The conduct of the FBI in connection
with the inducement of Myrtle Poor Bear directly reflected on all of
the evidence presented by the government at the trial. Simply, it
exhibited vividly what the FBI was willing to do in order to connect
Leonard Peltier with the shootings and convict him of murder (4619,

4401, 4403). Judge Benson ruled that the testimony relative to Myrtle
Poor Bear and her affidavits would be presented to the Court initially
(once again) in an offer of proof. Following this, the Judge would make
a determination whether or not the jury could hear it (4406,4407).
The following evidence given by three Special Agents of the FBI,
one Native American woman and Myrtle Poor Bear, also a Native
American, was presented outside the presence of the jury.
The final texts of the three affidavits signed by Myrtle Poor Bear
were put together, according to Special Agent David Price, in the
U.S. Attorney's office in Rapid City. These affidavits were composed
there by William Halperin of the Canadian Justice Department and
U.S. Attorney Bruce Boyd. They were based, however, on Special
Agents William Wood's and David Price's "rough notes" of interviews
with Myrtle Poor Bear (4540, 4532, 4533).
Testimony exhibited that Special Agents Wood and Price had
been meeting Myrtle Poor Bear frequently on another matter, which
David Price stated was very serious. Myrtle Poor Bear was allegedly
furnishing information to the FBI and consequently had been beaten
and was in a great deal of danger. Therefore, she was placed in motels
by the FBI for her protection. She was not, however, in protective
custody for very many days in January and February 1976. The first
time Special Agent Price conversed with Myrtle Poor Bear about the
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shootings and the first time she stated anything about the events of
June 26, was on 19 February 1976 when she was driven to the Rapid
City FBI office and reportedly interviewed there by Special Agents
Price and Wood. The result of this interview was the first extradition
affidavit, signed by Myrtle Poor Bear on 19 February 1976 (4540,
4541, 4544, 4525, 4526).

In her first affidavitof 19 February 1976, Myrtle Poor Bear stated
she overheard Leonard Peltier and several others begin planning how
to kill BIA or FBI agents who might come into the area. This alleged
scheme was being put together during the second week of June 1975.
According to this affidavit, Peltier was "mostly in charge" of the
planning. Approximately a day before the agents were killed, Peltier
told Poor Bear that he knew FBI agents or BIA officers would soon
be coming into the area to serve a warrant on Jimmy Eagle, so people
should get ready to kill them. Myrtle Poor Bear was told to have her
car filled with gas and ready for an escape, but she left the Jumping
Bull area and did not return. She did not, according to this first
affidavit, meet Leonard Peltier again until August 1975, on the Rose
bud Reservation. There they allegedly discussed the killing of the

two agents; Peltier confessed he had shot them, lost his mind and kept
pulling the trigger. However, and this is important, this first affidavit
exhibited that she was not an eyewitness to the killing of the agents.
Therefore, this affidavit was not sent to Canada and not made public
until the defense acquired it accidently (4449, 4551).
Myrtle Poor Bear signed a second affidavit on 23 February 1975
that was identical to the first except for one important section. The
second affidavit changed her assertion that she left the Jumping Bull
area to the following: "I was present the day SpecialAgents of the FBI
were killed. I saw Leonard Peltier shoot the FBI agents." Special Agent
Price testified that when Poor Bear signed the second affidavit, he was
aware of the discrepancy in the two testimonies. However, since he
and Wood were meeting Poor Bear frequently on another matter, he

could not exactly say how this change came about(4501, 4539, 4540).
The day after Myrtle PoorBearsignedthis second affidavit, Special
Agent Edward Skelly, at the request of Price and Wood, interviewed
her. Myrtle Poor Bear informed Skelly she was allegedly living with
Leonard Peltierin thejumping Bullarea since May 1975.Sheoverheard
Leonard Peltier and the others who were living at or near the Jumping

Bull residences planning to kill either BIA officers or FBI agents
sometime prior to 26 June 1975. On the day of the shootings she
observed an FBI car drive into the Jumping Bull area. Leonard Peltier
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called her outside, telling Ricky Little Boy to give her a rifle, which
he did. She heard shots; arriving next to the agents' cars, she saw that
Leonard Peltier was holding a rifle while one of the agents lying near
the cars on the ground proclaimed, "I surrender." The body of this
agent jumped each time it was hit; at that point she could not stand
it any longer so she began to run away. Peltier called her to come back

and attempted to stop her. She then fired a shot at Ricky Little Boy,
who was pursuing her. Her car was hidden under some trees and bushes
to be used as a escape vehicle (4468, 4475, 4478, 4479, 4484).
Special Agent Edward Skelly had not asked Myrtle Poor Bear for
her automobile registration, driver's license, the year and make of the
car, the color of the car or where the car was hidden—all of which

would have helped corroborate her story. Nor did he ask for a descrip
tion of Ricky Little Boy or any other kind of identifying information.
He "overlooked" this even though, according to her story, Ricky Little
Boy was at thejumping Bull area immediately prior to the shootings,
and he would have been an important eyewitness. Myrtle Poor Bear
did, however, identify Bob Robideau and Dino Butler as having par
ticipated in shooting the agents (4486, 4489, 4490).

Moreover, during this interview, Myrtle Poor Bear allegedly in
formed Skelly about another criminal event: two nights prior to the
shooting when Peltier was away for the evening, she was raped by
Jimmy Eagle and approximately eight other men. However, Skelly did
not ask Poor Bear for a description of Eagle nor for the names of the
eight others involved, nor a physical description of any of those in
dividuals. Even though the Major Crimes Act provides that if certain
offenses, including rape, are committed on Indian reservations, the
FBI is to investigate these offenses, Skelly admits, "I did not initiate
any investigation whatsoever." Oneof the individuals "may have been"
Dino Butler, according to Poor Bear. However, neither Butler nor
Eagle was ever charged with rape, an investigation was never begun,
even though they both were in jailand available for questioning at the
time (4491, 4493, 4494).

Special Agent David Price testified he had received important
information from Canadian Justice Department attorney William Halprin that the second affidavit had not included enough details about
the killing of the agents and that "... it would have to be redone."
As a result, on 31 March 1976, five weeks after Myrtle Poor Bear
signed the second affidavit, she signed a third affidavit. The contents

of this affidavit alleged the following: On the morning of 26 June
1975, Myrtle Poor Bear was in the big house in the Jumping Bull
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area and with her was a woman by the name of Madonna Slow Bear
as well as an old woman cleaning a gun whose name she could not
recall. Before noon, Peltier calledout to her, "They're coming." Peltier
and Poor Bear then went outside the house, and Peltier talked with

three or four other Indian males who were standing near a brightcolored truck-type vehicle with windows on the side. (Price testified
that during this interview he knew Peltier was associated with a red
and white van.) Myrtle Poor Bear next observed two FBI cars. One
was either yellow or gold with a white top and the other green. She

and Madonna Slow Bearapproached these cars, finding Peltier, Jimmy
Eagle, Robideau and an unnamed Indian male standing there. One of
the agents threw his handgun to the side and said that he surrendered.
Another agent was lying fece down on the ground by the car, and she
could see blood coming from underneath him. Peltier stood in front
of the agent who was leaning against the car and holding his left
shoulder while Peltier pointed a rifle at his head. Myrtle Poor Bear
tried to run from the area, but Madonna Slow Bear grabbed her by
the hair, keeping her from running away. She was turned around
against her will to face Peltier and the others. Peltier's rifle jumped,
she heard a shot, and the agent's body hopped into the air and landed
face down on the ground. She broke away from Madonna Slow Bear,
ran up to Leonard Peltier and pounded him on the back. She then
turned and ran away, leaving the area. As she left, she heard more
shots coming from the vicinity of the agents' automobiles. She reached
the creek bottom where Ricky Little Boy was in charge of the horses
to be used in the escape (4543, 4542, 4548, 4551, 4569, 4570, 4573,
4574, 4575).

During this interview Myrtle Poor Bear alleged this time she had
been raped on the reservation by Dick Marshall and several of his
friends, and not by Jimmy Eagle and eight other men (4568, 4569).
On the stand at Fargo Price was asked whether he had any ques
tions regarding Madonna Slow Bear and if he was concerned about
obtaining the wrong name. Price replied he knew Madonna Slow Bear
from Oglala. When the defense brought Madonna Slow Bear to the
stand, Special Agent David Pricewas unableto identify her. Moreover,
Madonna Slow Bear testified at the Fargo trial that no FBI agent had
ever questioned her regarding her presence at the Jumping Bull area
during the shootings. Further, she testified the first time she had seen
Myrtle Poor Bear was the previous evening in Rapid City when they

boarded the same airplane to travel to Fargo (4584, 4580).
Contradicting her affidavits, Myrtle Poor Bear testified at the
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Fargo trial that she had never seen Leonard Peltier before she entered

the courtroom. Furthermore, she was not at the Jumping Bull area on
the Pine Ridge Reservation on 26 June 1975; she never lived with
Leonard Peltier, and the first time she had ever met Madonna Slow

Bear was the night before on the plane. She added that Special Agents
Price and Wood informed her about the killings on 26 June 1975 and
showed her a photograph in the Federal Building at Rapid City, telling
her it was Leonard Peltier (4588, 4590, 4597).

Special Agents Price and Wood escorted Myrtle Poor Bear twice
to the Jumping Bull area. While she received this tour, the agents
told her "to remember where Harry Jumping Bull lives." She had not

known Dino Butler, Bob Robideau, Ricky Little Boy or Madonna Slow
Bear but rather heard their names from the agents (4607, 4610, 4611,
4612, 4626).

Myrtle Poor Bear further testified that though she hadsigned two
of the three affidavits at the courthouse in Rapid City, no one read the
contents of them to her and she had not read them herself. She signed
the affidavits because Special Agents Price and Wood told her to. Upon
reading the affidavits she stated on the witness stand that the contents

of the affidavits were not true. After reading the 302 report of her
interview with Special Agent Edward Skelly, she stated that she never
said the things purported and that the contents of the 302 were false.
She did not see anybody killed on 26 June 1975 (4592, 4593, 4594,
4595, 4623, 4624, 4625, 4613).

Poor Bear testified she spent "a lot"ofhours with the two agents,
them telling her about the shootings. She was very frightened by the
government, and when asked if anyone ever said anything to make her
afraid, she replied, "The agents are always talking about Anna Mae
. . . they just would talk about that time she died" (4598, 4599).*

On the way from the airport to the city ofFargo, defense attorney
Elliott Taikeff rode in the same automobile as Myrtle Poor Bear, and

at first she refused tospeak with him. He continued this story toJudge
Benson and the prosecutors in a conference at the bench:
.

. and finally she told me that the reasonshe didn't want

to talk is that she was afraid she was going to be killed; and
I asked her, "Who are you afraid of?" and she said, "The
agents," and I said, "Whyare you afraid ofthe agents" and
*As noted earlier Anna Mae Aquash was threatened by the FBI and later

found dead with a bullet hole in the back of her neck. The FBI autopsy
claimed she died of exposure.
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she said that they told her that they were going to do the
same thing to her that happened to Anna Mae Aquash
(4601).

Myrtle Poor Bear further testified that the agents (Price and
Wood) had offered to give her a new name and to send her to a different
city or state. They additionally threatened her with prison, stating she
could be incarcerated for about fifteen years for "court conspiracy." In
a direct threat to her, Special Agent Wood told her "that they could
get away with killing because they were agents" (4614, 4615, 4616).
The relationship between Myrtle Poor Bear and the FBI can be
summed up in the following exchange:
Q: (Elliott Taekeff) Miss Poor Bear, will you please tell us
whether Agent Price ever threatened you?
A: (Myrtle Poor Bear) Yes, he did.
Q: What did he say to you?
A: He told me that they were going to plan everything out and
if I didn't do it I was going to be hurt.
Q: Did anybody else ever say that to you from the FBI?
A: Bill Wood (4650).

This ended the Myrtle Poor Bear offer of proof.
The defense offered Myrtle Poor Bear's testimony in an attempt
to demonstrate how the FBI intentionally and falsely constructed a case
against Peltier by introducing certain pieces of evidence through par
ticular witnesses, but that these pieces were flawed. Poor Bear testified
that none of the evidence was known to her; she did not know the

defendant; she was neverat thejumping Bulls. Yet she signed affidavits
claiming she was cognizant of all of the above. Norman Brown had
testified he was threatened by the FBI to give certain evidence which
duplicated much of Myrtle Poor Bear's story, a story she denies any
knowledge of. Moreover, Michael Anderson also testified to some of
the same facts. This coincidence of testimonies suggests that the FBI
manufactured rather than discovered its case (4652).

The testimony in the offerof proof(by FBI agents, MadonnaSlow
Bear and Myrtle Poor Bear) was important for two reasons: First, it
rebutted and contradicted, through circumstantial evidence, certain
key pieces of evidence which had been introduced against Leonard
Peltier. Second, Poor Bear's testimony demonstrated a pattern of mis
conduct on the part of FBI agents. All of this then, the defense argued,
should be heard by the jury so that they "may consider whether they

are prepared to find a moral certainty that another human being should
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spend the rest of his life in a prison under these circumstances."

Prosecutor Lynn Crooks replied that this was simply an attempt to put
the FBI in general on trial for "some supposed misdeeds that the
paranoid defense team has thought up" (4653, 4654).
Judge Benson then ruled on the offer of proof. Myrtle Poor Bear
was, according to Benson, obviously under "great mental stress." Since
neither Myrtle Poor Bear nor the three FBI agents who interviewed

her (Wood, Price and Skelly) were called to the stand as government
witnesses, Judge Benson came to the following deduction:
The court concludes that credibility of this witness for any
purpose is so suspect that to permit her testimony to go to
the jury would be confusing the issues, may mislead the

jury and could be highly prejudicial. The offer of proof
therefore is denied (4657, 4658).

He further concluded that her testimony was "irrelevant" and she was
not a "believable witness"(4665). The following day Benson "clarified"
his ruling on the offer of proof in the following manner:

If the witness asshetestified yesterday were to bea believable
witness the Court would have seriously considered allowing
her testimony to go to the jury on the grounds that //
believable by the jury the facts she testified to were such that
they would shock the conscience ofthe Court and in the interests
of justice should be considered by the jury (4707-4708)
(emphasis added).

"However" Benson went on, "for reasons givenon the record yesterday
the Court concluded the danger of confusion of the issues, misleading
the jury andunfair prejudice outweighed thepossibility that the witness
was believable" (4708).

Here we see how the federal government will judge a witness
believable in one situation and unbelievable in another. When the

Federal government wanted to extradite Peltier, Myrtle Poor Bear's
testimony was believable; however, when she exposed FBI misconduct
her testimony was suddenly irrelevant and unbelievable.
An Afterward on Poor Bear's Affidavits

At Leonard Peltier's appelate oral argument in St. Louis in April
1978 Evan Hultman responded to questions from the Judge that he

knew the affidavits the FBI coerced Myrtle PoorBear intosigning were
false. Part of that exchange is as follows:
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Judge Ross: But anybody who read those affidavits would know
that they contradict each other. And why the FBI and
the Prosecutor's office continued to extract more to put
into the affidavits in hope to get Mr. Peltier back to
the United States is beyond my understanding.
Mr. Hultman: Yes.

Judge Ross: Because you should have known, and the FBI should
have known that you were pressuring the woman to
add to her statement.

Mr. Hultman: Your Honor, I personally was not present at that stage.

I read the affidavits after they had been submitted, so I
want this Court to know that.

Judge Ross: The Government—
Mr. Hultman: . . .It was clear to me her story didn't check out with
anything in the record by any other witness in any
other way. So I concluded then, in addition to her

incompetence, first, that secondly, there was no rel
evance of any kind. Absolutely not one scentilla (sic)
of any evidence to do with this case. And it was then
that I personally made the decision that this witness
was no witness. . .

Judge Ross: But can't you see, Mr. Hultman, what happened in
such a way that it gives some credence to the claim
of the—

Mr. Hultman: I understand, yes, your Honor.

Judge Ross: —the Indian people that the United States is willing
to resort to any tactic in order to bring somebody back
to the United States from Canada.

Mr. Hultman: Judge—

Judge Ross: And if theyare willing to do that, they must be willing
to fabricate other evidence. And it's no wonder that

they are unhappy and disbelieve the things that hap
pened in our courts when things like this happen.
Mr. Hultman: Judge Ross, I in no way do anything but agree with
you totally.5 (emphasis added)
No legal action has been brought against the FBI by the Justice De
partment.

In the above exchange, it is clear Evan Hultman attempted to
disassociate himself from the affidavits. He stated that he read the

affidavits after they had been submitted. However, FBI documents
uncovered through the Freedom of Information Act indicate this was
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not true. According to an FBI investigation of the preparation and
submission of the Poor Bear affidavits to Canada, the decision was

made by Canadian Prosecutor Halperin "with the concurrence ofspecial
prosecutors Evan L. Hultman and Robert Sikma that only two of the
three affidavits were used in the extradition proceedings." Contrary to
Hultman's answer to Judge Ross, the FBI contends he took part in
the submissionof the Poor Bearaffidavits to the Canadian government.
He therefore had to have read them before they were submitted. Amnesty
International, an organization known for its work and campaigns for
human rights around the world published a 1981 report entitled Pro

posal for a Commission of Inquiry into the Effects of Domestic Intelligence
Activities on Criminal Trials in the United States ofAmerica.6 The report
outlines the history of the Myrtle Poor Bear incident in relation to the
extradition and prosecution of Peltier. It goes on to recommend that
the United States government establish an independent commission
to conduct an inquiry into the events.
The .223 Casing and AR-15 Rifle

A .223 cartridge casing, allegedly found in the trunk of Special
AgentJack Coler's automobile, was "perhaps the mostimportantpiece
of evidence" to the government's case in the Fargo trial. The govern
ment contended that this casing was ejected by the killer's gun, an
AR-15, which they maintained belonged to Leonard Peltier. We will
look at the inconsistencies in testimonies connected with these two

important pieces of evidence, the .223 casing and AR-15 rifle.

Inconsistencies by Cunningham and Lodge

In this section we will see that the FBI had contradictory reports

from its agents about 1) who discovered the .223 cartridge casing, 2)
whether it was actually inventoried on the day of the shooting, and
3) when it was removed from the car and by whom.
The .223 cartridge casing was vitally important in the United
States government's case for the extradition of Leonard Peltier from

Canada in 1976. For these extradition proceedings Special Agent Cortlandt Cunningham, Chiefof the FBIFirearms and Toolmarks Division,
signed an affidavit under oath in the Spring of 1976. This affidavit
had been prepared in the Rapid CityFBI office andsentto Cunningham
in Washington, D.C. for him to sign. Part of paragraph 6 of this
affidavit reads as follows:
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Also in the said 1972 Cheverolet Biscayne automobile I
found one.223 cartridge case in the trunk which I took into
my possession and placed in an envelope marked "Items
recovered from trunk, Jack R. Coler automobile" (2113,
2114).

On the witness stand in Fargo, Special Agent Cunningham tes
tified that the above affidavit was not correct and that he had not

personally found that casing (2114). This gave rise to the following
exchange in which both Judge Benson and Prosecutor Robert Sikma
would speak for the witness:
Q: (John Lowe) When you read that paragraph 6 did you un
derstand when you read it, did you comprehend that, rep
resenting to anybody that read the affidavit you gave under
oath that you found the .223 cartridge in the trunk?
A: (Cortlandt Cunningham) I did not know there was any sig
nificance, which I answered previously, to that particular
paragraph and any of the rest. I do not; the significance of
that paragraph at the time I signed this affidavit was not
apparent to me.

Q: Your Honor, I am saying I know he's not answering my
question and I ask that the Court direct him to be responsive.
I'm not asking whether it's significant. I'm asking whether
he knew when he read that paragraph that it was holding out
to the reader of the affidavit that he found that round in the

trunk. Am I entitled to an answer to that question?
The Court: Do you understand the question?
The Witness: I do not know, sir.

Mr. Lowe: Shall I restate it or would the reporter repeat it back?
Mr. Sikma: Your Honor, he's answered the question now.
The Court: I think he may have answered it. Reporter will read
it back.

The Question was Read Back.
The Court: And his answer was "I did not." So I think that

answered the question (2125-2126).
In his 302 report dated I July 1975, of the initial search of Coler's
car, Cunningham did not mention this .223 cartridge casing in a
complete listing of recovered objects.
FBI fingerprint specialist Winthrop Lodge testified that on 29
June 1975, he examined Special Agent Jack Coler's automobile for
fingerprints before turning it over to Special Agent Cunningham later
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that day. During this examination Lodge allegedly found the .223
cartridge in the trunk of the car, tagged it, examined it for latent
fingerprints and found none, and handed it over to Special Agent
Cunningham. This .223 casing is mentioned on the last page of the
notes Lodge made during his examination of the automobile (3012,
3013, 3079, 3080).

Lodge likewise examined Special Agent Williams' automobile on
27 June 1975 and the red and white van and 1967 Ford Galaxie (both

found in "tent city") on 30 June 1975 but did not make notes during
his examination of these automobiles (3112, 3113, 3114, 3118, 3119,
3120).

Further testimony by Lodge revealed once again the unreliability
of FBI evidence. At first he testified the items found in Coler's auto

mobile for evidence had not been removed from the vehicle. Shortly
after he stated, "Yes sir. Most of the items were actually taken out
of the automobile." A few minutes later he finally admitted, "all
evidence was inventoried and removed from the vehicle" (3126, 3127,
3130).

Following his examination of Coler's automobile, he allegedly
turned all evidence over to Cunningham. In Lodge's words, "As far
as I recall everything, the automobile and the contents, were turned
over to Mr. Cunningham." No receipt was given to Lodge acknowl

edging what were the entire contents of Coler's car. Finally, Lodge
would later once again testify, "not everything was turned over to
Cunningham. . . since some of the items were carried back to Pine

Ridge and turned over to the agent personally in charge of the evi
dence." Lodge, of course, could not recall or specify which items of
evidence he had turned over to Cunningham and which ones he had
taken to Pine Ridge (3137, 3138, 3162, 3163).
Inconsistencies by Hodge

The key witness concerning the .223 casing and AR-15 rifle was
SA Evan Hodge, a specialist in the Firearms and Tool Marks Identi

fication Unit of the FBI. He connected the .223 casing found in Coler's
trunk with the AR-15 rifle. In this section we will analyze several
important issues concerning AgentHodge's testimony and lab reports.
Specifically, we will look at 1) the sequence ofevents surrounding the
testingof the AR-15 rifle which isinconsistent with Hodge's testimony
at the Fargo trial, and 2) the reliability of the gun test allegedly
performed by Agent Hodge on this AR-15 rifle.
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As we noted earlier, on 10 September 1975 an automobile trans
porting Bob Robideau, Norman Charles, Michael Anderson, Jean Bordeau, Kamook Banks and Bernie Nichols exploded on a turnpike near
Wichita, Kansas. Agent Michael Gammage of the Tobacco and Fire
arms Division of the FBI in Wichita, testified he found an AR-15 rifle

in the wrecked automobile. He subsequently delivered this AR-15 to
SA Evan Hodge at the FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C. on 12
September 1975. Part of the gunbarrel had been destroyed, and its
firing mechanism was practically melted by the fire following the
explosion (3233).
This weapon and two others were later returned to the Wichita
FBI office accompanied by a report prepared by Special Agent Hodge
and dated 31 October 1975. In this report, Hodge specifically stated
that none of these weapons could be connected with the Pine Ridge
murder scene. While testifying in Fargo, Special Agent Hodge affirmed
he had written this October 31 lab report (3342, 3388). According
to him, he had not begun examining the .223 cartridge casing which
was received in July 1975 until around the end of the year or the
beginning of 1976. He eventually signed an affidavit (10 February
1976) under oath that connected this .223 casing to the Wichita AR15 (3235, 3388).

While testing a cartridge casing against a rifle, Hodge told the
jury, there are two ways this can be performed. One way is through

a firing pin impression test, which is based on an analysis of the dent
at the butt of the cartridge casing which is made when the trigger is
pulled. This test is normally decisive and conclusive. A second method
is through an extractor marking test which is based on scratches ac
quired when a spent casing is expelled. This testing method is sig
nificantly less reliable than the firing pin impression test (3248).
Agent Hodge informed the jury that in order to determine
whether a casing had been fired from a particular weapon, "to the
exclusion of all others," microscopic comparisons of firing pin impres
sions and breach face marks would have to be made (3247-3248).

However, Hodge stated that a firing pin comparison test was inconclusive
in this case (AR-15 and .223) since there was "a lack of marks on the
bolt face and the condition in which I received it" (3235, 3247).

According to Hodge, the Wichita AR-15, "because of its con
dition, could not be fired." However, Hodge was able to remove the

bolt from this AR-15 and place it in another AR-15 rifle and test fire
it. Hodge continued,
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This I did and compared the markings, microscopic mark
ings placed on the cartridge cases that I fired using the bolt
of Government Exhibit 34A [Wichita AR-15] with Gov
ernment Exhibit 26—I'm sorry, 34B £.223 casing found
in Coler's trunk] (3234).

Hodge went on to tell the jury that an extractor testing was
inconclusive and even a positive comparison of markings

does not necessarily mean that the cartridge case has been
fired in that gun because the markings can be placed on the
cartridge case withoutactually firing that cartridge case. In
other words, put the shell in and then throw it out of the

gun without pulling the trigger will often leave this type
of mark on the cartridge case (3248).
Utilizing this less definitive extractor marking test on the "most
importantpiece ofevidence" Hodge testified that the .223 casing found
in Coler's trunk was "positively identified" as having been loaded into
and extracted from the Wichita AR-15 (3247).

However, new documents uncovered through the Freedom of

Information Act exhibit some problems with the testimony ofSpecial
Agent Evan Hodge.

As early as3July 1975 Special Agent incharge ofthe investigation
began requesting comparisons between any weapons, casings, and bul
lets seized and submitted in the case. On 21 July 1975 a shipment
of cartridge cases were sent from Rapid City to the Director in Wash
ington, D.C. Included in this was the .223 casing from inside the
trunk of Coler's car.

Hodge testified, as we stated above, he received the .223 casing
on 24 July 1975 but did not analyze it until December or January
(3233-3234, 3388). However, FBI documents reveal thattheshipment
which included this .223 casing was "under continuing examination"
in early August 1975.

Two months after the .223 casing was received in Washington,
two AR-15's were submitted to the FBI lab: a damaged weapon from
Wichita and a .223 caliber colt AR-15 from Rosebud.

On 27 September 1975, the Rapid City FBI office became very
interested in a thorough ballistics comparison between the Wichita
AR-15 and ammunition components found at the scene and asked
specifically that the FBI lab compare cartridge cases found in the 1967
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Ford with the Wichita AR-15. Five days later Rapid City learned from
Washington, D.C. that the comparison between the casings seized at
the Jumping Bulls and the AR-15 from Wichita proved negative. As
the teletype observed:

Referenced Bureau teletype October 2, 1975, indicated .223
casings not identifiable with AR-15 rifle located in vehicle
which exploded on Kansas turnpike September 10, 1975.
Laboratory requested to compare all .223 casings with AR15 rifle located Al Running property September 11, 1975
. . . (emphasis added)
Indeed, other documents than the one above also indicate it is

highly unlikely that Hodge just foiled to study the "critical casing"
for several months as he testified at Fargo. On 21 October 1975,
Special Prosecutors asked the FBI Lab to answer the following ques
tions:

1. Whether or not the FBI Laboratory has slugs and casings
of a type which have not been matched to any weapon
presently in the FBI's possession.
2. Whether or not the FBI has submitted weapons believed
to have been used on June 26, 1975 but for which we
have no slugs or casings.*

Shortly after the Prosecutors' request, on 7 November 1975, the
Rapid City office asked the Laboratory to complete its analysis of the
Wichita AR-15 so it could be "returned for discovery hearing to
Wichita no later than five p.m., November 14, 1975."
All of this evidence clearly casts doubt on Hodge's claim that the
casing in Coler's trunk was ignored until two or three months after
the comparisons reported in late October. These documents also sup

port the earlier report that none of the ammunition components sub
mitted to the lab from the scene was fired by the AR-15 from Wichita.

Most importantly, however, are Hodge's own notes (to the Oc
tober 31 report) of his comparison between seven .223 casings (found
by SA Hughes) and the Wichita AR-15. As we noted above, Hodge
testified that a conclusive firing pin test could not be performed on the
•The above teletype is the only portion of a longer document that was

provided; the laboratory's response was also not provided to Peltier's defense
attorneys under the Freedom of Information Act suit.
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Wichita AR-15 because of "a lack of marks on the bolt face" (3247).

However, the more conclusive firing pin test not onlycould have been

performed, indeed, according to Hodge's notes it was performed on
the Wichita AR-15. Hodge performed a firing pin as well as an ex
tractor test on this AR-15 and came to the conclusion that the seven

.223 casings found by agent Hughes were not fired by the Wichita
AR-15.

Other AR-15s and Related Events

In this section we will look at some testimony that reveals 1) the
existence of other AR-15's recovered on the Rosebud Reservation in

South Dakota and near Ontario, Oregon, 2) what weapons and am
munition components the government considered important and there

fore presented to the jury, and 3) evidence which points to other
weapons as possibly being the fatal weapon.
The AR-15 found near Wichita is one of three AR-15's about

which testimony was presented at the Fargo trial. The government
introduced only this burned AR-15 into evidence and presented it as
Leonard Peltier's gun, even though he was not present when the au
tomobile exploded on 10 September 1975.
Two FBI agents from New York City and one FBI agent from
South Dakota testified in Fargo about an arrest and raid they partic
ipated in on the Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota. According to
them, a total of 50-60 agents assisted by helicopters and the military,
wearing flack vests andfatigue jackets andcarrying shotguns, handguns
and M- 16's were involved in an overall raid on the reservation. On 5

September 1975 these agents invaded bothAl Running's residence and
an area known as CrowDog's Paradise, both on the Reservation (2576,
2579, 2580).

A handgun (Smith and Wesson .357 Magnum with an obliterated
serial number) was allegedly found in a reddish-orange and white
International Scout registered to a Leroy Casados. Both the government
and defense agreed that this .357 Magnum was the revolver Ron
Williams had on 26 June 1975. There was, in addition, a loaded

magazine for an AR-15 found in this vehicle. Other weapons and
ammunition components were found in the area, including an AR-15
and some .223 casings. Both the defense and government agreed that
Leonard Peltier had not been at Al Running's property or Crow Dogs
Paradise on 5 September 1975 (2606, 2602, 2607).
On 14 November 1975 a station wagon and a motor home were
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stopped by the police on a highway near Ontario, Oregon. Detailed
information was presented by government witnesses regarding items
of evidence found in these vehicles, which included fingerprints of
Leonard Peltier who wasallegedly present but escaped. The government
was allowed (over objection by the defense) to exhibit in front of the
jury a number of weapons allegedly found in the two vehicles. One
photograph showed a group of weapons allegedly found in the vehicles
which did not include an AR-15. However, during both direct and
cross examination, FBI agents and Oregon State Troopers testified an
AR-15 had been found (2478).

The following teletype accompanied the AR-15 that was sent to
the D.C. FBI lab on 17 November 1975:

Bureau should note past investigation has indicated AR-15
and a Ruger .44 magnum havebeen used by Bureau fugitive
Leonard Peltier during pertinent RESMURS period and that
AR-15 may be actual weapon utilized by him to kill SA's Coler
and Williams (emphasis added).

What is interesting is that the FBI had by this date already concluded
that Peltier had killed the agents, even though only limited evidence

existed to prove this. It is evident that he was targeted early on.
When Special Agent Steven Hancock of the Portland, Oregon
FBI office testified about the AR-15 found in the motor home, his

responses were manifestly inconsistent. On direct examination he af
firmed the AR-15 had not been included in the photograph of the
group of weapons because it had been removed. During cross exami
nation he stated the AR-15 had not appeared in the photograph because
it had not yet been found. Further, Hancock testified he personally
had made an individual photograph of the AR-15, which he in turn
handed over to the U.S. Attorney's office along with the other pho
tograph. The government did not show this photograph to the jury
and it was not to be found among their exhibits (2464, 2486, 2474).

Why did the government "hide" this AR-15 from the jury? The
reason, as we will see, was because this AR-15 did not match with
the .223 shell found in Coler's trunk. And Peltier was in Oregon but
not in Wichita where an AR-15 was found that allegedly did match
this .223 casing.

During the trial the government displayed eleven charts depicting
each weapon and ammunition component which the government consid
ered relevant to its case against Leonard Peltier. Special Agent Evan

Hodge both examined the items depicted and prepared the charts for
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presentation, with the advice and assistance of Mr. Sikma, the pros
ecutor (3291, 3292).

Each of the eleven charts portrayed a particular weapon and the
ammunition components which, according to the government, had
either definitely or possibly been fired from that weapon. There were
no charts depicting either the Rosebud AR-15 or the Oregon AR-15,
nor were there charts portraying the six other weapons related to the
case and found by the FBI.
According to the government Dino Butler had fired an M-l rifle
on the day of the shooting. Special Agent Hodge put together a chart

displaying this weapon and the ammunition components which, ac
cording to him, had definitely or possibly been fired from this weapon.
This chart, however, did not show thirteen spent 30-06 cartridge
casings which had been found at the Siers residence and which, ac

cording to Hodge's laboratory reports, had been fired by Dino Butler's
M-l. Hodge further did not mention these fired casings to the jury
(3301).

According to the government, Norman Charles had fired a .303

British caliber Lee Enfield rifle on the day of the shooting. Special
Agent Hodge displayed a chart depicting this weapon and the am
munition components recovered which, according to him, had defi
nitely or possibly been fired by that weapon. This chart did not,
however, display a fired .303 cartridge casing which had been found
at the Siers house. According to Hodge's laboratory reports, these
casings had been fired from Norman Charles' .303 British Caliber Lee

Enfield rifle. Hodge further did not mention this fired cartridge casing
to the jurors (3340). There was also a .303 casing found inside the red
Scout; however, there were insufficient microscopic markings to com
pare it with any of the guns.
There was no chart depicting a Springfield U.S. rifle which the

FBI had recovered in another case andwhich had,according to Hodge's
laboratory reports, fired a cartridge case that had been found at the
Siers residence. Hodge did not mention this cartridge casing to the
jurors (3302).

Moreover, there simply were no charts depicting "a whole lot of
ammunition components" which, according to Hodge, could not be
identified or connected to any of the above mentioned guns but which
had been found at the site of the shooting (3296).
The government had also prepared for the jurors a large chart of
the Jumping Bull area on which theyattached pictographs of all items
of evidence at the location where these items had been found. This
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provided the jury with a graphic summary of the evidence. Many of
the items recovered at the Siers house did not appear on this chart.

Of the three AR-15s found in connection with this case, only the
burned one from Wichita was discussed. The .223 casing found in
Jack Coler's trunk had allegedly been fired from this AR-15, as had
other casings found near the log house in "tent city." Hodge testified
it was also possible this AR-15 could have fired bullets, fragments of
which had been found in the ground under the agents' bodies.7 The

government and defense agreed to a stipulation regarding these frag
ments; the fragments had been tested for the presence of blood and
none had been found. Further testimony by Hodge also established
these bullets could have been fired from an M-16, a .222 Caliber

Remington Rifle, a .225 Caliber Winchester Rifle, and "a whole variety
of centerfire .22 caliber rifles." Ammunition components which could
have been fired from practically any of these weapons were found in
the Jumping Bull area (3317, 3313, 3314).
Testimony likewise confirmed .223 ammunition can be fired from
M-16's, the Remington bolt action rifles, the Ruger Mini-14's as well
as AR-15's. Hodge testified that many FBI agents carry M-16's, and
these rifles use civilian as well as military ammunition. However,
Hodge received only four weapons used by law enforcement officers
at the firefight for laboratory inspections: Special Agent Coler's shot
gun, his .308 rifle and pistol, and Special Agent Williams' pistol
(3325, 3278, 3279).8

The pathologists testified that the agents had been killed by high
velocity weapons. According to the government, Peltier was firing an
AR-15, a high velocity weapon, on the day of the shootings. However,
FBI agents had testified that within a 10 yard radius of Special Agent
Coler's car, only four cartridge casingshad been found. The government
attributed three of the casings to the agents' weapons; the fourth casing
was the .223 discussed by Hodge. The AR-15 casings eject automat
ically, flying three to fourteen feet away within an arc of 120 degrees
(2948, 3330).

However, as we have said, there were no casings to be found

(except the one .223) around the crime scene which were attributable
to an AR-15. The government argued Peltier picked up his expended
casings before leaving the scene, i.e., in the middle of a firefight! The
defense presented photographstaken on 26June 1975 nearJack Coler's
car showing an abundance of tall grass, which would make it incon
ceivable that even if Peltier had attempted to pick up his casings, he
would have been able to find them all. Testimony had placed Peltier
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and Dino Butler in the treeline area near the junked cars. Although
30-06 casings were found there, no .223 casings had been found. The
30-06 casings are much larger and therefore would have been easier
to find than .223 casings.

Requirements for a possible murder weapon would consequently
appear to be (1) a high velocity weapon and (2) a weapon which does
not eject automatically. Three weapons meeting these conditions were
found in the Jumping Bull area; (1) A .303 British Enfield bolt action
rifle found in tent city, (2) a Springfield bolt action rifle found at the
Siers residence and (3) a 303 British Caliber Lee Enfield rifle attributed

to Norman Charles. Only the last gun was discussed and presented to
the jury.9

Moreover, Special AgentHughes had testified he personally found
seven .223 cartridge casings. FBI laboratory reports declared that these
cartridges were found in the crime scene area. However, these same

reports showed there was no gun found, including the AR-15 which
the government introduced into evidence, which could match the fired

shells. Thus, other weapons were at the scene of the June 26 crime,
but they had not been accounted for (2966).
The main points of this section can be summarized as follows:

• The .223 casing found in Coler's trunk was the government's most
important piece of evidence.

• The government argued this casing was fired from an AR-15, the
murder weapon.
• Special Agent Cortlandt Cunningham, Chief of the FBI Firearms
and Toolmarks Division, signed under oath afalse affidavit used in the

extradition of Leonard Peltier. This affidavit stated erroneously he
found the .223 casing.
• FBI fingerprint specialist Winthrop Lodge allegedly made notes
while examining Coler's car but curiously did not make notes while
examining all other cars involved in the case.

• Lodge's overall testimony was highly inconsistent and contradictory.
• Special Agent Evan Hodge reported on 31 October 1975 the AR-

15 could not be connected with the Pine Ridge Murder Scene. In a
report of February 10, 1976, Hodge suddenly connected this AR-15
to the .223 casing.

• Considering the evidence, the testimony by Hodge was very un
trustworthy, and he possibly perjured himself.
• The government did not present as evidence
1) the Rosebud or Oregon AR-15's
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2) six other weapons related to the case found by the FBI
3) the cartridge casings found at the Siers residence
• It is highly probable that the murder weapon was a high velocity
rifle which did not eject automatically.
• Three weapons meeting this criteria were found in the Jumping Bull
area, yet only one was discussed and presented to the jury.
• Other weapons were at the crime scene area on June 26, yet they
had mysteriously vanished.
On the Circumstantial Evidence

During the five weeks of testimony, at the Fargo trial, Judge
Benson would not allow the jury to (1) take notes, (2) consult the trial
transcripts, or (3) discuss the case among themselves or with others.
The evidence presented was voluminous, approximately 5300 pages
of transcripts. It was often complex, and, as we have seen, repeatedly
contradictory and inconsistent. Moreover, in an involved trial like this
one, the jury's attention was often diverted from the material facts to
be proved—in this case to the prosecution's advantage. The long and
highly complex trial, combined with the constraints imposed on the
jury by the Court, made it impossible for them to recollect adequately
even the most crucial elements of testimony.
Moreover, what made it even more difficult for the jury was the
fact that this was a circumstantial case, meaning the government had

to rely on circumstantial evidence to attempt the conviction ofLeonard
Peltier.* As Lynn Crooks stated in his closing argument,

I submit that ... we have submitted strong circumstantial
evidence which indicates that Leonard Peltier did in fact fire

the fatal shots; (4974)

Even though, as Crooks pointed out, "We have not been able to
produce an eyewitness to the actual killings. ... we have got all sorts
of circumstances, however, which fill that hole" (4973). And the Ap
pellate Court stated in its review of the case, "The evidence against
Peltier was primarily circumstantial."
•Circumstantial evidence is evidence that does not bear directly on the fact

in dispute, but on various accompanying circumstances. The Judge and the
jury then conclude, on the basis of all the evidence, the occurrence of the fact

in dispute. Thus, a circumstantial case is one where a web of circumstantial
evidence forms a tendency toward accepting or refuting the occurrence of the

fact in dispute. In the case of Leonard Peltier, as will be shown, the evidence
points directly to the latter case.
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The government was not obligated to prove Peltier pulled the
trigger. The "law" only required they substantiate that he wassomehow
responsible. What the government meant by responsibility was aiding
and abetting in the murder of the agents. According to Crooks,
"... anyone who commits an offense against the United States, who
aids, abets, counsels, commands, reduces, or procures its commission,
is punishable" (4973).
Consequently, the important question we want to scrutinize in
this section is: Did the government prove, through the use of circum
stantial evidence, that Leonard Peltier was responsible for the murder
of agents Coler and Williams? We will answer this question by looking
at the government's argument and what the Appellate Court, in its
review of the case, determined was the strongest circumstantial evi
dence against Peltier. We will see in this section that first, the cir
cumstantial evidence against Peltier is both highly inconsistent and
contradictory, and therefore, totally unreliable. Second, as a result of
this, in order to argue the theory that Peltier committed the murders,
one would have to (1) ignore important pieces of evidence, and (2) then
make use of others in different ways to fit the needs of the theory.
Consequently, third, the evidence leaves us with no more than some
unanswered and troubling questions.
The Peltier Van Theory
The government, primarily through the testimony of Michael
Anderson and Norman Brown, but also several FBI agents, attempted
to piece together a Peltier Van Theory, which allegedly described what

happened on the morning of 26 June 1975. The Appellate Court, in
its review of the case, accepted this theory. The Court listed eight
pieces of circumstantial evidence that it considered to be "strongest
evidence that Peltier committed or aided and abetted the murders."

The first listing reads as follows: "(1) The van that the agents
followed into the Jumping Bull Compound was occupied by Peltier,
Norman Charles and Joseph Stuntz" (emphasis added). The Court
uncritically accepted the testimony of Michael Anderson (775). Sum
marizing the evidence in his closing argument, Lynn Crooks stated,

Shortly before noon Special Agent Williams spoke by radio
to Mr. Coler. He spoke concerning a red and white vehicle
that he was going to chase or was moving next to . . .
(4981)

The red and white vehicle had stopped and it looked like
they were going to fire at them. This again was overheard
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by several agents: Waring, Hughes, Adams, some of the
others (4982).

It was these two transmissions which, according to the government,
corroborated Michael Anderson's testimony (4982). The Appellate
Court once again accepted uncritically the testimony of Anderson and
listed it as number four in its list of the "strongest" circumstantial
evidence.

4. Michael Anderson, one of the AIM members who was

firing at the cars from one of the houses in the Jumping
Bull Compound, testified that after both sides had been
shooting at one another from a distance, and at least one
of the agents had been wounded, he saw Peltier, Robideau
and Butler down at the agents' cars. Peltier at the time was

holding an AR-15. Shortly after he saw the three down at
the agents' cars, he began to walk back to Tent City, a
distance of about a quarter mile. When he arrived at Tent
City, Peltier, Robideau and Butler were already there, as
was Williams' car. FBI agents who later searched the area

recovered Williams' badge and-billfold on the ground near
the junction of the roads leading to the houses and Tent
City. It was at this junction that Peltier's van had stopped
shortly before the firing commenced.
It was the government's argument that the two agents were killed at
this time by Peltier, Butler and Robideau. As Crooks stated in his
closing argument,

As I said earlier, it appears that as these three men came
down, they committed the murders. Apparently Special
Agent Williams was killed first. . . . Leonard Peltier then

turned, as the evidence indicates, to Jack Coler lying on the
ground helpless. He shoots him in the top of the head (4996)
(emphasis added).
As we have seen, this circumstantial evidence does not hold up
to close scrutiny. It does, however, leave many unanswered and troub
ling questions.
The government and defense stipulated that the death of the
agents took place at approximately 12 noon, give or take fifteen min
utes. Therefore, 11:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. is the key time in this case,
since we must also take into consideration the escape of the killer(s).
The first radio transmission was at approximately 11:50 a.m. and by
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12:10 p.m. or possibly 12:15 p.m., judging by the radio transmissions,
the agents were apparently either dead or dying.
Four FBI agents had testified they overheard communications by
Agent Ron Williams around noon on 26 June 1975. Agent Adams
testified overhearing, "looks like there's some guys around that house.
It looks like they're getting into that pickup. It looks like they're going

to take off ... I hope you've got alot of guys . . . looks like they're
going to shoot at us . . . we've been hit" (72-73). Agent Waring
testified he heard "there was a red and white vehicle traveling near
them and there appeared to be a number of Indians in the vehicle; the
Indians appear to have rifles; that he was being fired on by these
individuals" (1836-37). BIA officer Robert Ecoffey had testified he

heard from "someone" the agents chased a red vehicle, van or pickup
(4460). Neither Agents Hughes nor Skelly had testified overhearing
a radio transmission about a vehicle. None of the agents had testified
to overhearing a radio transmission about the vehicle stopping.
Yet the government's argument, as exemplified in Crooks' sum
mary, ignores Agent Adams and Officer Ecoffey's testimony regarding
type and color of the vehicle. It modifies Agent Waring's testimony
(therefore adapting it to Michael Anderson's testimony) and then pro
ceeds to argue that this modified version of Waring's testimony was
in fact what was heard over the radio by Agents Adams, Hughes and
"some of the others." Clearly, this was not in accordance with the
evidence.

At approximately 11:55 a.m. one of the agents was already
wounded, and at 12:06 p.m. we know Special Agent Adams arrived.
At 12:18 there was a transmission which stated that Special Agent
Gary Adams was on the scene, and he observed a red pickup leave the
Jumping Bull Hallarea, preceeding north,and Pine Ridge police were
instructed to stop this particular pickup. Further, Adams made a

transmission at 1:26 p.m. to theeffect thatanother red pickup stopped
at the log house with only the driver but that it leftwith three people
in it.

These two transmissions represent very significant facts in this
trial. The 12:18 pickup left the Jumping Bull area within minutes of
the time the agents were murdered. How many people were in that
pickup? Who were they?
Regarding the 1:26 pickup, two individuals were taken from the

vicinity of the log house. What were they doing there? What if any
thing did all of these people in both pickups have to do with the
agents? There was a .223 cartridge casing fired by an AR-15 found
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by the log house. Is there any connection between the individuals who
left in these two pickups and the firing of that weapon?
Why the great sensitivity about the red pickup? Did those red
pickups carry away people who murdered thetwo agents? Those directly
involved? Why did the governmentconsistently use the word "vehicle"
in their questions even though the answers were always "pickup?"Why
the concentration on Leonard Peltier's van? Could it be that this fits

the government's scenario and the red pickup does not? What about

all the documents indicating a confused understanding of three red
vehicles: the pickup, Scout and jeep?
In his testimony, as we have seen, Michael Anderson had con

tradicted himselfon all major points of evidence. Testimony of others
allegedly at the scene in turn contradicted Anderson's testimony. For
instance, Wilford Draper stated on the stand that Anderson was in the
camp immediately preceeding the shooting, a time Anderson testified
to being at the Siers house. (1127) Norman Brown had testified he
was talking to Joe Stunz in camp when the shooting began (1426).
Angie Long Visitor testified the van in fact belonged to Sam Loud

Hawk, a relative of her husband. Later, while being questioned by the
prosecution, she would state that Sam Loud Hawk was known as

Leonard Peltier. Under cross examination by the defense, she would
state Sam Loud Hawk never used the name of Leonard or Leonard

Peltier (2668, 2672, 2727).
The government's argument, however, conceals the inconsisten

cies in the above testimonies of Anderson, Draper, Brown and Long
Visitor.

Michael Anderson's most important and disputed statement was
that he had seen Leonard Peltier, Dino Butler and Bob Robideau down

by the agents' cars with their weapons. He did not testify he saw the
three men shoot the agents nor did he hear gunfire at the time. Michael
Anderson had been asked specifically about each time he had looked
down at the agents and the*, cars. He had testified to looking down
four times and his testimonies were highly contradictory.
Norman Brown testified he left the area of the houses with Michael

Anderson (1496, 1497). They went to a location near tent city and
remained there for approximately 2 hours until they were told of Joe
Stuntz's death (1512). According to testimony by law enforcement
officers, Joe Stuntz had been killed around 2:15 p.m. (1855—1857,
1994—1996). Norman Brown testified that around the time when he

left the area of the houses, he looked down at the agents and their cars

for the last time, and both agents were firing (1495, 1503). According
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to Brown's testimony, then, it would appear the agents were killed
after Brown and Anderson had left the area of the residences.
Thus, the government's argument conveniently disregards the
discrepancies in Michael Anderson's and Norman Brown's testimony.
Instead, it expands on Anderson's testimony by saying that Peltier,
Robideau and Butler had committed the murders. Moreover, it states

that Peltier did in fact murder Coler and probably murdered Williams.
In fact, no evidence to substantiate these charges had been presented.
Under cross examination Anderson made some interesting changes
in his testimony. His alleged four sightings of Coler and Williams
were confused and contradictory as was his alleged observation of Pel
tier, Butler and Robideau by the agents' cars. He also stated under
cross examination that he remained inside the Siers house until the

agents drove past, then he ran down to tent city.
Anderson, we recall, during his interview with the FBI had asked
for an attorney, but one was never called. He was told, "If you don't
talk I'll beat you up in your cell." Anderson understood that if he did
not give the FBI the answers they wanted, he would be hurt. He
therefore complied with their wishes and subsequently testified at the
trial that he saw Leonard Peltier down by the agents' cars.
In the first interview Anderson had stated he was in tent city at
11:30 a.m. and "Peltier was at the Jumping Bull's residence on the
26th, the day of the shooting." The first time he looked down at the
FBI cars the agents seemed dead.
During the second interview, however, his story changed. He
gave a complete statement, which included the information that at
10:00 a.m. he was in tent city. At this time he heard gunfire and left
the tent area for the top of the hill. Interestingly, all of Anderson's
pre-trial statements placed him in tent city at the start of the shooting,
and not, as he testified at the trial, on top of Wanda Siers' house where
he allegedly saw the red and white van chased by the agents. The
charges pending against him were dropped.
Brown was served with a subpoena, taken by car to Pierre, South
Dakota, put in a private plane, flown to Fargo and locked in a hotel.
He asked three times for an attorney and each time none was offered
him. On 22 September 1975, threats were made to both his mother
and him, "If you don't cooperate you will not walk the earth again."
He went in front of the Grand Jury and perjured himself by testifying
he saw Peltier, Butler and Robideau down by the cars.
Are these testimonies believable in the sense of "eyewitness" ac
counts of Peltier's involvement in the murders of Coler and Williams?
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The .223 Casing and AR-15 Rifle
The circumstantial evidence involving the alleged murder weapon
included the following details. FBI agents testified they found a .223

cartridge casing in the trunk of Coler's car. According to the govern
ment, this casing was extracted from the weapon the government
claims was Peltier's, that is, the AR-15 found in the exploded car in
Wichita. Anderson and Brown testified they observed Peltier carrying
an AR-15 (788, 1446), a high velocity weapon. According to the
pathologists, the agents were killed by a high velocity, small caliber
weapon (635, 593, 623). The Appellate Court, uncritically accepting
the testimony of Bloemendaal, Noguchi, Anderson, and Hodge, listed
this circumstantial evidence in the following manner:
5. According to the doctor who performed the autopsies,
the agents were shot with a high velocity, small caliber
weapon. Peltier's AR-15 . . . was the highest velocity
weapon fired that day. No other person was seen by any
trial witness on June 26 with an AR-15. Peltier carried his
AR-15 out with him when he and the other participants
of the shootout escaped from the reservation and fled to the
Rosebud Reservation, where they remained for some time
before splitting up. Robideau, Charles and Anderson went
south after leaving Rosebud. Anderson testified that he
loaded their car with weapons, one of which was an AR-15,
before they left South Dakota. On September 10, 1975, the
car exploded on the Kansas Turnpike, and police recovered
from the car the AR-15 which the government contended
Peltier used on the day of the murders.
6. Ammunition components linked ballistically to the same
AR-15 were found at the crime scene. The ballistics expert
was unable to fire the AR-15 because it had been damaged

in the explosion on the Kansas Turnpike. However, he was
able to remove the bolt from it, place the bolt in another
AR-15, and test fire the replacement AR-15. The expert
testified that a .223 cartridge casing found in the trunk of
Coler's car had been loaded into and extracted from the AR-

15. He also testified that a .22 caliber copper bullet jacket
found in the ground underneath the bodies of Coler and
Williams had rifling impressions consistent with the rifling
of the barrel of an AR-15. There was no testimony to in
dicate that either Robideau or Butler was seen the afternoon

of the murders with a weapon that fired .22 caliber bullets.
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As with the Peltier Van Theory, the circumstantial evidence sur

rounding the .223 casing and AR-15 does not hold up once it is
thoroughly investigated. Instead, it leaves many unansweredand troub
ling questions.

There were several inconsistencies by Cunningham and Lodge
regarding who discovered the .223 casing, whether or not it was in
fact inventoried on the day in question, and when it was removed from
the car and by whom. Do these facts indicate a cover-up or just plain
incompetence on the part of the FBI?
The key witness concerning the "critical casing" and the AR-15
was SA Evan Hodge. FBI documents reveal a sequence of events sur
rounding Hodge's testing of the AR-15 to be inconsistent with his
testimony at the Fargo trial. Did Hodge perjure himself? Is the gun
test Hodge testified to performing reliable? What about the evidence

indicating Hodge did in fact perform a successful firing pin impression
comparison on the Wichita AR-15?

A careful search was conducted in a 40 yard diameter area around
Agent Coler's car, the scene of the murders. However, only one casing
was found, a .223. The agents were killed, according to the pathol
ogists, at close range. What happened then to the expendedcartridges?
The government argues the killers picked them up. The defense argues
the grass was so high it would have been impossible to find every
single spent casing. How is it possible the agents were shot at close
range and there are no cartridge casings on the ground? Similarly,
there was no mention of casings from the weapons of the agents and
law enforcement people who assaulted the area that same afternoon.
The murder weapons might not have been semiautomacics, but
were possibly either lever or bolt actions. FBI laboratory reports show
that a spent casing from a .303 British Enfield bolt action rifle was
found near the Wanda Siers' home. Yet it was not introduced into

evidence by the government and it was not recorded on their charts

displayed to the jury. There was a 30-06 cartridge casing fired from
a Springfield bolt-action rifle found at the Wanda Siers' residence, yet
neithercasing nor rifle was in evidence. And finally, therewas another
.303 British Enfield bolt action found in the vicinity of "tent city"
which was not presented as evidence.
The two .303 British Enfields and the Springfield bolt action rifle

are possible murder weapons since they fire high velocity cartridges
and do not eject them automatically. Why weren't these guns inves
tigated as murder weapons? Had they been, what would have happened
to the government and FBI version of what happened on June 26?
It is true, bullet fragments had been found in the ground under
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the bodies of the agents. However, Special Agent Hodge testified these
were .22 ammunition. He had not been able to further identify them.
In other words, he could not be specific enough to say they were .222
or .223 ammunition. Hodge's testimony also established these frag
ments could have come from six types of weapons as well as a variety
of centerfire .22 caliber rifles. In feet, according to Hodge, the AR15 was the only weapon actually capable of firing those fragments that
the jury saw. Government anddefense had signed a stipulation stating
the fragments had been tested for the presence of blood and none had
been found (3245, 3313-3317).

Dr. Robert Bloemendaal testified that it was the last gunshot
wound that SA Williams received which killed him. Bloemendaal's

initial autopsy finding, however, indicated Williams was killed by the
first bullet. Did Bloemendaal therefore perjure himself in Fargo? How
could Williams state over the car radio "I'm hit" if he was killed by
the first bullet? Initially Bloemendaal reported that Williams was
possibly killed by a high velocity bullet. What made him change his
mind between that finding and his testimony in Fargo? Rather than
question the alleged radio transmissions, the Bureau employed another
pathologist, Dr. Thomas Noguchi, because they considered Bloemen

daal incompetent. Were Noguchi's tests reliable? Did Noguchi lie on
the stand?

Other Circumstantial Evidence

Corporal R.C. Tweedy of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
testified at the trial that when Peltier was arrested in Canada for the

murder of the two agents, Peltier advised him "that the two agents
were shot when they came to a house to serve a warrant on him" (for
the 1972 attempted murder charge in Milwaukee, Wisconsin) (3405,

3417). The Appellate Court listed this "evidence" in the following
manner:

3. Peltier had reason to believe that the agentswere looking
for him, rather than Jimmy Eagle. He stipulated at trial
that there was an arrest warrant outstanding, charging him
with attempted murder. Upon his arrest in Canada months
later for the murders of the agents, Peltier remarked that
the two agents were shot when they came to arrest him.
However, once again, this circumstantial evidence does not hold

up to close inspection. According to the charge, Peltier was involved
in a fight with two off-duty police officers. The officers claimed Peltier
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had made an attempt on the lifeof one of them. Subsequently, he was
charged with attempted murder. However, as it turned out, this was
a fabricated charge. Nine months after the Fargo trial, in January
1978, Peltier was acquitted by a jury in Milwaukee of this charge. At
this trial, defense witnesses testified Peltier had been severely beaten

by the off-duty police officers. One of the officers affirmed that for
three days following the incident his hands had been too swollen for
him to work. Was Peltier so worriedabout this attempted murder that
he murdered FBI agents in order to avoid arrest? Possibly, if Peltier
was a pathologically deranged and violent individual. However, all
evidence concerning Peltier's character and personality depicted him
as the opposite. For example, Jean Day stated at the trial,

He was respected alot. People, you know, listened to what
he said, and I don't know more than that because the people,

for you to gain respect in the community like that, is one
of the highest honors you can have; and they knew Leonard
was not a violent man for the mere feet that there was times,

you know, when Leonard could have gotten angry at any
one of us in the group, and he never did. He may try to
find other means of taking care of things. ... He devoted
himself towards the people (3531).

And Ethel Merrival agreed, stating that Leonard Peltier was "clean in
character, clean in appearance, very kind to children, nobody scared
of him on the Reservation. He is welcome into our homes." And

moreover, "he is devoting his life to a cause that he believes in, civil
rights" (3913-3914).
The statement that the agents were shot when they came to arrest

him is far from incriminating, and in feet lacks much substance. For
example, did Peltier hear from someone else that the agents were shot
when they came to arrest him? The statement in and of itself is fer
from being adequate evidence, let alonewhen we considerall the other
"circumstantial evidence."

Moreover, Peltier had information that the agents were looking
for Jimmy Eagle. Charles, Anderson and Draper had been picked up
by Williams and Coler the night before the firefight, mistakenly think
ing one ofthem was Jimmy Eagle. Peltierwas informed ofthis incident.
There is some circumstantial evidence regarding Wilford Draper.
However, when we look at it closely, it fails to point the finger at
Peltier. The Appellate Court, in its listing, noted that Peltier, Rob
ideau and Butler were overheard discussing the murders the evening
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of the escape. Uncritically the Court accepted Draper's testimony in
the following manner:

7. Wilford Draper, a member ofthe escape party that left
Tent City the evening of the murders, testified that he

overheard Peltier, Butler and Robideau discussing certain
details of the murders on the evening ofJune 26, 1975.
First, there were many problems with Draper's overall testimony.
Draper testified in Fargo that Peltier was not in tent city one hour

before he heard shooting. At the Cedar Rapids trial, Draper stated on

the stand that Peltier was in tent city 30-45 minutes before the
shooting took place. Draper also testified in Fargo that Anderson was
in tent city when the shooting began.

Some of his testimony he gave to the grand jury was false, and
parts of his Fargo testimony referred to something an agent told him
happened rather than what he actually saw himself.
Draper stated on the stand in Fargo that the FBI "tied me to a
chair and handcuffed me." The FBI interviewed him for hours. He

provided the story the FBI wanted. Was Draper coerced? Does his
testimony also call into question Anderson's testimony that he was on
Wanda Siers* house and observed the agents chase in Peltier's red and
white van?

Second, Draper's testimony at trial referred to above, is in feet
contrary to the Appellate Court's interpretation. Referring to the Butler-Robideau trial transcript, U.S. Attorney Evan Hultman asked the
following question in Fargo:
Q: Mr. Draper, in response to the question at the time in which
we are referring, is it not a feet that your response was:
The night we were walking to Morris Wounded's house

I heard Dino and Bob and Leonard talking about the
agents. Leonard said something like, "I helped youmove
them around the back soyou could shoot them." Maybe
he was talking about Butler or Bob. I don't know who
he was talking about that night.
End of response.
Do you remember making that response?
A: Yes

Q: Was that response at that time to the best ofyour knowledge
a true response on yourpart?

A: No (1061-1062) (emphasis added).

And finally, there was some circumstantial evidence regarding
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the events in Oregon. Oregon State trooper KennethGriffiths testified
that on the night of 14 November 1975, he was operating radar on
the shoulder of an interstatehighway a few miles northwest ofOntario,
Oregon. According to his testimony, he saw a motor home and a white
stationwagon go by. He had read an FBI teletype about two such
vehicles which might contain federal fugitives for whom there was an
all points bulletin. He followed the vehicles and radioed their license
numbers to police headquarters. He received aconfirmation and radioed
for assistance. Another state trooper, Clayton Kramer, responded and
stopped the stationwagon. Griffiths stopped the motor home and
parked his car about fifteen feet behind it. He approached the motor
home cautiously, carrying his shotgun. He asked the people inside to
come out. Some women and children and a man came out. The man

was tall, close to six feet and weighed about two hundred pounds. He
had dark hair and looked Mexican. He gave Griffiths a common Mex
ican name. Griffiths told them all to lie down on the shoulder of the

highway. Suddenly, the motor home accelerated and at the same time
the tall man ran away and jumped over the 5-5 Yi foot barbed wire
highway fence. The women and children were standing between Grif
fiths and the escaping man. Griffiths heard a shot and saw a flash. He
fired two shots at the disappearing man, who he maintained had fired
at him. On the stand in Fargo, Griffiths was asked if he could "see
an individual in the courtroom who resembles the individual who fired

at you and escaped over the fence?" Griffiths response was, "He's the
defendant" (emphasis added) (2218-2223, 2230, 2231, 2237, 2252,
2271).

Trooper Kramer, meanwhile, had stopped the stationwagon and
was standing about three hundred and fifty feet behind the motor
home. He testified he heard the shot (which occurred just prior to
Griffiths' shots) from the area where trooper Griffiths was and had
heard a bullet whiz over his head (2285-2286, 2300).

According to Griffiths, another police car arrived. Griffiths then
proceeded after the motor home and found it about one half mile down
the highway on the median strip with its engine running and the door
closed. After assistance had arrived, a teargas round was fired into the
window to force out any occupants. The trooperapproached and entered
the vehicle. No one was found (2233-2236).

Under the passenger's seat of the motor home trooper Edward
Hanson and Sergeant William Zeller allegedly found a paper bag con
taining Jack Coler'sSmith and Wesson .357 Magnum. Sergeant Zeller

testified that he had found a singleidentifiable fingerprint on the paper
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bag which had allegedly contained this revolver. This fingerprint was
matched to Leonard Peltier (2345, 2357, 2507).

As a result ofthis evidence, the government's argument was that
the tall, Mexican looking individual was Leonard Peltier. This was

substantiated by Peltier's thumbprint on the paper bag allegedly con
taining Coler's .357 revolver, as well as Griffiths' testimony that the
escaping man "resembled" Peltier. It was therefore Peltier who ran

from the scene and who fired at officer Griffiths just prior to jumping
the fence (5014).

The Appellate Court uncritically adhered to the government's
argument.

8. Peltier was stopped by police months later in the State
of Oregon. He fled the scene, turning to fire on one of the
police officers. The motor home in which he was riding was
searched, and Special Agent Coler's revolver was found in
a bag bearing Peltier's thumbprint.

However, there is more to the story that both the government
and Appellate Court ignore. First, there were no fingerprints on the
.357 revolver found in the paper bag which matched Leonard Peltier

(2362). Second, only one fingerprint onthe paper bag had been matched
to Peltier, and according to FBI fingerprint specialist, Eugene Mul
hoUand, there was no way of knowing the age of that print. In feet,
MulhoUand testified thata fingerprint could remain on a piece ofpaper
for years (2547-2548). Third, no one, including trooper Griffiths could
positively identify the tall man as Peltier (2271). Fourth, trooper
Kramer, who stopped the stationwagon, had heard the first shot (not
from Griffith's gun), come from the area of Griffiths' and the accel
erating motor home, not the fleeing man (2285-2286, 2300). And
fifth, a .357 revolver, with one shot fired from it had been found near
where the motor home was abandoned (3850). This revolver had a

fingerprint on it of one of the individuals riding in the stationwagon
(2550), thus calling into question the idea that this revolver was
discarded by someone other than those in the motor home.

This ignored evidence indicates a different story than that argued
by the government. In feet, a much stronger argument can be made
that the above discarded gun was the one which fired the shot heard

by trooper Kramer. This gun was probably fired from the motor home
as it accelerated, laterto be thrown to the sideasthe occupants escaped.
How else can we explain the fact that trooper Kramer heard a bullet
whiz over his head? If the fleeing man shot from the side of the
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highway, in a perpendicular manner, the bullet would have proceeded
across the highway, not parallel with it and over trooper Kramer's head.
All of the strongest circumstantial evidence brought against
Peltier has by now been challenged, except for one. The remaining
piece of evidence the Appellate Court felt was strong is the following:
2. At the time Peltier had access to information that he was

being followed by FBI agents. One of the occupants of the van,
Norman Charles, had been picked up, along with two other
AIM members, Anderson and Draper, by Coler and Wil
liams the day before. The three had been transported to Pine

Ridge in Williams' car, and were later released after the
agents were informed that none of them was Jimmy Eagle
(emphasis added).
However, it is clear that this is an unsupported assumption on
the part of the Court. The evidence the Court cites, as we have seen
above, does not in the least indicate that Peltier was being followed.
On the contrary, Peltier had "access to information" that it wasJimmy
Eagle who was being followed and looked for by the agents. There was
no evidence at the trial that the agents even knew Peltier was on the
reservation.

In short, there was not sufficient evidence presented at the Fargo
trial to warrant a guilty verdict. There was nowhere near enough
competent and valid evidencefor any jury to find Leonard Peltier guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. In feet, as we have seen, critical portions
of the evidence were insubstantial and totally unreliable.
In this light, take note of the following instructions given to the
jury by Judge Benson:
The jury will remember that a defendent is never to be
convicted on mere suspicion or conjecture.

The burden is always upon the prosecution to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. . . .
A reasonable doubt exists whenever, after careful and im

partial consideration of all the evidence in the case, the

jurors do not feel convinced to a moral certainty that a
defendent is guilty of the charge. So, // the jury views the
evidence in the case as reasonably permitting either of two conclu
sions—one ofinnocence, the other ofguilt—thejury should ofcourse
adopt the conclusion of innocence (emphasis added).
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Once we consider all the coerced testimony, the suppression and
fabrication of evidence, and the inconsistencies and contradictions in
the government's circumstantial case, we are forced to ask ourselves
a final troubling question:
Was justice or the status quo served in the trial ofLeonard Peltier?
Leonard Peltier's Statement

On Saturday 16April 1977 the jury began its deliberations. Four

hours later, they sent two notes to Judge Benson requesting arereading
ofthe testimony presented by Michael Anderson regarding his activities
at the Wanda Siers' home during the shootout and testimony regarding
statements allegedly made by Leonard Peltier at the time of his arrest

in Canada. Judge Benson summoned thegovernment anddefense teams
to Chambers, stating: "Myposition will be that unless counsel on both

sides agree, I am not going to read or submit aportion ofthe transcript
to the jury." The defense strenuously objected to Benson's decision.

Taikeff stated, "I have been trying cases for a little more than nine
years. I have never anywhere in my state and in my district found the

Judge who was unwilling, orhad an experience with aJudge who was
unwilling, to read or have the court reporter read testimony back to
them when they asked for it. It is a novel idea for me." The government
opposed the defense and agreed with Judge Benson. Judge Benson
responded to the jury's request by instructing it to rely upon its
recollection of the witnesses' testimony during the trial (5266-5273).
The jury resumed deliberations on Monday, April 18. Around
3:30 p.m. that day they reached a verdict, finding Leonard Peltier
guilty of two counts of murder in the first degree (5281).

On 1 June 1977 Leonard Peltier, in court awaiting sentencing,
made the following statement to Judge Benson:

"There is no doubt in my mind or my people's minds you are going to
sentence me to two consecutive life terms! You are, and have always been

prejudiced against me and any Native Americans who have stood before you,
you have openly favored the government all through this trial and you are
happy to do whatever the FBI would want you to do in this case.
"I did not always believe this to be so! When I first saw you in the
courtroom in Sioux Falls, your dignified appearance misled me into thinking
that you were a fairminded person who knew something ofthe law and who
would act in accordance with the law! Which meant that you would be
impartial and not favor one side or the other in this law suit; that has not
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been the case andI now firmly believe thatyou will impose consecutive life terms
solely because that's what you think will avoid the displeasures of the FBI.
Yet neither my people nor myself know why you would be so concerned about
an organization that has brought so much shame to the American people. But
you are! Your conduct during this trial leaves no doubt that you will do the
bidding of the FBI without any hesitation!
"You are about to perform an act which will close one more chapter in
the history of the failure of the United States courts and the failure of the
people of the United States to do justice in the case of a Native American.
After centuries of murder ofmillions ofmy Brothers andSisters bywhite racist
America, could I have been wise in thinking that you would break that
tradition and commit an act ofjustice? Obviously not! Because I should have
realized that what I detected was only a very thin layer ofdignity andsurely
not offine character. If you think my accusations have been harsh and un
founded, I will explain why I have reached these conclusions andwhy I think
my criticism has not been harsh enough:
"First, each time my defense team tried toexpose FBI misconduct in their
investigation ofthis law suitandtried to present evidence of this, you claimed
it was irrelevant to this trial. But the prosecution was allowed topresent their
case with evidence thatwas in no wayrelevant to this law suit—for example,
an automobile blowing up on a freeway in Wichita, Kansas; an attempted
murder in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for which I have not been found innocent
or guilty; or a van loaded with legally-sold firearms and a policeman who
claims someone fired at him in Oregon state. The Supreme Court ofthe United
States tried to prevent convictions ofthis sort bypassing into law that only past
convictions may be presented as evidence if it is not prejudicial to the lawsuit,
and only evidence of the said case may be used. This court knows very well I
have no prior convictions, nor am I even charged with some of these alleged
crimes; therefore, they cannot be used asevidence in order to receive a conviction
in this farce called a trial. This is why I strongly believe you will impose two
life terms, running consecutively, on me.
"Second, you could not make a reasonable decision about my sentence
because you suffer from at least one of three defects that prevent a rational
conclusion: you plainly demonstrated this in your decision about Jimmy Eagle
and Myrtle Poor Bear aspects ofthis case. InJimmy's case, forsome unfounded
reason that only a Judge who consciously and openly ignores the law would
call it irrelevant to my trial; in the mental torture of Myrtle Poor Bear you
saidher testimony would shock the conscience ofthe American people ifbelieved!
But you decided what was to be believed and what was not to be believed—

not the jury! Your conduct shocks the conscience ofwhat the American system
stands for!—the search for the truth! by a jury of citizens. What was it
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that made you so afraid to let that testimony in. Your own guilt ofbeing part
ofa corrupt pre-planned trial to get aconviction no matter how your reputation
would be tarnished? For these reasons, Istrongly believe you will do the bidding
ofthe FBI and give me two consecutive life terms.
"Third, in my opinion, anyone who failed to see the relationship between

the undisputed facts ofthese events surrounding the investigation used by the
FBI in their interrogation ofthe Navajo youths: Wilford Draper, who was
tied to a chair for three hours and denied access to his attorney; the outright
threats to Norman Brown's life; the bodily harm threatened to Mike Anderson;
and finally, the murder ofAnna Mae Aquash—must be blind, stupid, or
without human feelings so there is no doubt and little chance that you have
the ability to avoid doing today what the FBI wants you to do—which is to
sentence me to two life terms running consecutively.

"Fourth, you do not have the ability to see that the conviction ofan AIM
activist helps to cover up what the government's own evidence showed: that large
numbers of Indian people engaged in that fire fight on June 26, 1975.
"You do not have the ability to see that the government must suppress
the fact that there is a growing anger amongst Indian people and that Native
Americans will resist any further encroachment by the military forces ofthe

capitalistic Americans, which is evidenced by large number of Pine Ridge
residents who took up arms onJune 26, 1975, to defend themselves. Therefore,
you do not have the ability to carry out your responsibility towards me in an
impartial way and will run my two life terms consecutively.
"Fifth, 1 stand before you as a proud man; I feel no guilt! I have done
nothing to feel guilty about! I have no regrets ofbeing a Native American
activist—thousands ofpeople in the United States, Canada and around the
world have and will continue to support me to expose the injustices that have

occurred in this courtroom. I do feel pity for your people that they must live
under such an ugly system. Under your system, you are taught greed, racism
and corruption—and most serious of all, the destruction of Mother Earth.
Under the Native American system, we are taught all people are Brothers and
Sisters; to share the wealth with the poor and needy. But the most important
of all is to respect and preserve the Earth, who we consider to be our Mother.
We feed from her breast; our Mother gives us life from birth and when it's time
to leave this world, she again takes us back into her womb. But the main

thing we are taught is to preserve her for our children and our grandchildren,
because they are the next who will live upon her.
"No, I'm not the guilty one here; I'm not the one who should be called

a criminal—white racist America is the criminal for the destruction of our
lands and my people; to hide your guilt from the decent human beings in
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America and around the world, you will sentence me *o two consecutive life
terms without any hesitation.
"Sixth, there are less than 400 federal judges for a population of over
200 million Americans. Therefore, you have a very powerful and important
responsibility which should be carried out impartially. But you have never been
impartial where I was concerned. You have the responsibility of protecting
constitutional rights and laws, but where I was concerned, you neglected to
even consider my or Native Americans' constitutional rights. But, the most
important of all—you neglected our human rights.
"If you were impartial, you would have had an open mind on all the
factual disputes in this case. But, you were unwilling toalloweven the slightest

possibility that a law enforcement officer would lie on the stand. Then, how
could you possibly be impartial enough to let my lawyers prove how important
it is to the FBI to convict a Native American activist in this case? You do

not have the ability to see that such a conviction is an important part of the
efforts to discredit those who are trying to alert their Brothers and Sisters to
the new threat from the white man, and the attempt to destroy what little
Indian land remains in the process of extracting our uranium, oil, and other
minerals. Again, to cover up your part in this, you will call me heartless,
a cold-blooded murderer who deserves two life sentences consecutively.
"Seventh, I cannot expect a judge who has openly tolerated the conditions
I have been jailed under to make an impartial decision on whether I should
be sentenced to concurrent orconsecutive life terms. You have been made aware
of the following conditions which I hadto endure at the Grand Forks County
jail, since the time of the verdict:
1)1 was denied access to a phone to call my attorneys concerning my appeal;
2) I was locked in solitary confinement without shower facilities, soap, towels,
sheets orpillow;
3) the food was inedible; what little there was of it;

4) my family—brothers, sisters, mother and father—who traveled long dis
tances from the reservation, was denied visitation.

"No human being should be subjected to such treatment; and while you
parade around pretending to be decent, impartial, and law-abiding, you
knowingly allowed your fascist chief deputy marshal to play storm-trooper.
Again, the only conclusion that comes to mind is that you know and always
knew you would sentence me to two consecutive life terms.
"Finally, I honestly believe that you made up your mind long ago that
I was guilty and that you were going to sentence me to the maximum sentence
under the law. But this does not surprise me, because you are a high-ranking
member ofthe white racist American establishment which has consistently said,
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"In God we Trust," while they went about their business ofmurdering my
people andattempting to destroy our culture.

"The only thing I'm guilty ofand which I was convicted for was being
Chippewa and Sioux blood and for believing in our sacred religion."
Judge Benson's reply to Leonard Peltier's statements consisted of

the following: "You profess to be an activist for your people, but you
are a disservice to Native Americans."

Leonard Peltier was subsequently sentenced to two life terms to
run consecutively.

Leonard Peltier's conviction was appealed to the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals in St. Louis in 1978. In the middle of this first level

appeal, it was revealed thatWilliam Webster, one of the three judges
on the panel, had been chosen to head the FBI. William Webster
continues today as director of the FBI.

Webster is well known to American Indians. In 1973, the
Wounded Knee Legal Defense/Offense Committee* sued the FBI, pre
senting documented evidence of beatings, attacks and illegal surveil
lance on the Committee during the Wounded Knee occupation.
However, in court, "the judge who refused to enjoin the illegal ac
tivities of the FBI was none other than William Webster."8 Another

lawsuit in 1974, this one regarding the illegal election of Richard
Wilson as tribal chairman of Pine Ridge, ended up in the Court of
Appeals. The plaintiffs prevailed in a 2 to 1 decision. The dissenting
opinion however was written by William Webster.u Further, in 1976,

several Wounded Knee convictions had been appealed to the Eighth
Circuit Court. Attorney Ken Tilsen explains what happened to them:
The U.S. Court of Appeals, again in a 2 to 1 decision,

reversed those judgments and they reversed those judgments
because of the interference with the First Amendment which

was implied in applying the Civil Obedience Act to the acts
of people who were attempting to bring food and medicine
and otherwise to get to Wounded Knee. And again there
was a vicious objecting dissent, saying that First Amend
ment rights had nothing to do with the events at Wounded
•This organization has provided legal representation for criminal charges in
connection with Wounded Knee II and subsequentevents, including the trial
of Leonard Peltier.
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Knee. And the judge who again made that bitter dissent
was William Webster.12

During the trial of Leonard Peltier, a U.S. Marshall had an ar

gument with JohnTrudell, oneof the leaders of AIM. Trudell allegedly
swore at this Marshall during a recess and was subsequently sentenced

to 60 days in prison for contempt of Court. Trudell appealed his
conviction and appeared in front of none other than William Webster.

Webster upheld Trudell's contempt citation. Because of this and his
other repressive activities as a federal judge, Webster was rewarded
with the directorship of the FBI.IJ*
Peltier's appeal centered around government intimidation of wit

nesses and perjuring of evidence, and Benson's decision regarding the
offer of proof of Myrtle Poor Bear and the testimony concerning the
AR-15.

The Court of Appeals, however, upheld Peltier's conviction. Yet,
as we have seen, the court's decision was based on a certain under

standing of the events at the Jumping Bulls on 26 June 1975. The
Court summarized these events in the following manner:
Shortly before noon on June 26, Special Agent Williams,
driving a 1972 Rambler and Special Agent Coler, driving
*In a Time article (30 January 1978:22) it was reported thatJudge William
Webster was approached byAttorney General Griffin Bell during thesummer,
1977, concerning the FBI and its directorship. At the time of this meeting,
Judge Frank Johnson had received thenomination for the position. Thearticle
stated, "What would his answer have been, Bell wondered, had Webster

been asked to head the bureau instead of Alabama Federal Judge Frank
Johnson? 'I don't know', replied Webster, 'I have never thought of myself
in that role.' " Subsequently, on 29 November 1977 Johnson withdrew his

name from the nomination. On 12 December 1977, Webster, along with
two other judges oftheEighth Circuit Court ofAppeals, heard oral arguments
on the appeal of Leonard Peltier. Thus, the potential FBI director-nominee
sat on the appeal of one of the FBI's most important cases which entailed
arguments surrounding FBI fabricated and coerced evidence used to convict

Peltier. Both federal law and the American Bar Association Standards require
a judge to disqualify him orherself from sitting on a case where there is even
the appearance of bias or prejudice. It is evident that on 12 December 1977,
Webster must have considered himself at least a possible nominee for the
directorship, and should have followed the above standards. However, a full
month transpired between the oral argument and a 12 January 1978 visit
with President Jimmy Carter before Webster felt that presiding at Peltier's
appeal warranted his withdrawal from the matter.
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a 1972 Chevrolet, entered the Harry Jumping Bull Com

pound on the reservation. The agents were following three
individuals riding in a red and white van that had entered

the compound shortly before them. The van stopped at a
fork in the road leading to Tent City. The agents stopped
at the bottom of the hill. Williams advised Coler on the

radio that the occupants of the van were about to fire on
them (emphasis added).

The Court of Appeals went on:

. . . only five shell casings attributable to the agents guns
were ever found at the scene. Both agents were wounded
by bullets fired from a distance. . . . These wounds were

not fatal. The agents were killed with a high velocity, small
caliber weapon fired at point blank range.

According to the Appeals Court theevidence against Peltier was strong
enough to warrant a conviction. A petition was also filed with the
Supreme Court, but review was denied on 10 March 1979.

The Court, FBI, and Legal Repression
Why did the prosecution ignore the inconsistencies and contra

dictions that were inherent in theircircumstantial case? Why did they
go to such great lengths to argue that Peltier was the killer when in

feet the evidence was so unreliable and untrustworthy? Why were
certain FBI memoranda withheld from the defense? Why did the FBI

fabricate evidence, coerce testimony, and possibly commit perjury?
We cannot simply dismiss all of this as irresponsible incompetence.
What has in fact emerged in the trial of Leonard Peltier is a pattern
of misconduct; a pattern not related to incompetence but rather to the
very organizational goals of the Justice Department itself.* In this
section we concentrate on why this pattern of misconduct occurred.

The state response to collective behavior organizing to resist cor*I find it difficult to believe that experienced U.S. attorneys merely failed
to catch the inconsistencies. If we consider (1) the amount of research that

goes into a trial of this nature as well as (2) the prosecutors' conscious decision

not to provide the defense with FBI memoranda that would possibly help
clear up these inconsistencies and contradictions, one might well conclude
that the attorneys consciously chose to ignore them in order to proceed with
the prosecution of Leonard Peltier.*
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porate expansion contains two essential, but inherently contradictory
aspects. First, and most important, it must disrupt and disorganize
the behavior threatening corporate expansion. The state must respond
as quickly as possible to that form of collective action which either
immediately threatens, or has a growing potential of threatening, the
future profit of the corporate giants. In short, the state will repress
the activity as soon as possible. However, the state cannot merely
overtly repress behaviorwhich is considered a menace to profit-making.
It must also legitimize that repression. This brings us to the second
major aspect of the state response to collective resistance. If the state
merely engages in outright repression, it runs the risk of destroying
its hegemony, which relies on people believing that the state is a

neutral arbiter. Such a strategy could lead to an increase in the political
composition of the organized movement. The state is therefore con
fronted with a highly conflicting and contradictory situation. It must

first of all act in the short-run to allow corporate expansion. Yet at the
same time it must consider its long-term interests of maximizing its
legitimacy. The state is compelled to maintain a legalistic image if it
is to limit political, collective resistance in the future.14
The state solves this inherent problem by appealing to the legal

system. This enables the state to dispose of threatening political be
havior while simultaneously legitimizing its repressive acts. Through
the legal system and formal codes of law the authority of the state is
legitimized. It claims to be applying universal codes impartially and
not singling out specific groups for special and arbitrary treatment.
But as Anatole France ironically notes, "It is the majestic equality of
the . . . law which forbids both rich and poor from sleeping under the
bridges of the Seine."
What is important here is that legitimacy dwells in a sense of the
legal order as an autonomous unit containing formal codes and pro
cedures to which even the rulers are subject. This legitimacy principle
sets certain limits, then, on the state'sshort-run ability to end collective
resistance as quickly as possible. The legal system (especially substan
tive and procedural forms to be applied both to the government and
the governed) "sets definite constraints on the ability of political elites
to dispose efficiently" of collective resistance, "constraints which they
can ignore only at the risk of endangering their long-run legitimacy
and interest in minimizing" a growing political movement. Never
theless, the "immediate pressures" to end collective resistance "una
voidably dictate serious abrogations of the" law.15 The immediate
interest to allow unencumbered corporate expansion by repressing
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threatening collective behavior inevitably leads to alarming violations
of the law.
The FBI

The FBI is charged with the first aspect, repression, and studies
show that it does this with uncommon vigor. A Report to the House
Committee on the Judiciary by the Comptroller General in 1976,
entitled: FBI Domestic Intelligence Operations—Their Purpose and Scope,
found that in 1970 the FBI initiated the Key Extremist program (the
American Indian Movement is considered an extremist group by the
FBI) to obtain intelligence on the day-to-day operations of various
"extremist group leaders."16 This program was necessary because "cer
tain vocal individuals were traveling extensively" and engaging in
"disruptive acts." An FBI internal memorandum stated that "we should
cover every facet of their current activities, future plans, weaknesses,
strengths, and personal lives to neutralize the effectiveness" of the
extremist group leaders. It was imperative, according to another FBI
memorandum, that "continued consideration must be given by each
office to develop means to neutralizethe effectiveness of each" extremist
group leader.17 Reports on leaders were to be submitted every ninety
days, and another memorandum from FBI headquarters to all Special
Agents in charge urged the use of "initiative and imagination" to
achieve "the desired results."18 Consequently, according to the report,
"FBI officials said a principal way to neutralize individuals was to show
that they were violating Federal, State, and local statutes."19 And as
we have seen in this chapter and the previousone, the FBI will febricate
and suppress evidence in order to tie the leaders up in the courts and

prison. The FBI also encouraged agents to lie; one FBI memo stated
that "it is immaterial whether facts exist to substantiate the charge.
If facts are present, it aids in the success of the proposal but . . .dis
ruption can be accomplished without facts to back it up."20 Thus we
see that the objective of FBI intelligence operations dictates they "get
the leader" of the resistance movement, even if it entails the outright
violation of the law.*

•Indeed, the recent publication by Amnesty International discussed earlier
investigated the fabrication of evidence, coercion of testimony, and use of
informants by the FBI in specifically the case of Elmer Pratt of the Black
Panther Party and Leonard Peltier and Richard Marshall of the American
Indian Movement. The report concluded that "solid grounds" exist for an
independent inquiry to determine the extent of FBI misconduct leading to
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The state is inevitably lead into a situation where its agents are
forced to break the law. Leonard Peltier and the grassroots movement
he is apartof wereorganizing to resist the continued expropriation of
their landandsovereignty. As aresult, the FBI, throughillegal actions,
disrupted the leadership of that resistance.

The murder of two agents (Williams and Coler) at Pine Ridge
was the necessary element to "tie the leader" of that movement "up
in the courts." This event supplied the state with the opportunity to
nullify the leadership of a maturing, organized, political resistance,
struggling to save traditional Indian andtreaty-guaranteed land from
corporate exploitation. The trial of Peltier can only be seen in this

light. The evidence indicates in fact that the FBI and government
attorneys were more concerned about nailing Peltierthan finding the
killer(s) of their comrades.

First of all, testimony indicates the FBI suborned the perjury of
Anderson, Draper, Brown and Myrtle Poor Bear. Second, the evidence
indicates they (1) fabricated evidence, i.e., Poor Bear's affidavits and

possibly (2) perjured themselves, i.e., Special Agent Hodge. Third,
the FBI and prosecuting attorneys refused to follow up several impor
tant leads and thus critically evaluate the contradictions intheir theory.
They collaborated concerning what evidence should be presented to
the jury, and in so doing thegovernment willingly excluded from their
investigation certain important events such as the two red pickups
which left the murder scene and the possibility that the murder weapon
was a lever or bolt action rifle. And finally, and most important, the
government possibly suppressed crucial exonerating evidence concern
ing (1) pathologist reports, (2) the .223 casing and AR-15 rifle, (3)
the red and white van issue, and (4) other individuals at the scene
during the firefight.*

In short, the goal ofthe FBI only tangentially included any efforts
to discover and prosecute the killers of their fellow workers, but was
the wrongful conviction of minority political activists. Specifically regarding
AIM, the report concluded:
Amnesty International . . . notes with concern that while en
gaged on its intelligence work in relation to AIM the FBI has
appeared willing to febricate evidence . . ., (withhold) informa
tion from defendants which should have been disclosed and in
filtrated the defense team of individuals indicted on a serious
charge.21

*See the writ of habaes corpus filed by Peltier's attorney for evidence con
cerning other individuals possibly involved in the firefight.
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primarily directed at locating, prosecuting, convicting, and impris
oning—in short, neutralizing—an important leader of the American
Indian Movement.*
The Court

The Justice Department then provided the "evidence" to attempt
the conviction of Leonard Peltier. Both Judge Paul Benson and the
defense were mislead since not all evidence was available to them. As

such, Benson's decisions regarding, for example, matters of evidence,
must have reflected this manipulation. Nonetheless, many of Benson's
decisions aided the prosection in obtaining a conviction of Leonard
Peltier. Some of the more important decisions made by Benson which
served the prosecution's case were:
1) ruling evidence of FBI misconduct irrelevant;
2) ruling the testimonies surrounding the offer of proof of
Myrtle Poor Bear could not be heard by the jury;
3) not allowing into evidence important FBI 302's;
4) denying himself as well as members of the jury an op
portunity to make the sighting test;
5) allowing the photographs of the murder scene and the
autopsies to pass freely among the jurors;
6) not allowing the jury to take notes and reread important
parts of the trial transcripts.**

Leonard Peltier was found guilty by the jury not because he was
guilty, but because crucial aspects of the trial were manipulated to
fevor the prosecution and, consequently, cause a conviction. The pros*I am not saying all FBI agents and prosecuting attorneys involved in this
case were not concerned with the deaths of Williams and Coler. However,

a number of government officials—it seems from the evidence—were fer more
concerned with obtaining the conviction of an important leaderof the American
Indian Movement than with helping to bring about justice.
**In its opinion the Court of Appeals upheld Benson's decisions on points
1,2,3 and 6. Points 4 and 5 were dealt with by the court. Regarding point 2,
the Myrtle Poor Bear offer of proof, the Appeals Court stated:
While the more prudent course might have been to allow the
defense to present the evidence, we find no abuse of discretion
in the trial court's exclusion of the testimony of . . .Myrtle Poor

Bear, in light of its low probative value, the potential for further
delay in the trial, and the danger of unfair prejudice to the gov
ernment.
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ecution was allowed for five weeks to present all kinds of emotionally
biased and prejudicial evidence. Though Benson approved the prose
cution's evidence, he cut the defense's planned several weeks of tes
timony to two and a half days and limited examination to those events
specifically connected to the killings, and then not all of them.
The collaboration between the FBI and the Justice Department
regarding false prosecutions, cover-ups and the manipulation of the
judicial apparatus is nothing new. Evidence exists showing that the
FBI and Justice Department have colluded to 1) conceal hundreds of
incriminating documents in civil rights trials, such as that of Fred
Hampton; 2) perjure themselves, e.g., Wounded Knee and Vietnam
Veterans against the War Trials; 3) destroy and conceal evidence as
sociated with assassination plots, e.g., Dr. Martin Luther King; 4)
destroy evidence indicating illegal activities in pursuit of "subversive"
groups, e.g., Weather Underground; 5) cover up their role in assas
sinations, e.g., Malcolm X, Fred Hampton; 6) lie to judges, e.g.,
Socialist Workers Party cases, 7) conceal damning evidence from the
Church Committee on Intelligence, e.g., the American Indian Move
ment.22

In addition to "wrongdoings" in legal proceedings, the FBI and
Justice Department have many times worked in secret with judges to
insure that their goals were carried out. I quote at length from the
influential National Lawyers Guild's Documentary Look at America's Secret
Police:

Judge Irving Kaufman worked directly with the Justice
Department and the FBI to assurethat the Rosenbergswould
be executed, and later joined with them to spread pro-gov
ernment propaganda about the case; the current ChiefJudge
of the Northern District of Illinois, James Parsons, while
a District Court Judge, made derogatory public statements
concerning the Nation of Islam and the BPP at the insti
gation of counter-intelligence agents; former Chief Judge
William Campbell intervened in the Chicago 8 Conspiracy
trial to assure J. Edgar Hoover that a defense subpoena for
surveillance documents would be quashed, and secretly
passed information from Judge Hoffman to the FBI con
cerning possible contempt citations against the defendants
and their lawyers. Hoffman alsomet secretly with FBIagents
and U.S. Attorney Thomas Foran to discuss these contempt
citations. In the Hampton trial, Judge J. Sam Perry met
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secretly with both the FBI and police lawyers to discuss
documents which were to be turned over to the Panther

plaintiffs. Perry also wrote expane letters to then Attorney
General Levi praising the conduct of FBI agents and their
attorneys who had withheld important documents, and told
the Assistant U.S. Attorney investigating charges of mis
conduct to let the court dispose of the matter at the end
of the trial. An Appeals Court Judge, Wilbur Pell, who
issued a stinging dissent protesting the ordering of a new
trial in the Hampton case, turned out to be a former FBI

agent himself, and a long time member of the Society of
Former Special Agents, which was fundraising to defend
FBI Special Agents, charged with misconduct while the
judge was hearing the case.23

A Case of Legal Repression

Does the story of Leonard Peltier repeat this past history? Is it
in feet an account of legal repression? The state employed legal pro
cedures—while covertly violating those procedures—to legitimate its
repressive acts. This resulted in effectively breaking up the leadership
of a growing grassroots movement. It was hardly, however, a con
spiracy, a plot on the part of state agents to control American Indians

for the ruling class. Rather, statefunctionaries (FBI agents, prosecuting
attorneys, etc.) are basically bureaucrats whose primary concerns are
advancing their careers and promoting the interests of their agencies.
Those who do the dirty work of repression share a basic acceptance of
contemporary social and economic norms and consequently view the
system as natural and good. High-ranking agents of the state come
from class backgrounds where they have received more "benefits" from
the existing system. Their training emphasizes loyalty as an ultimate
virtue. Their charge is to defend the familiar status-quo. They take
existing societal conditions as given and dissent as unwarranted. Con

sequently, behaviors whichthreatencontemporary relations are deemed
bad. These legal officials can simultaneously avow the virtue of law
and order and then break laws and impose chaos in order to repress
dissent because they seedissent itselfasanti-social, beyond the civilized
arena where law should be taken seriously. AsJerome Skolnickhas put
it:

Nonconformity comes to be viewed with nearly as much
suspicion as actual lawviolation, correspondingly, the police
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value the familiar, the ordinary, the status quo, rather than

social change. These views both put the police at odds with
the dissident communities with whom they have frequent
contact and detract from their capacity to appreciate the
reasons for dissent, change, or any other form of innovative
social behavior.24

Thus organized efforts to inhibit corporate expansion tend to be viewed
by the FBI as a "conspiratorial" plot of authoritarian individuals.25
In the caseof Leonard Peltier we must look further for an adequate

explanation. Systems which, in the final analysis, maintain non-whites
in positions of subordination by functioning according to operating
rules that seem impartial on the surface, are properly understood as
being institutionally racist. There is a structural and racial inequality
built into our criminal justice system. What the lawdefines as"criminal
behavior" (street crime) and therefore who it defines as criminal (the

poor and non-white), looks fair and unbiased on the surface yet works
to the detriment of the poor and racial minorities. The criminal justice
system does not concentrate its efforts on the "white man's crimes,"
such as price fixing, false advertising, pollution, defrauding consumers,
unsafe working conditions, and many more, which have been shown
to be more harmful, momentous, and extensively damaging to society
than street crimes. As a result, actors in the criminal justice system
have come to see racial minorities and the lower classes as the "scum

of the earth," asthe criminal and dangerous classes; in short, as inferior
human beings. In repressing this group anything goes. The majority
of those who work in the system then (like FBI agents, judges and
prosecutors) because of its very structure, reflect this racism.
Moreover, all racial minorities—blacks, chicanos, and Native

Americans—are encouraged throughout life to adapt to white society,
to become white. To the extent the individual does, he/she is considered
"well adjusted." White society views such people as living examples
of the progress being made by society in solving the "race problem."
But what about the individuals and groups who do not want to disas
sociate themselves from their race, their culture, their community,
and their heritage? What about those individuals and groups who want

to maintain this and will struggle to defend it. They are repressed by
white society and its racist institutions because they are seen as misleading
otherwise satisfied individuals who have allegedly "risen above the race
question."
Government functionaries have a faith, then, in their role of
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restoring and preserving social stability. They attempt to bring order
to what for them is a precarious society and, therefore, play a key role
in promoting a program of repressive law and order.
The mystification of state functionaries and their service to the

capitalist system results from "the ideological understandings theyhave
internalized and their structural and class [and race] determined mo
tivations." In short, as "producers of ideology," state functionaries are

"often more mystified" than members ofthe lower classes and minority
groups "as to the social processes in which they are involved."26 As
Lichtman puts it;

. . . human action can beunderstood neither independently
of the meaning which the actor gives it, nor simply iden
tified with his own interpretation. Recognition of the false
conciousness of the actor is necessary to comprehend the
nature of his acts. Activity has an objective structure which
is often discrepant with its intended meaning.27

Yet legal repression by the state does more. Not only does it help
disrupt the leadership ofa political movement by mystified state func
tionaries, it also provides the state with a mechanism for future ide
ological social control.

Repression by the legal system accomplishes this latter mission
in two important ways. First, by securing the leader "tied up in the
courts," the legal system affects the consciousness of not only other
participants in the movement, but also friendly spectators outside the
movement. The state defines the leader as "criminal," and so paints
a politically conscious American Indian (in the case of Peltier) as a

dangerous individual. This affects the image of the organization as a
whole. Second, once the legal process is set in motion, the attention
of the public is diverted from the political nature of the resistance.
The legal system effectively confines arguments to whether the pros
cribed behavior was "beyond a reasonable doubt" committed by the
individual in question. Public debate, as a result, is focused on the
"trial" of the accused. The substantive issues surrounding the "crime"
are pushed aside and seen as inapplicable to the determination ofguilt.
By processing individuals through formal legal structures, the conflict
is transformed into one over "facts." The overall reasons as to "why"
the event occurred are secondary to whether or not the individual in
question committed the act.28 As a result, the criminal justice system

is effectively depoliticized, and thestatesecures control while masking
its own criminal and generally politically motivated behavior.
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Potential opposition to the institutional structure is legitimately
neutralized by the criminalization process. Through the procedure of
individualizing the problem, threatening political activity may be ef
fectively curtailed. Individuals or groups whose political actions
threaten the existing state of affairs may be depoliticized by a stateimposed criminal definition of the group, its activities, or its leader.
The politicality of the judicial apparatus is most blatant during criminal
adjudication. And it is specifically the criminal trial which can be
employed to eliminate political opposition deemed a threat to the
existing social order. This specific strategy has historically been used
against political activists in the United States. The history of political
trials in this country demonstrates the use of criminal prosecution for
political ends. Leon Freidman, in his history of political trials in the
United States, notes that throughout this history, the legal system has
offered a "tempting opportunity for those in power to damage enemies,
tarnish their image, and isolate them from potential allies by casting
them as criminals." The criminal trial, according to Friedman, has
been used as a mechanism to "frame-up" political opponents, since
"authorities press the case with uncommon vigor (ignoring all evidence
to the contrary) to show how criminal their adversaries are."29 Some
examples of this kind of repression are the murder trials of Industrial
Workers of the World leader Big Bill Haywood in 1907, of Tom
Mooney (labor leader) in 1916, the famous anarchists Sacco and Vanzettiin 1921, and the Chicago 8, Wilmington 10,BPP, and the trials of
AIM leaders, Russell Means, Dennis Banks, and Richard Marshall.

The trial of Leonard Peltier follows in the footsteps of these
political ordeals. The case of Leonard Peltier not only continues this
history, it also exposes once again the idea of a "politically insulated
prosecutor," a "neutral judge and jury" and a "normal trial" as a myth,
only serviceable to the state. But the trial of Leonard Peltier, and in
feet all political trials, are important for another reason. If subjected
to intense scrutiny, political trials expose certain aspects and dimen
sions of a society—the illegal activities of agents representing the state
itself—that are usually hidden under the cloak of justice. The essential

function of the state is not to alleviate the conditions giving rise to
dissident political activity, but through the legal system to repress the
activity, maintain order, and restore society to the pre-activity con
dition by legitimizing the repression. In short, the legalsystemcontains
people (FBI agents, judges, prosecutors) in institutional roles attempt
ing to cope with conflicts generated by contradictions in the larger
political economic organization of society. As a result, the state uses
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the courtroom to maintain ideological hegemony (consequently ob
scuring the larger contradications) while, simultaneously, its own
agents utilize numerous extralegal and illegal methods to ensure legal
repression.'0In short, the legalsystemeffectively depoliticizes political
activity by resorting to repression and legitimation. It represses the
activity through the law enforcement apparatuses and then legitimates
that repression by appealing to the rule of law.

In the final chapter, we will specifically investigate "why" this
event took place and thus what Leonard Peltier and this grassroots
movement were resisting. Before we turn to those important issues,
however, the following chapter examines what has more recently hap
pened to Peltier in his current status as a political prisoner on his own
land.

Four

AN ASSASSINATION PLOT?

On 26 July 1979 Leonard Peltier was recaptured after he escaped
from Lompoc Federal Prison. Substantial evidence, as we will see
below, exposes a plan, possibly by the government, to murder Peltier
while in prison. Since he was aware of this plot, he felt nochoice but
to escape the prison walls for his life. However, evidence about this

plot was once again suppressed during the escape trial, and the jury
heard nothing about it. As in Fargo, repression persisted. The Fargo
trial was the result ofan attempt through the normal functioning of
the state to place Peltier behind bars where his voice would no longer
be heard. This chapter reveals a government scheme to still the voice
that even imprisonment could not silence.

On 20 July 1979, Leonard Peltier, Bobby Garcia and Dallas
Thundershield escaped from Lompoc Federal Prison inCalifornia. These
men were assisted from outside the prison by Roque Orlando Duenas.
Dallas Thundershield was shot in the back and killed while surren

dering to prison employee, William Guild, during the escape. Peltier,
Garcia and Duenas were indicted on 1 August 1979, for a variety of
offenses, including escape, conspiracy to commit escape, and assault
ofa federal officer with firearms. Peltier was additionally charged with
possession of a weapon by a felon.

The story which follows describes in detail the events leading up
129
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to that indictment and thus the escape trial of Leonard Peltier. The
narrative is based on factual material which Peltier's defense attorney,
Bruce Ellison, attempted to offer into evidence at the trial in U.S.
District Court, Los Angeles, 14 November 1979 before Federal Judge
Lawrence Lydick. The Court refused to allow the evidence claiming
it was "insufficient" and therefore "irrelevant."

Standing Deer

The overall plot to murder Leonard Peltier begins with an Amer
ican Indian male by the name of Standing Deer, also known as Robert
Hugh Wilson. On 29 October 1976, Wilson was sentenced to 25 years
in federal prison, to be served at the Marion federal prison in Marion,
Illinois. The reason for his confinement at Marion is revealed in several

prison documents. A "Medical Recordof FederalPrisoner in Transport"
(from Chicago MCC to Marion) states that Wilson was diagnosed as
having an "assaultive personality." According to the report, he "has
assaulted every officer who has ever attempted to apprehend him" and
consequently, "Wilson is considered by the FBI to be the most dan
gerous individual apprehended in this district."1 As a result of Wilson's
"negative and assaultive behavior," his "history of escapes" and his
overall "extremely dangerous" personality, Wilson was classified for
the behavior modification unit (control unit) at Marion federal prison,
on 4 November 1976.2

In addition to Wilson's violent behavior, prison medical records
indicate that he had a history of severe back problems. Specifically,
Wilson's problems have been diagnosed by prison doctors as being a
form of "degenerative disc disease of the L5-S1" as well as "osteophyte
formation of the 14-5 vertebral bodies." Since Wilson was in a state

of "chronic lower back pain," medication was prescribed.3
In September 1977 Wilson was transported to Texas in order to
stand trial there. This traveling, in combination with his incarceration,
aggravated his back problems to the point where he was hospitalized
in the early months of 1978. On 17 March 1978, while in the hospital,
Wilson was approached by the prison doctor, J. Plank, who suggested
that Wilson help Chief Correctional Supervisor Captain Carey "in
keeping an eye on Leonard Peltier." In Wilson's words:
On March 17, 1978 I was confined in the prison hospital
in the federal prison at Marion, Illinois. On that date, I was
told by the Marion prison doctor, J. Plank, that I would
not receive medical treatment for my injured back until I
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agreed to cooperate with the Chief Correctional Supervisor
R.M. Carey in keeping an eye on Leonard Peltier.4
Wilson at this time however refused to cooperate.
Six days later (March 23) Wilson requested his medical records
transferred to Oklahoma since he would, the following month, be
attending trial there.5 Wilson had been indicted in Oklahoma for seven

felonies which included an assault with the intent to kill a police
officer, several bank robberies and auto theft. On March 29 Dr. Plank

discharged Wilson from the hospital and he was placed in "the hole"
under guard.6 Two days later Wilson requested a wheelchair so he
could attend an Institutional Discipline Committee (IDC) hearing
which he was to appear before. The hearing was scheduled for 3 April
1978, yet his request was denied by Dr. Plank stating "Wilson does
not need a wheelchair" and "is capable of walking." Wilson subse
quently failed to appear at the hearing since without a wheelchair he
was unable to walk the distance and climb the stairs necessary to
attend.7

He was convicted in abstentia. Two days later, Wilson again
requested a wheelchair and immediate medical treatment since he was
in severe pain. His request to Dr. Plank states briefly:
I am in severe pain in my lower back and left leg. I am
barely able to walk. I wasbrought to the hole in a wheelchair
on 3-29-78 by Lt. Jones, MTAElliotand fourother guards.
My condition remains the same and I still need the wheel
chair in order to attend IDC meetings as I am unable to
negotiate the stairs. I request medical treatment immedi
ately.8

Doctor Plank refused his request. Wilson continued to ask different

individuals for medical assistance, specifically for a wheelchair so that
he could get around. Repeatedly, nothing was offered. On April 12,
Wilson was informed his medical records would not accompany him
to Oklahoma where he would be feeing a long trial. By April 19,
Wilson had exhausted practically all alternatives, although he did write
prison hospital administrator Anderson, describing his worsening con
dition and need for immediate medical treatment.

I am in severe pain in my lower back and left leg. I have
a hard time getting to and from the shower. My knee locks
and I have lower back spasms and cramping which cause
me to fall to the ground. I can not climb the stairs in the
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unit and I need a wheelchair. I request medical treatment
immediately.9

Wilson's condition steadily worsened to the point where he could
no longer walk even short distances. In early May, while attempting
to walk twenty feet from his cell to the shower, he fell down and was
unable to get up. Several inmates called for help from the guards, but
no help came. Wilson's recreation partner, Eddie Griffin, helped him
to his cell where he was practically immobile.10
It had been seven months since he had contact with sunshine and

fresh air. He continually asked for medical aid; especially for a wheel
chair so that he could go outside during recreation hours, but none
was forthcoming. On May 10, Officer Eaks informed Wilson he was
wanted in front of an IDC for a hearing. He was unable to attend,
however, because once again his request for a wheelchair was denied.
After the hearing Captain Carey came to Wilson's cell inquiring about
his physical ailments. According to Wilson's sworn affidavit there was
more to it than just medical necessities:
. . . R.M. Carey came to my cell door in the hole and asked
me if I was now ready to cooperate in return for medical
treatment. I told Carey that I would talk about it if he
would see to it that I was given medical treatment imme
diately.11
Medical Treatment Arrives

Two days later Dr. McMillan came to Wilson's cell. In a report
of his examination, Dr. McMillan stated that Wilson should imme

diately be "transferred to the hospital for local anesthesia and hydro
cortisone injections in the tender area plus physiotherapy and medicine,"
as well as a bone scan.12 On 15 May 1978 Wilson was taken by
wheelchair to the prison hospital. He was asked to sign a medical
release form but refused until an outside doctor approved the treatment
planned.13 Consequently, no treatment was administered on either that
day or the next.
On May 16, the Longest Walk* in support of Leonard Peltier

and other political prisoners arrived at Marion Federal Prison. Due to
*The Longest Walk, which began in California and ended in Washington,
D.C., was a march of Native people and their supporters whose purpose was
to dramatize violations of treaties and the effects of those violations on Native
Americans.
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public pressure generated by the Walk, several people were allowed
to visit Peltier. The day following (May 17), Captain Carey and an

unidentified "civilian" in a light brown suit came to Wilson's hospital
room to discuss the "neutralization" of Leonard Peltier. In Wilson's
words:

On May 17, 1978, Chief Correctional Supervisor R.M.
Carey and a civilian came to my hospital room. The civilian

said that if I would cooperate with them in "neutralizing"
Leonard Peltier, they would (1)provide immediate medical
treatment, (2) get me paroled from the federal system to
the State of Oklahoma, and (3) have seven (7) indictments

pending against me in Oklahoma City dismissed. I agreed
to cooperate.14

Wilson responded privately, in his personal diary, that he would
reveal the plan to Leonard Peltier; he hoped that Peltier would not act
in a way that would cause Wilson problems. Wilson felt that if he

refused to cooperate, another individual would be sought who probably
would not expose the plot on Peltier's life to him. Therefore, Wilson
thought it best to cooperate while covertly explaining the plan to
Peltier.

Shortly after Captain Carey and the civilian left, Dr. McMillan

appeared at Wilson's bedside and immediately began treatment with

Etrofon, linament and hot packs. These treatments continued through
May while Wilson remained in the hospital. On 24May 1978, Bonnie

L. Streed, Records Control Supervisor at Marion was notified by
Oklahoma County Sheriff Lieutenant Larry D. Hayes that the state of
Oklahoma had removed its detainers on Wilson.* The Lieutenant

requested the return ofthe warrants to Oklahoma.15 On 1June 1978
Bonnie Streed informed Wilson that Marion had complied with the
state of Oklahoma's request.16 Wilson continued to receive medical
treatment in the hospital through the month ofJune.

On 17 June 1978 Wilson made the following request: "My at
torney, Mr. Alvin Bronstein will be in Marion to visit me, . . . (so)

I will require the assistance ofa wheelchair in order to get out to the
visiting room." For the first time in months, this request was granted.17
*A detainer is a hold order filed against a person incarcerated by another

jurisdiction. This order empowers another jurisdiction to take an individual
into custody to answer another criminal charge upon release from current
confinement.
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At the end of June 1978 Wilson was released from the hospital.
On 4 July 1978 during a barbecue at the prison yard, Wilson had a
conversation with Leonard Peltier, and explained to him "everything
about the meeting with R.M. Carey and the civilian. Leonard Peltier
told me to continue to pretend cooperation for my own safety and his.
He decided that so long as they thought I was acting in their behalf

they would not be likely to hire another assassin whose identity we
would not know."18

The blond-haired civilian had suggested to Wilson that he develop

strong ties with Peltier by joining a cultural prison group to which
Peltier belonged. Immediately upon his release from the hospital,
Wilson became actively involved and within a short time became the

organization's chairperson.19 He emerged as the leading spokesperson
for the group, continually requesting such things as (1) the right to
hold religious services in the chapel, (2) the right to have the sacred

pipe in their possession, (3) the right to receive instructions from their
medicine man, and (4) the right to hold services as often as other
religious groups.20

On 15 September 1978 Wilson was informed that the Oklahoma
charges pending against him had been formally dismissed.21
On 9 November 1978 Wilson, as chairpersonof the Native Amer
ican Culture Group, was called to the office of R.L. Williams, staff
advisor to the group. Not only did he meet with Williams but also
the civilian who "hired" him on May 17.
The civilian told me that both me and Leonard Peltier would

be transferred to USP Lompoc; that I would leave before
Christmas for Leavenworth prison; Leonard Peltier would
follow my departure by sixty (60) days bound for USP Lom

poc; that I was to wait in Leavenworth until another Indian
was situated in Lompoc who would help me neutralize Leon
ard Peltier; that if I had to stay over thirty (30) days in
Leavenworth I would be taken care of by the Chief Correc

tional Supervisor in order to make my wait as comfortable
as possible.22

That evening, Wilson informed Peltier of the conversation with
the civilian. Peltier expressed great dismay since the plan change meant
another unknown Indian prisoner was involved. Moreover, the plan
could conceivably be changed again in the near future. Since Wilson
and Peltier were being separated, Peltier would probably not know
about any alteration in the scheme.2'
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Standing Deer and Peltier Separate

On 21 December 1978 the two separated; Wilson was transferred
to the federal prison at Leavenworth.24 The trip from Marion to Leav
enworth aggravated Wilson's back condition causing him to be hos
pitalized. Four days later Wilson and a guard had an argument over
an "aspirin." Wilson threatened the guard and was immediately taken
to the "hole."25

A disciplinary hearingconcerning the incident was then scheduled

for December 27. Since Wilson was unable to walk, he requested a
wheelchair to attend the meeting. The request was denied. Conse

quently, he failed to appear, was found guilty and sentenced to return
to the Control Unit at Marion Federal Prison.26

This sentence was never carried out, however. A few weeks after

the IDC hearing Associate Warden Lipman visited Wilson in solitary.
Lipman explained to Wilson he would not be transferred to Lompoc
for a while and would remain at Leavenworth until his transfer. Rather

than being sentenced to the control unit at Marion or solitary at
Leavenworth, Wilson was in feet promoted and given a job as clerk in
the Chief Correctional Supervisor's office at Leavenworth. In other
words, the most dangerous man ever apprehended in the Northern
District of Illinois, who had assaulted every law enforcement officer
who ever attempted to apprehend him and who had just been found
guilty of threatening a guard was given a position enabling him free
access to all prison documents and freedom to move about the prison.27
Moreover, Wilson asked for and was granted (without the usual three
month waiting period after such a request) a single cell in a cellhouse

next to a good friend, Stephen Berry. This was the first time in prison
Wilson had ever had either a job or housing arrangements of his own
choice.28

Peltier Arrives at Lompoc

Around this same time (early February) Leonard Peltierwas trans
ferred from Marion to Leavenworth. He remained at Leavenworth for

some time and then was brought to Lompoc Federal Correctional In
stitution by 10 April 1979.

Two days after Peltier arrived at Lompoc, the prosecutors in

Oklahoma City formally moved tohave the seven felony charges against
Wilson dismissed. Although government documents at Marion exhib

ited dismissal ofthe charges inSeptember 1978, they were not formally
dismissed until April 1979.29
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On 24 May 1979, Charles Richards, an individual known to have
engaged in numerous violent acts against members, supporters and
relatives of members of the American Indian Movement arrived at

Lompoc, FCI.* Richards immediately attempted to befriend Peltier,
an unusual practice foran anti-AIM "goon." Richards constantly talked
with Peltier, had meals with him and spent time with him during
recreation hours. Richards, moreover, while in Lompoc FCI, changed
his name to Richardson in an attempt to hide his real identity. Peltier,
however, found out who "Richardson" really was and immediately cut
off contact with him.

Peltier Escapes

During this period Peltier was working in a detail which main
tained the grounds directly in front of a major tower, a job earlier
assigned to him. About a week later the prison administration ordered
Peltier transferred to "the inside grounds," an assignment in a secluded

area not visible from any tower.10 This new work area, according to

several prisoners, was an ideal location for a murder since it was ef
fectively isolated from watchful eyes. By August 1979 seven individuals
hadalready been murdered at Lampoc, indicating the highrisk Leonard
Peltier was facing.31

Upon learning the true identity and history of Charles Richards,
Peltier believed the threat of death feeing him was real and imminent.

Consequently, he began to planhis escape. He could not turn to prison
officials for help since the Bureau of Prisons had been implicated
through Captain Carey. Further, the various prison transfers that had
occurred "went to plan" and his change in work assignments all added
up to an assassination plot. In short, Peltier was "persuaded" by these
events that the only way to save his life was to flee the prison. Thus,

on 20 July 1979, Peltier, with the assistance of Bobby Garcia and
Dallas Thundershield, fled the prison.
A Few More Facts

Did prison and other government officials know of the escape?
Did government officials try to murder Peltier during the escape? Let's
look at a few facts.

•Charles Richards was known to the residents of Pine Ridge as Charles
Manson.
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Roque Duenas (a friend of Peltier's who was from Washington)
was not allowed to visit Peltier in mid-June, even though Duenas had
no criminal record. Normally, under these circumstances, getting on
a prisoner's visitation list is easy. Prison officials were aware, however,

that he was visiting with Peltier by going to see another prisoner at
the same time Peltier was seeing his fiancee, Carlotta Kaufman. On

18 July 1979, two days prior to the escape, after a visit, Duenas left

his wallet behind. The contents of the wallet were checked by prison
officials who discovered two bills of sale for a .223 cal. mini-14 and

a .45 cal. pistol, two weapons found outside the prison walls after the
escape. The officials later gave the wallet to two women who came for

it, without asking their names. After pleading to aiding and abetting
Peltier with the escape from outside the prison, Rogue Duenas was
released from custody without even probation.
On the evening of the escape, a meeting was held for the Native
American prisoners and numerous guests. Actor Max Gail has stated

that unlike the previous meeting he had attended, security was very
lax. In feet, he and others were given a careless search, were not asked
for identification, and when he arrived, he learned another man was

already at the meeting using his name. No questions were asked by
prison officials about this. Why the informal atmosphere?
William Guild, an ex-guard working at the prison's power fa
cility, responded to the escape and shot in the back the first long
haired Indian he saw as the man raised his hands to surrender. This

individual was Dallas Thundershield,* who from the rear looked similar

to Peltier. Did Guild think he was killing Peltier? Only Guild fired
a weapon at close range at a prisoner, even though others had the
chance.Moreover, accordingto testimonyof William Guild at the trial
in Los Angeles, he knew the route the escaping men would take.
Regarding Robert Wilson, an interesting bit of evidence is avail

able. On 25June 1979, Wilson received extra good time for his excellent
work at the CCS office in Leavenworth prison. A memo signed by the
Warden of Leavenworth states the following:
Inmate Wilson has been assigned as the CCS Clerk since

February 1979 and has exceeded allrequirements ofthe job.
In addition to very high quality of daily work (seven days
*This individual was included in the escape at approximately five minutes
before Peltierand Garcia left the prison.
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a week) he frequently puts in additional time in the evenings
to insure smooth operation in this office. Wilson provides
helpful suggestions that aid the efficient discharge of the
CCS Clerk's duties.52

Even though his recommended "meritorious good time" became
effective 1 July 1979, Robert Wilson was fired from his job on 20
July 1979 only a few hours before the escape attempt.33
It is my contention that prison and government officials knew of
Peltier's escape. How else can we explain why a convicted murderer
of two FBI agents successfully escaped the walls of a U.S. federal
penitentiary? With today's penal technology it's hard to imagine.
Moreover, why was Peltier, a "convicted murderer," moved to a me
dium federal institution? How is this event related to what has hap

pened to other leaders of movements who have challenged the status
quo? For example, what about all the members of the American Indian
Movement who the Indian Treaty Council say have been murdered by
either the FBI or BIA police? What about Anna Mae Aquash? Was
she murdered by members of the FBI? What about Martin Luther
King? The FBI did everything they could to "neutralize" him, even
threatened to expose his personal life if he did not commit suicide.34
And finally, what about Mark Clark and Fred Hampton? Both were
murdered when Chicago police, aided by the FBI, raided a Black

Panther Party apartment in 1969. The night of the raid Hampton was
drugged by William O'Neal, an FBI informer who infiltrated the Black
Panther Party and was Hampton's body guard. FBI documents show
that O'Neal was paid $30,000 for the information he revealed, and
was given a bonus of $300 after Hampton was murdered.35
Has the FBI turned over a new leaf? Or does the evidence indicate

that Leonard Peltier was being led up the same old path?
Peltier was captured five days after the escape, and the prison

escape trial began on 14 November 1979- At the trial the above
evidence was not allowed to be presented to the jury. Bruce Ellison,

Leonard Peltier's attorney, attempted to use the "Duress and Coercion"
defense, arguing to the jury that Peltier escaped to save his life. This
however was denied by Judge Lawrence Lydick. As a result, on 22
January 1980 Peltier was convicted and giventhe maximum sentence,
seven years, on charges of prison escape and illegal possession of a
weapon and acquitted on charges of conspiracy and assaultof a federal
officer. BobbyGarcia was given the maximum five year sentence on the
escape conviction.
Approximately eleven months after the two were convicted for
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the escape, (13 December 1980) Bobby Garcia was found dead in his
cell at the Federal Prison in Terre Haute, Indiana. All inmates in his

cellblock were removed so that no one but prison officials could view
his body. The government-performed autopsy determined that Garcia
had hung himself. They claimed to have found eight drugs in his body,
all various types of barbituates. Oddly enough, two days prior to
Garcia's death, a close friend received a letter from him which indicated

throughout that he was in goodspirits and looked forward to his release
and return to work. Furthermore, other acquaintances (both inside and
outside the prison) stated perplexedly that "Bobby just wasn't the type
of person to hang himself, and he wasn't into drugs." The government

autopsy was performed very quickly and the body embalmed as soon
as possible, greatly hindering an independent autopsy.
Roque Duenas and his nephew Kevin Henry went fishing on
Thursday 1 October 1981 at 9 p.m. On the following Friday, at 2:15
a.m. their boat was found upside down about 200 yards from the
shore; approximately half of their six-hundred foot fishing net was
wrapped around it. Kevin Henry's body was found, the cause of death
being drowning and possibly being hit by a blunt object. As this book

goes to press, the body of Roque Duenas still remains missing. This
disappearance occurred near the Narrows Point in the Tacoma Sound
of Washington State. Thus, all individuals (Dallas Thundershield,
Bobby Garcia and Roque Duenas) who helped Peltier escape are now
either dead or missing.
Peltier's conviction was appealed to the U.S. 9th Circuit Court.
The three-judge appeals court reversed the escape conviction, ruling
that U.S. Judge Lawrence Lydick erred in denying Peltier the oppor
tunity to ask a governmentwitness questions pertaining to his personal
bias against Peltier. The Court also "suggested" that the lower court
permit the assassination plot evidence at the ordered new trial. The
chances of retrial seem remote, however, as the evidence would put

on court record—and therefore expose—government misconduct. Most
likely the government will drop the charge.

Five

CORPORATE EXPANSION
& INDIAN SURVIVAL

In this final chapter we look specifically at why the events sur
rounding 26 June 1975 occurred at Pine Ridge. Our information thus
far inevitably has led us to political-economic motivations. Conse
quently, we begin by examining the "energycrisis"and its relationship
to depleting oil reserves and thus to big oil. Next we turn to the

relationship between the state and big oil, and the move by the cor
porate giants to exploit non-petroleum energy resources found on In
dian lands. Third, we shift our investigation briefly to describe the
growth of major corporations in this country (railroads, coal, cattle,
oil, etc.) between 1860 and 1890 and their effects on American Indian

peoples, land and culture. Finally, we close with a look at how these

developments are all related to the resistance at Pine Ridge, specifically
the plans that Leonard Peltier, AIM and the traditional people have
been trying to impede. We hope to make clear how the judicial ap
paratus and procedures have been masking over and mystifying these
plans by big business.
Mother Earth and Oil

Our country consumes approximately one third of the world's
petroleum. Overall, the world consumes 30,000 gallons of petroleum
141
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every second and "about 10,000 gallons a second are consumed some
where in the United States." Between 1975 and 1979, the annual
increase in consumption of oil in the U.S. ranged between 5.5 and 8

percent.1 The reason for this increase is that our capitalist economy is
energy-based. Our transportation systems, our production processes
based on synthetics and petrochemicals, and our outright refusal to
engage in conservation insures the continuance of this consumption
rate. The abundance of both domestic and imported crude oil over the
past one hundred years has enabled big business to expand at an
increasing rate. Yet we are now in a time of transition to what has
recently been called "the post-petroleum era," and many studies reveal
the veracity of this label.
The Oil and Gas Journal in December 1975 estimated proven
world crude oil reserves at 658 billion barrels.2 One year later their
estimate had dropped to 599 billion barrels,3 so that if worldwide
consumption remained stable, the amount in recoverable reserves would
run dry in ten years! Other sources, though not so pessimistic, do not
give the oil supply much more time.
One ecologist notes that there are only enough ultimately recover

able reserves of petroleum to provide each individual with five hundred
barrels. What this boils down to is that

an American with a large automobile that averagesten miles
per gallon and that is driven ten thousand miles per year
requires just over forty barrels of oil per year. At this rate,
an individual's share of remaining oil would be exhausted
in just twelve years.4

A far more sophisticated study of the availability of resources in
the future by Richard Barnet of the Institute for Policy Studies con
cluded that "at some point in this generation and possibly in this
decade the oil era is coming to an end. This does not mean that it will
all disappear, but the demand for oil will exceed available supply."3
Barnet, however, was simply echoing what big business has been
stating for several years. According to the Workshop on Alternative
Energy Strategies, which included representatives of capital from fifteen
countries, the available supply of oil will "fail to meet increasing
demand before the year 2000, most probably between 1985 and 1995,
even if energy prices rise 50 percent above current levels."6 The work
shop, held at M.I.T., was directed by Carrol L. Wilson, former pres
ident of Climax Uranium Co., a current member of the Trilateral

Commission, director of the World Coal Study, former president of
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Metals and Controls Corporation, and member of the Atomic Energy
Commission.7 Wilson has stated that the world "must drastically cur
tail the growth of energy use and move massively out of oil into other
fuels with wartime urgency. Otherwise, we face foreseeable catastro
phe."8

The Trilateral Commission itself has indicated a concern equal
to Wilson's. The Commission was founded by David Rockefeller,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, and others in 1973, the year the OPEC nations
raised the prices of crude oil. Approximately 300 members, drawn
from international business, banking, government, academia, media

and labor make up the commission whose purpose, as Holly Sklar
explains, is to

. . . engineer an enduring partnership among the ruling
classes of North America, Western Europe, and Japan—
hence the term 'trilateral'—in order to safeguard the inter
ests ofwestern capitalism in anexplosive world. Theprivate
Trilateral Commission is attempting to mold public policy
and construct a framework for international stability in the
coming decades.9

The Commission analyzed the energy situation around the world

and concluded that the demand for oil will, by the early 1990s, begin
to surpass supply. The report went on to recommend that the oil

companies "boost prices now" in order to discourage consumption (and
insure a long-term source of steady income for big oil) and move to
alternative supplies such as coal, shale and uranium.10

Even though there is strong evidence that the "energy crisis" is
a creation of the oil companies," there is no doubt that the supplies
of petroleum available to Western corporations are diminishing. Al
though large reserves are found in the Third World (Latin America

has 166 billion barrels, Africa has 160 billion, although in each case
over seventy-five percent is still in the ground), they are not easily
found or extracted. Moreover, big oil refuses to invest in "unstable"
areas, countries that are considered part of the "explosive world" where

wells may become nationalized under popular pressures for social
change. Further, the diminishing supplies open to Western oil com
panies are becoming increasingly expensive. In 1974 alone, Exxon and
Mobil spent one billion dollars looking for new reserves off the coast

ofFlorida. Five companies spent one hundred and fifty million drilling
in the Gulf of Alaska. In both cases, drilling ceased without a find.12
What "energy crisis" boils down to is the fact that big oil faces
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a future problem of small returns on their investment; it is financially
hazardous, in their eyes, both to dig new holes and to invest in "un
stable" Third World countries. Furthermore, if available supplies were

to be tapped at currentconsumption rates, they would most likely run
dry in the next twenty years or so.13 In that sense, then, petroleum
reserves are diminishing.

Consequently, the oil companies face a crisis, based both on
depleting available oil reserves and dubious prospects for return on
immediate and future investments. The solution to this crisis, accord

ing to big oil, politicians, academia, and the Trilateral Commission
is non-petroleum energy resources.

Big Oil, The State and Non-Petroleum Energy Resources
The oil companies are shifting their investments to alternative
energy resources for obvious reasons: owners of the big oil companies
are in business to make profits and consequently expand. In order to
stay in business, each corporation must continuously look for ways to
at least protect, if not increase, its profits. They do this by cutting
costs and finding new markets and products. When supplies of petro
leum are abundant and easily accessible, oil companies will of course
continue to invest in the search for and extraction of available reserves

since this will result in overall profitability. However, when resources

are scarce and expensive, the owners of big oil (and other corporations
as well) search for new areas to "establish business" and thus invest.

The essence ofcapitalism isexpansion ofboth markets and profits.
If corporations were unable to continually grow, the necessary surplus
needed for re-investment would decline drastically, and the corporation

would go bankrupt. As Jeremy Rifkin states:

As long as nonrenewable (and renewable) resources remained
relatively cheap in relation to other production costs—labor
and capital—capitalist corporations had no choice but to
exploit them without concern for depletion because it served
to boost returns on investments and the immediate profit

picture of their respective enterprises.14

The picture, however, has changed drastically. In short, we can
see the coming ofthe post-petroleum era, as energy corporations invest
heavily in non-petroleum energy resources. Since 1973 the oil giants
have been buying up the coal and uranium reserves in the United
States, taking over some smaller firms and driving others out of busi-
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ness. For example, in 1979, energy companies owned approximately
100 billion tons of coal reserves. Of this, 57.5 billion tons were

controlled by 12 of the top 13 oil companies. Moreover, six of the
fifteen national coal producers are now owned by major oil companies.l5
The control of uranium is even worse. In 1977, the major oil firms
clearly dominated the uranium market, owning almost seventy-seven

percent of all the available reserves. The following is the percent of
uranium reserves owned by some of the top oil firms.
Kerr McGee
Gulf Oil
Conoco

Getty Oil
Exxon

33.5%
18.5

5.8
4.6
4.0

Atlantic Richfield

3.6

Phillips Petroleum

2.8
1.2

Standard Oil-Ohio
Tenneco
Texaco

Standard Oil-Indiana > 2.0
Union Oil
J

Total

76.5%16

The important point, however, is that the majority of non-pe
troleum energy reserves in this country are on Indian lands. Both the
Council of Energy Resources Tribes (which comprises 24 tribes in ten
western states), as well as the Department of Energy, estimate that
American Indians control 33% of the low sulphur strippable coal re
serves in this country.17 Regarding uranium, "North American Indian
tribes own reserves of uranium so vast that if taken as a whole, they

would be the fifth largest uranium owning nation in the world."18
Approximately 80% of all uranium reserves in the United States are
found on Indian land.19 However, as of 1974, less than 1% of the

uranium leases already made to oil companies, and 36% of coal leases,
were producing energy. As Michael Garitty states, "that leaves a lot
of resources just waiting to be torn from the grounds of reservations,"
not only from land already leased to big oil, but also from Indian land
yet to be leased.20 And the state of course is helping big oil find those
sources of energy so that big oil can maintain its profit margins at the
expense of depleting the Indian Nations' natural resources, and in
many instances, rendering the Indian land base uninhabitable.
Big oil and the state have been looking toward Indian lands for
"energy development" because reserves are abundant, and extraction
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as well as the rights to mineral deposits and labor, are all relatively
inexpensive. For example, there is still an abundance of coal reserves
in Appalachia, yet energy companies are, as we will see, interested in
strip-mining, particularly in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain
areas; strip-mining is cheap (partly because it's not labor intensive) and
moving west provides an escape from the United Mine Workers. As
a result, profits soar.
Such a situation is essentially built into the U.S. system of Indian
Affairs. The Interior Department, of which the Bureau of Indian
Affairs is a part, also contains the Bureau of Land Management,
National Forest Service, and other agencies, each committed to its own

particular vision/mission in terms of use and allocation of "public"
(federal) lands. In most cases, particularly in the era of James Watt,
priority goes to so-called resource development in cooperation with
private sector (corporate) interests. Even assuming the BIA truly
attempted to exercise its trust responsibility in behalf of the tribes—
which, demonstrably, it generally does not—it would quite likely lose
out to conflicting and dominant elements internal to the Interior
Department itself. Indian interests are thus clearly and systemically
subordinated to "the greater good" at the most fundamental level.

The state helps the oil monopolies find areas to invest through,
specifically, the Department of Energy which, for example, administers
the National Uranium Resource Evaluation Program. This enterprise

examines and analyzes the entire nation for potential uranium sites.
The project was funded at $33 million in 1977 and in just two years
received $78 million.21 In fiscal year 1980, Union Carbide was paid
almost $3 million by the Department of Energy for uranium exploration
in South Dakota.22 The state also provides, among other things, in
formation and aid to big oil through subsidizing research and devel
opment as well as publishing research reportsout of the U.S. Geological
Survey and the Departments of the Interior, Agriculture and Energy.
Before we look at how the state assists corporate capital to find energy
resources on Indian lands, let's turn to the history of the relationship
between the Plains Indians and corporate desire for Indian land and
resources.

The Great Plains Indians and the Corporation: 1860-1890
In the 1860s the indigenous peopleof the Great Plains controlled
the potential railroad and existing wagon routes westward and to the
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Gulf of Mexico; some grazed cattle over land which contained coal and

oil, and in many circumstances, they did not want to give up their
traditional communal values, and therefore resisted capitalist expan
sion. However, in the end, the Plains Indians lost out in the struggle
to retain much of their natural resources and traditional way of life.
The Minnesota Sioux (Santee Dakota) uprising of 1862 was just
one form of this resistance. According to Washburn:

The Sioux Indians of Minnesota and the Dakotas occupied
the last area and lived in the last time when Indians of

North America dealt on a plan of political and military
equality with the United States. Yet they were crushed
militarily during the Civil Warand the years immediately
following, forced on to increasingly restricted reservations,
and coerced into the unnatural life of agriculturalists and
dependents on annuities grudgingly doled out to them by
their conquerors.23

After making treaties with the U.S. for fifty years, the Santees
were forced to live on a reservation 50 by 10 miles, little more than a
tenth of their original 30 million acres. For the land, they received
"money, goods and food"; increasingly, however, these remunerations
meant cheaper money, shoddy goods, and unbearable food. These
conditions combined with the continued "encroachment on their

greatly reduced reservation,"24 caused theSantee toannounce thatthey
would no longer allow whites to pass through their country by either
land or water. Whites ignored the Indian grievances and the latter
rebelled, but in the end U.S. arms were successful. Approximately
1800 Santees were captured, 306 condemned to death andeventually,
38 hanged."

This Minnesota uprising was thebeginning of large-scale North
ern Plains tribal resistance to white encroachment. The Indians were

resisting migrants and railroad companies who cut trails to the west

and who took over land needed for laying tracks. These groups
encroached on tribalhuntinggrounds, the Indians'source of livelihood,
and resulted in Indians being forced to settle on ever smaller areas of
land. The "Indian Wars" were clearly caused by the need for these
tribes to "protect their lives, lands and food supplies (buffalo) from

willful destruction," which was resulting from migration and therise of
capitalist corporations.26

For example, in the early 1860s, the Southern Cheyennes were
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pressured (in direct violation of the Treaty of Medicine Lodge) off the

bulk of the western Kansas and eastern Colorado buffalo range. They
were shunted onto a small reservation in southeastern Colorado within

which subsistence was less than marginal. As a consequence, a number

of younger men shifted north to the open range of the Lakota, raiding
southward against white settlements and supply routes.
In retaliation, the Third Colorado Volunteers, under Methodist

minister and sometime Colonel John M. Chivington, slaughtered the
peaceful Cheyennes of Black Kettle and White Antelope at Sand Creek
(within the Colorado reserve) on 29 November 1864. As has been
noted elsewhere:

The Sand Creek Massacre, the My Lai of the day, poisoned
relations between whites and Indians and...The entire Plains

area was soon turned into a battlefield. Not only the
Cheyennes and the Sioux, but virtually all the tribes of the
Plains went to war.27

Following Chivington's example, Lt. Colonel George Armstrong
Custer repeated the butchery of Black Kettle's people in 1868 at the big
bend of Oklahoma's Washita River. The scattered remnants were then

annihilated on the Sappa Creek in Kansas as they attempted to flee the
southern plains altogether. The Comanche too were slaughtered in
their sleep, at the hands of Texas Rangers, at Palo Duro Canyon. By
1870, the tribes of the south had been decimated and herded into
barren reservations in western Oklahoma.28

On the northern plains, the Lakota, Northern Cheyenne and
Arapahoe held out somewhat longer, defeating the U.S. Army in the
field in 1867-68 and forcing the government to sue for peace. The
resultant Fort Laramie Treaty was a virtual guarantee of tribal
sovereignty and assured the Indian perpetual control over:
unceeded Indian Territory from which whites are excluded,
stretching from the Missouri River west to the Powder
River hunting grounds into the Wyoming Big Horn Moun
tains and from the Canadian border South into Nebraska...29

In the next six years, however, the Treaty was broken repeatedly.
In 1874 General George Armstrong Custer intruded onto the Indian
land to confirm the presence of gold, which his regiment found in the
Black Hills of South Dakota. By 1875 there were 400 U.S. Army
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troops and a 75-wagon geological expedition carrying "several thousand
gold-hungry miners . . . scouring theLakota's sacred hills."30 In 1876,
the Lakota, Cheyenne and Arapaho gathered at Little Big Horn in
Montana, "the largest gathering of native peoples ever to have taken

place in the hemisphere—that Custer stumbled upon."11 The Lakota
and their allies, led by Gall, Two Moons, Dull Knife and Crazy Horse,
reacted to the trespassers by wiping out Custer and 204 of his men
because they had "violated the sanctity of the BlackHills."52 The next

year the U.S. government onceagain ignored the treaty and passedan
act in Congress that confiscated Lakota lands in Nebraska, Wyoming,
Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota and officially annexed the

Black Hills for gold mining.35 By 1886, the Great Sioux Nation had
been reduced to the central western part of South Dakota and only a

very smallsection of southwestern North Dakota passed in 1877 by an
ActofCongress that confiscated theBlack Hills region andthe unceded
territory. By 1889 it was only five reservations in western South
Dakota, as indicated in Figure 2.J4
The Railroads Move In

The Civil War stimulated industrial growth of the United States.
The need for railroads to carry troops andsupplies from battle to battle
helped create a new social and political-economic order. When the
Civil War broke out in 1860, there were thirty thousand miles of
railroad track; by 1862, only two years later, immigrant labor had
laid approximately110,000 miles of track." The first transcontinental

railroad was completed in 1869 by two companies, the Central Pacific
and the Union Pacific.36

The Civil War also established the economic basis and many of the

techniques by which the overall self-sufficiency and autonomy of the
Plains tribes was destroyed over the coming decades. While they were
not Plains Indians (they had been relocated to eastern Oklahoma's
woodlands from the Southeast during the Jackson era), the experience
of the Cherokee during the 1860s is instructive in this connection.

During and after the war, the tribe wasdefrauded of approximately $2
million by government procurement officers and similar parties. By
1865, the tribe, along with a numberof others on reservations in that
area, was so destitute that it (and they) were ready to treat with the
government for reliefunder virtually any terms. A treatyconclave was
thereupon set up specifically for the purpose of connecting tribal
leaders with corporate lobbyists, most of whom represented railroad
interests. Staged at Fort Smith, Arkansas, the meeting lasted some
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twelve days during which discussions centered upon the centrality of
corporate development and railroads to the future prosperity of the
tribes.57

At the treaty conclave, the U.S. government asked the Cherokees
to provide a home for tribes residing in Kansas so that Indian lands
could be transferred to two railway corporations, a move which would

diminish the land in "Indian Territory" and strengthen the grip of
Kansas-based corporate power.38 Several treaties were signed at Fort
Smith; however, further negotiations were moved to Washington for
the "Five Civilized Tribes," the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chi-

casaws, and Seminoles. These negotiations lasted through the summer

of 1866, when theInterior Department officially stated that the railway
charter and land-grant bills which had passed the Congress, and were
"part of the same transaction," were designed to establish railroads on
Indian lands.39

The establishment and extension ofthe railroad system was the crucial
aspect of the development ofindustrial capitalism in the United States. Not
only was it a business of its own, it also acted as an "accelerator" for

other emerging industries. And not only did the railroads "enlarge the
market for manufactures," but their existence and extension "under

wrote new construction work, facilitated and encouraged the filling
up and mature settlement of the trans-Appalachian region, and pro

vided the former with better connection with the cities and export
centers." Both the states and the national government recognized the
importance of railroads and as early as 1830 began to subsidize them.
While several states gave cash gifts and the right to eminent domain
to entrepreneurs, the federal government built many miles of railroads
and then gave them to private capitalists.40
The U.S. government granted the Union Pacific and Central
Pacific railways up to $48,000 for every mile of track they built,
providing the owners with an easy method to accumulate profits,
occasionally of scandalous proportions.*41 According to Shannon,
*For example, the directors of the Union Pacific organized themselves into
a construction company called the Credit Mobilier. Then they awarded the
Credit Mobilier, or themselves, thecontract for building the railroad. In this
way, "the directors of the Union Pacific had ingeniously contracted with
themselves at prices which rose from $80,000 to $90,000 and $96,000 a
mile, twice the maximum estimates of engineers so that the total cost even

tually was $94,000,000." Since railroad construction was very profitable at
the time, it allowed for large-scale thievery, and the "Robber Barons" of the
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through the use of land grants in the 1860s, the state made sure that

the railroads got over 134,000,000 acres directly from the
federal government, in addition to nearly 49,000,000 acres
through the intermediary of the states or, as in Texas, from
the state itself. By a very conservative estimate, this con
stituted a gift of a net value of $516,000,000 while some

what prejudiced calculation set thesumat $2,480,000,000.
In addition, the railroads were given some 840,000 acres

by local governments, individuals and the like, its valuation
being figured at $232,000,000 . . . Ifto this therebeadded
the $48,000,000 permanently accruing to the Union Pacific
and its affiliates from federal loans, the large but incalculable
value of stone, timber, and other building materials from
government lands, all the bonuses voted by local govern
ments to encourage railroad building, and all the other
governmental favors received, the magnitude ofpublicchar
ity to the corporations begins to become apparent.43
Furthermore, the United Statesgovernment by passing the Homestead
Act in 1862 had earlier transferred control of another 100,000,000

acres from the Indians to white homesteaders.44 The railroads going

west transported people to "settle" the land; returning east, they
brought coal, oil, timber and hides to the flourishing capitalist in
dustries. As Josephson stated, "From the hills and behind cover the
red-skinned natives watched the march of invaders . . . cut through

their prairies like bands of pain, to grip them forever."45
In the rush for profits at the expense of the indigenous people,
the railroads were built. Two or three railways were built where only
one was needed. The railroads were pushed through Indian country

to exploit the land with its excellent soils, waterways, minerals, hides
and forests. The possibilities for financial gain, so imperative to capUnion Pacific ended up pocketing $50,000,000 for building their railway.
One of the organizers of the scheme was Sakes Ames, a director of the Union
Pacific and a Republican congressman from Massachusetts. Others involved
were James Garfield, who later became president, and Henry Wilson and
Schwyler Colfax, both vice-presidents under President Grant.42 Capitalists

"cleaned up" on the people's money and were given 183 million acres ofland
and accessories stolen from the Indians.
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italism, were at the forefront of the genocide ofthe indigenous people.
As we will see below, the railways were the catapult for the expansion
of capitalism and the subsequent exploitation of the resources of the
Native Americans' varied lands.

The American idea offreedom during this period was "thenatural

right ofevery citizen to satisfy his acquisitive instinct by exploiting
the national resources in the measure of his shrewdness."46 It was the

Robber Barons, mostly railroad speculators such as Jay Gould, Jim
Fisk and Dan Drew, who struggled for economic domination of U.S.
society in the shrewdest ways possible. Prior to the rise of such in

dustries as steel, agricultural machinery, and oil, "the epic villains in
American history in the period from 1870 to 1900 were, John D.
Rockefeller excepted, railroad men."47 The consequences oftheir illegal
and predatory acts were the oppression and super-exploitation ofthe
masses in general and the genocide of the Native American nations in
particular.

More specifically, thegenocide ofthePlains tribes was theresult of

four major processes. The first was the penetration of tribal political
economies by fur trappers, traders and buffalo hunters who undercut

the insularity of intertribal existence, initiated the extermination of

entire species ofwildlife, and pointed out the vast potential wealth of

the west to Eastern merchants and speculators. Second, the penetra
tion of the railroad into or near the unceded Indian territories radically

increased the rate of white influx as well as the outflow of hides and

other byproducts of animals on which the tribal economies largely

rested. Increased transportation offered by the railroads facilitated the

large scale development of mineral and coal mining operations within
tribal areas during the 1870s, vast cattle concerns in the 1880s, and the

emergence ofthe oil industry in the 1890s. This radical disruption ofthe
environment constituted the third process. The fourth was the
transformation of the overall physical environment due to the

proliferation of farms and farm communities which had literally

engulfed the Plains by 1900.

The construction of the railroad ushered in an ephemeral occu

pation by whites who contributed greatly to the destruction ofNative

American life. Their purpose was buffalo hunting, and individuals got

rich by wiping out the herds which were the Plains Indians' sole
sustenance. In 1492, there were between 50 and 125 million buffalo

in the United States.48 Slaughter for profit increased apace and between
1872 and 1874, for example, 3,700,000 buffalo were destroyed, only
150,000 killed by the Indians.49
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The railroads dramatically accelerated the destruction of the

buffalo by hiring sharpshooters to kill the animals to provide meat for
construction crews as well as by providing a necessary conduit for
shipping hides to Eastern leather manufacturers. The latter process is
of particular note because millions of animals were slaughtered rapidly,
not for food, but merely for the skin (which had become an Eastern fad).
The carcasses were simply left to rot where they fell.50 At one point, two
thirds of the male population of Dodge City, Kansas, was engaged
exclusively in buffalo hunting, a factor which indicates the economic
importance of this practice in the West." Individual hunters were
killing as many as 2,200 buffalo per month during the halcyon days of
the early 1870s; inevitably, by 1877, the buffalo had vanished from the
Plains. The slaughter was so complete that, by 1895, only some 800
buffalo were known to exist.52

The buffalo were virtually eliminated as a species simultaneously
to fuel the developing U.S. political economy of the Plains and to utterly
destroy the basic economies of the various Plains tribes. Army generals
such as Sherman and Sheridan viewed this process as primarily a
military one; it was a conscious strategy perhaps unique in the annals of
white/Indian warfare. The development of Euro-American economic
institutions, however, inevitably carried with it the same essentially
dialectical implications, regardless of the direct participation of the
military. In this connection, we turn once again to the experience of the
tribes of eastern Oklahoma as being illustrative of what was to become
the fate of the Plains tribes in contemporary times.
Plains Tribes After the Railroads

The expansion of the railroads also led to the despoliation of land

and disruption of Indian cultural patterns. Railroad companies removed
timber from Indian lands "for construction elsewhere, buying from
unlicensed traders, and refusing to pay for their ties."53 Railroad com
panies attempted to deal with Plains Indians individually, thereby
calling into question the communal land holding system where the
whole tribe, rather than specific people, would benefit from a sale.
Indian law allowed individuals to use timber to improve their own
property, but restrained them from selling timberas individuals, since
this right was reserved to the Nation as a whole. However, corporations
consistently bought lumber from individuals rather than the group.
The Indians continually protested this method. Yet it was highly
profitable to buy from individuals rather than a Nation, and protesting
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Indians only made it "clearer than ever that somehow the Indian
economic system was an obstacle to the United States, which was
moving to destroy it." In short, "to destroy common land tenure was
viewed as the necessary preliminary to civilization."54
Coal was another resourcewhich caught the eyeof both the Robber
Barons and white entrepreneurs. Railroads made the mines on the

Indian lands available for exploitation. The Osage Coal and Mining
Company, which shared officers with the Katy Railroad, engaged in
extensive mining operations on Indian lands.55 Clark gives one example
of how these mines were made available to the "businessmen" of the

day.
The Choctaw Coal and Railway Company was the most
persistent offender in executing fraudulent leases of coal
lands. The union agent, Leo Bennett, reported that E.D.
Chadick, acting for the company, had leased over one mil
lion acres of Creek land and even more in the Choctaw

Nation. Chadick readily admitted that he had entered into
illegal leasing agreements, but justified himself because he
had found Indian law arbitrary in its regulation of mineral
lands. The railroad company turned to Congress for relief,
as did the holders of other illegally executed leases. An act
of March 1, 1889, permitted the leasing of Indian lands for
a period of ten years, and the Choctaw Coal and Railway
Company was the beneficiary of a joint resolution which
validated its thirty-year leases on eleven tracts of coal land.56
By 1901 there were thirty-nine United States coal corporations
operating in the Choctaw Nation alone. These companies employed
4600 "non-citizens" and together mined almost one and one half mil

lion tons of coal a year. As a result of their participation in these
mining activities and the accompanying assimilation process, by 1907
the Choctaw had vanished as a Nation.57

The growing coastal and midwestern cities needed food, and the
"plains conditions were ideal for beef production"; therefore, "pro
moters recognized the economic possibilities" of cattle raising in the
Midwestand beganto investin the industry, particularlymeat packing.
It was the railroads which "furnished transportation facilities to link
the producer with the processor and the processor with the consumer,"
while the newly created refrigeration system on the trains extended
"inestimably the possibilities for handling fresh meat." Many times
the railroads owned and controlled meat-packing industries.58
Cattle, prior to the Civil War, were one of the major means of
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survival for Indians of Eastern Oklahoma. In an increasingly whitedominated country, herding was the only way for these tribes to fit into
this newly imposed culture once their land was taken and their econo

mies shattered.59 Throughout the last half of the nineteenth century it
was the cattle industry which the corporations exploited most exten

sively in Oklahoma "Indian Territory." Usually large eastern corpora
tions fraudulently leased the land and ended up managing vast
resources as well as helping in the rapid demise of Indian sovereignty.
Corporations did not negotiate leases directly with the tribes, but

rather "had secret arrangements with individuals, who appeared at
Indian councils mysteriously able to offer very large sums for grazing
privileges for very large herds." After the arrangement was concluded,
the lease was "quietly transferred to a largeeastern corporation." Since
there was an effort during this time (1880s) to eliminate corporate
monopolies, corporations hid behind individuals or "associations" who
carried out their business. The result was,

a breakdown of tribal control of the cattle business, followed

by infighting among Indian factions, accompanied by hes
itancy of Indian and federal governments concerning juris
diction, and climaxed by the ascendancy of the corporation,
an institution well designed to manage vast resources and
silence quarreling shopkeepers.60

Like the cattle industry, the railroads played a very important
role in encouraging whites to settle in "Indian Territory" of Oklahoma
since increased population and traffic would mean increased revenue.
Many corporations (along with the railroads) formed an alliance with
settler organizations (some of them also corporations) to urge the
opening of Oklahoma "Indian Territory" to settlement.61 The railroads
extended and integrated the marketplace and accelerated the develop
ment of industrial capitalism in the United States, which in turn
tremendously boosted the growth of cities. Between 1870 and 1886 a
pattern of expanding and maturing industrial urbanization was firmly
fashioned.62

Exploitation of the petroleum resources was the last corporate
activity which had to deal with Indians as a sovereign and communal
society. The stakes were high, and one of the leading capitalists of our
time made his wealth combining railroad expansion and the trans
porting of oil.
The new Robber Baron was none other than John D. Rockefeller,
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the oil tycoon who exploited first the railroad and later Indian land
in order to acquire his massive wealth. In 1870, Rockefeller, along
with two others, combined their holdings to form a joint stock company
named Standard Oil Company of Ohio. The oil company, like the
railroads, the cattle industry, the settlement organizations, and the
coal companies strengthened the corporation as a way of organizing
economic activity—and spelled the end of Indian control over their
resources.*

In the beginning, Rockefeller made deals with a number of prin
cipal refining companies and then conspired to drive out remaining
companies by joining with the railroads to raise oil transportation

prices for these competingrefining companies. Josephson explains how
this conspiracy worked:
The refiners to be combined. . .were to have a rebate of

from 40 to 50 percenton the crudeoil they ordered shipped
to them and from 25 to 50 percent on the refined oil they
shipped out. The refiners in the Oil Regions were to pay
twice as much by the new code. . .as the Standard Oil Com
pany of Cleveland. But besides the rebate the members of
the pool were to be given also a "draw back" consisting of
part of the increased tariff"rate which "outsiders" were forced
to pay. Half of the freight payments of the rival refiner
would in many cases be paid over to the Rockefeller group.
Their competitors weresimply to be decimated; and to make
certain of this the railroads agreed—all being set down in
writing, in minutest detail.64
Thus, Standard Oil was nourished with secret rebates while others

simply starved. Standard Oil did business with Southern Pacific which

carried Rockefeller's petroleum westward at favorable rates. By 1900
Standard Oil owned this railroad. In 1878 Standard Oil controlled at

least four-fifths of the refining trade in the nation as well as all of the
pipelines. By monopolizing the oil industry and fraudulently control
ling prices and railroad rates, the "stupendenous holdings of the Stan
dard Oil 'gang* greatly increased," so that by the turn of the century
♦For

example, although only 520 of 16,395 businesses in the State of Mas

sachusetts were incorporated in 1870, they together held an astonishing

$131,182,000 of the $135,892,712 total capital and employed 101,337 of
the 166,588 workers.63
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they contained "countless miles of railroads. . .in every state and city
in America and its never-ended twistings of snaky pipe lines. . . ,"
while controlling the chief underground resources of the nation in iron
and copper. Furthermore, by 1900 Standard Oil controlled 90 percent
of the refinery output of the oil industry.65
Rockefeller and the Standard Oil Company consistently entered
Indian lands to exploit them. With E.H. Harriman, a railroad baron,
Rockefeller extracted oil from Indian land and then shipped it across
to the burgeoning industrial eastern seaboard. They drilled on the
Creek Nation and the Osage Nation in Oklahoma's Indian Territory.66

Not content with having "relocated" Indians to reservations west
of the Mississippi since 1830, representatives of corporations were
determined to destroy the overall tribal organizations that were stand
ing now, once again, in 1884, in the way of commercial development.
Not suprisingly, we find much evidence that corporate officials en
couraged and promoted both the fracturing of tribal holdings and the
dissipation of tribal governments to obtain control over Indian lands.
As early as 1818, members of the House of Representatives were
encouraging allotment, and on December 5, Secretary of War, John
C. Calhoun reflected this feeling in a speechstating that "the land that
is Indian land ought to be divided among families; and the idea of
individual property in the soil carefully inculcated."67 It was only in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, however, that the assimi
lation of the indigenous people of the West into America's capitalist
society began to take hold. This assimilation was achieved through

breaking up reservations, destroying tribal governments and allotting
the lands to individuals.

This supplanting of Indian existence in the western U.S. was the
direct result of a concerted effort by a coalition of politicians and

corporate elites to eliminate "dual sovereignty once and for all and
open the region to white settlement. The corporate lobby pressing for
this was known popularly as the Territorial Ring, and it should take
its place beside the Tweed Ring, the Whiskey Ring, and the Gas Ring
among the mysterious tokens of Gilded Age transformation of the
world." Corporations basically felt that "as longas the tribes remained,
profitable corporate enterprise was impossible."68 Thus, by passing the
General Allotment Act of 1887 (also known as the Dawes Act), the

U.S. government quickly stepped in to guarantee the progress of the
corporation and the destruction of Indian national identity and com
munal existence.69 The four major provisions of the Allotment Act
were:
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(1) a grant of 160 acres to each family head and of 80 acres
to each other single person under eighteen; (2) a patent in
fee (simple) to be issued to every allotee but to be held in
trust by the government for twenty-five years, during which
time the land could not be alienated or encumbered; (3) a
period of four years to be allowed the Indians in which they

should made their selections after allotment should be ap
plied to any tribe (failure of the Indians to do so would

result in selections for them at the order of the Secretary
of the Interior); and (4) citizenship to be conferred upon any
other Indians who had abandoned their tribes and adopted
the habits of civilized life.70

Since the Dawes Commission wrote the Act and was responsible
for allocated land in Indian Territory, some of the members of this
commission and who they represented cannot be ignored.
Pliny L. Soper, the U.S. District Attorney for the Northern
District of Indian Territory, who was to represent Indians
in disputes with corporations, was a stockholder in the In

dian Territory Development Company (a trust company) as
well as chief attorney for both the Cherokee Oil and Gas
Company and the Frisco railroad company, corporations that

were daily in court with Indians. Guy Cobb, Creek revenue
inspector, was the major stockholder in the Tribal Devel

opment Company; P.S. Mosley, the Chickasaw tribal gov
ernor, was an officer of the same concern; Tarns Bixley,

Chairman of the Dawes Commission, was vice-president of
Muskogee Title and Trust; and J. George Wright, Indian
inspector for the Territory, was an officer in the same com
pany, to mention only a few of the prominent.71

The ultimate consequences of the Allotment Act served capitalist
expansion in three major ways. First, by allocating from 80 to 160

acres of land to families or individuals, the Allotment Act was spe
cifically designed to make small, "individualistic" farmers out of the

Indians by dividing up their communally held land and to convert
Indian Territory to capitalist methods of production. Second, this act
injured tribal unity and relations, which disrupted and disorganized
possible Indian resistance to capitalist expansion. President Theodore
Roosevelt called the act "a mighty pulverizing engine to break up the
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tribal mass," andCommissioner ofIndian Affairs T.J. Morgan pointed
out that the Act provided for "the entire destruction of the tribal

relation; the Indians are to be individualized and dealt with one by
one and not en masse. . ,"72 And finally, the Allotment Act made
tremendous tracts of land available for capitalist exploitation. The

members of the Dawes Commission "were enriching themselves by
forming trust companies" through which they would lease allotted
lands to oil corporations. Most striking of all, since members of the
commission had had the land surveyed prior to allotment, they could
withhold lands beneficial to corporations from allotment entry. For
example, the Choctaw Coal fields were surveyed by the commissioners
who discovered that 440,000 mineral-rich acres should be"segregated"
from those regions registered for allotment. The end result was that
an area of vast mineral resources was abducted from Indian land.73

At the time of the Act, the indigenous people owned 138 million
acres. But from 1887 to 1934 (when the Indian Reorganization Act
was passed, thereby ending forced allotment and approving some forms
of tribal sovereignty and self-government) sixty million acres of the
Indian land were declared surplus and sold to white capitalists. Fur
thermore, "of the lands allotted to individual Indians and held in trust

for them by the government for twenty-five years, 27 million acres,
or two-thirds of the land so allotted to individual Indians, were lost
by sale between 1887 and 1934."74 When the BIA examined the

remaining lands, it found that all were either "critically," "severely"
or "slightly" eroded. Not one single acreof the remaining Indian lands
was judged free from erosion.75
Even after allotment, corporations experienced difficulty obtain
ing lease agreements for permission to exploit some Native American
lands since many Indians resisted corporate intrusion. However, this
was alleviated in 1898 with the passage of the Curtis Act. This Act,
ironically titled "An Act for the Protection of the People of the Indian
Territory, and for other Purposes," was basically enacted for the "other
purposes." The bill gave completecontrol of mineral leasingon Indian
lands to the Secretary of the Interior. Corporate owners celebrated
obtaining complete control over "Indian Territory."

The Robber Barons and the railroads not onlyprovided the driving
force for corporate expansion but also, through their drive for such
things as allotment, provided the "finalsolution" to the "Indian prob
lem." The effect on the Plains Indians of the extension of railroads

across this country was perceived as early as 1 November 1872, by
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Francis A. Walker, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in his annual
report; "The progress of two years more, if not of another summer,

on the Northern Pacific Railroad will of itself completely solve the
great Sioux problem, and leave the ninety thousand Indians ranging
between the two transcontinental lines as incapable of resisting the
Government as are the Indians of New York or Massachusetts." The

commissioner's insight was astute since eleven years later General
William T. Sherman noted that peace with the Indian was the result

of three important factors: "the presence of the army, the growth of
settlements, and the completion of the transcontinental railroad, and

that of the three factors the last was most important."76
Allotment took effect as Plains warfare came to a close at Wounded

Knee, South Dakota in 1890. This massacre culminated in the slaugh
ter of Indian men, women and children by the U.S. Cavalry, Custer's
reconstituted Seventh Regiment. Michael Garitty explains why and
how this event took place:

Then came the Ghost Dance which prophesied the return

oftheslaughtered warriors and buffalo and told ofa coming
purification in which the whites would disappear and the
earth would be new again. The government agents and the
military saw the Ghost Dance as the beginning of an up
rising. Sitting Bull was killed by BIA police and troops
were sent into the reservations in another violation of the

treaty of 1868. In December 1890 some of Sitting Bull's
people who had fled theircamp after hismurder joined with
Big Foot's Minneconjou Lakota. Together they sought Red

Cloud's Oglala at Pine Ridge. They were intercepted by the
restored Seventh Cavalry at Wounded Knee, about 18 miles

from the Pine Ridge Agency. On 29 December 1890, after
disarming the Indians, the Seventh Cavalry murdered all
300 Lakota men, women and children. The white press
called it the last "battle" of the "Indian Wars."77

The mass murders of Wounded Knee signified the suppression
and annihilation of Indian civilization as it had previously existed, a
process which is being continued through to present day.78

Non-Petroleum Energy Resources and theResistance atPineRidge
The continued encroachment onto Indian land by big business
did not cease with Wounded Knee in 1890. It continues to this very
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Figure 3: U.S. Corporate Interest in the Greater Sioux Nation
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moment. Between 1936and 1976, forexample, more than 1.8 million
acres of Indian owned land have been "taken by governmental action
alone."79 American Indians have resisted this every inch of the way and
continue to do so. This resistance is what Leonard Peltier, the American

Indian Movement and the traditional people of White Clay were all
part of on 26 June 1975; as their brothers and sisters had done before,
they organized to maintain their natural resources, land and culture.

What was it that they were up against? Or, more appropriately, who
and what were the "goons," the BIA police, and FBI protecting? Was
it different from before?

In 1971, then Assistant Secretary of the Interior James R. Smith
initiated the North Central Power Study (NCPS). The study was con
ducted by a task force representing the major commercial energy sup
pliers in the Great Plains states as well asmunicipal "representatives".80
What the task force was concerned with was thepossibility ofstripping
the immense coal reserves in the northern Great Plains and building
huge mine-mouth thermal generating plants right next to the fuel
source. These generating plants would then, according to the study,

deliver power throughout the Great Plains states by ultra-high voltage
transmission lines. The study concluded that large scale development

should be done since it was "economically attractive." Consequently,
forty-two plants were proposed, twenty-one in Montana, fifteen in
Wyoming (ofwhich thirteen were to be 10,000megawatts, five times
larger than any plant existing today), five in North Dakota and one
each in South Dakota and Colorado. The effects of such "energy de
velopment" onAmerican Indians and their land would bedevastating.
What the study revealed was a plan by the energy companies to
rip up 250,000 square miles of the Great Plains by strip mining for
coal. Machines called "draglines" 365 feet high, with buckets which
can consume more than three greyhound buses in one scoop, dig up
the earth to get at the coal. The coal in most areas is from 100 to 150

feet down, and thus the dragline consumes everything between it and
the coal seam-rock, grass, soil, trees, roads, houses, etc. The dragline
scoops outa full load ofthis "overburden" approximately every minute,
and uses a staggering amount of energy.81
Strip-mining is environmentally damaging to the land in other
ways. After mining, mineralsulfides in the sub-soil mix with moisture

to form sulfuric acid. This and other pollutants unite withthe "runoff'

from eroded hillsides and flow into rivers and lakes, killing aquatic
life. Furthermore, after the overburden has been removed and mining
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completed, it is practically impossible to restore the land and the
surrounding ecosystem to its natural state. This is particularly true
because western coal acts as a water-bearing layer in a dry area; once
the coal is gone, so is the water. Contrary to what some believe,
reclamation in the arid west is only a pipe dream.82
Once the coal has been mined it is to be used, according to the
NCPS, in on location mine-mouth thermal generating power plants.
The study concentrated on the construction of thirteen such power

plants, 10,000 megawatts each, around Gillette, Wyoming.83 To give
you an idea of the size of these plants, consider the following:
... as the last group of astronauts was returning from the
moon to earth, and when they were still several thousand

miles out in space, the only man-created thing they could
see was a yellowish smudge emanating from the coal fired
power plants near Farmington, New Mexico—the Four
Corners power plants. Together, this complex constitutes 2,085
megawatts. (Emphasis added)84

Clearly, these gargantuan power plants will be extremely pollut
ing. Coalcumbustion resultsin sulfur, nitrogen, ashand other elements
escaping into the air and so into people's lungs and as acid rain over
large areas downwind of the plants. Moreover, the highly dangerous
fallout of these elements can be carried downwind for hundreds of

miles before settling. The Four Corners plants pollute an area of
100,000 square miles.85

But probably the most important danger in the increased use of
coal is the emission of large amounts of carbon dioxide into the at
mosphere. Such an accretion of carbon dioxide will raise the earth's
temperature by retarding the escape of heat into space. This creates
a "greenhouse effect" by trapping the sun's heat in the lower atmos

phere.86 The effect on the earth of raising the temperature could be
devastating. As Jeremy Rifkin points out:

The entire ecological balance of the earth would be com
pletely jarred. Among other consequences, the polar icecaps
would melt, raising ocean levels worldwide, and causing
almost all major port cities around the globe to drown.
Dramatic changes in world temperature would result in the
wholesale extinction of much of our existing plant and an
imal life. The speed of the change alone—seventy-five years
or less—would eliminate the possibility of evolutionary ad
aptation.87
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Still more, thermal-electric power plants such as those proposed
under the NCPS, require largeamounts of water because coal is burned
to convert water into steam to rotate turbines which then generate
electricity. However, where is all the water to power forty-two gen
erating plants going to come from? The NCPS says water resources
(rivers, reservoirs, etc.) that are filled by the Missouri River will be
the source.88 Yet the energy companies, according to one source, plan
to use as much as "10 to 35 million acre-feet of water a year in the
Northern Great Plains alone." However, the Missouri River has only

approximately "18Vi million acre-feet flowing through it each year."89
This in the semi-arid Northern Plains where water is needed for drink

ing, irrigation, forming, livestock and municipal uses.
And finally, transmission. What the NCPS proposedwas a trans
mission system to transport electricity from the mine-mouth thermal

generating plants to, for instance, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis. According to the study, "for best
economy and minimum impact on the environment," 765 kilovolt
lines would be used.90 There's no doubt they will provide the best
economy for a certain group of individuals, but how minimum would
environmental impacts be?
The NCPS plans on beginning these lines at the plants located
near Gillette, Wyoming (see Figure 4). As it is very expensive to turn
or bend the lines, they will then radiate out in straight lines across
South Dakota, Nebraska, Southern Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri.

Moreover, the right of way for one line is wider than a football field
is long.91 One such line is already in existence in northwestern Min
nesota, and the consequences are frightening. Residents who live along
the line complain of such health problems as nose bleeds, fatigue,
headaches, irritability, skin rashes and high-blood pressure since the
line has been turned on. Moreover, the Minnesota farmers report a
sharp increase in aborted calves, general infertility among livestock
and a decrease in milk production since the line has been operating.
Furthermore, grazing livestock consistently keep their distance when
the line is transmitting.92 But the line does more than endanger human
and animal life in the manner described above. It has also been noted
to

. . . blank out television sets, attract lightning . . . shrivel
crops, inhibit the germination of seeds and prevent corn
from reaching fruition. Metal irrigation systems can become
deadly electrocutors. Fencesand metal buildings can become
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charged with dangerous static electricity. And studies in
dicate the utilities now have on the drawing boards lines
of 1,000 and even 1,500 kilovolts.93

The fact that the majority of coal, overburden, water and
topography—which these power plants and transmission lines will
(and do) exploit—is on Indian land guaranteed by the 1868 Fort
Laramie Treaty did not, of course, come to the attention of the task
force. Nor did the environmental and human effects of such activities.

It did, however, come to the attention of American Indians living on
reservations adjacent to the power plant sites. On Pine Ridge,
traditional people knew they would be both directly and indirectly
victims of such a "plan."
Indirectly, the reservation wouldbe affected bypollution since it is

downwind from power plant sites in eastern Wyoming, Montana,
western North Dakota and western South Dakota. Moreover, Pine

Ridge relies for drinking and irrigation upon water from the Oglala
Aquifer (primarily) and Missouri River (secondarily). The reservation

lies downstream from many proposed diversion sites along the
Missouri, a factor which would dramatically reduce secondary water
supplies. Worse, industrial utilizationof water from the aquiferwould
drain that source very rapidly. Small wonder, then, that Jimmy Carter
was wont to declare the entire Pine Ridge area a "national sacrifice
area."9''

More directly, the proposals set forth in the NCPS greatly affect
the residents of Pine Ridge. Looking at Figure4 again,wesee that four
of the eastern power lines will radiate from Gillette, Wyoming,
straight through the reservation andon to Omaha,Nebraska, bringing
with them all the dangers experienced by Minnesota farmers.
However, these dangers will be multiplied four times for the residents
of Pine Ridge! In short, the plan set forth by the NCPS concerns the
future of a vast area of Indian land, which, as the traditional and AIM

people recognized, is on the verge of being virtually destroyed.
But the effects of coal production and electrical generation are

only partially responsible for the grave concern among the Lakota
people. Today, uranium is the new gold sought in the sacred Black
Hills as well as underneath the Pine Ridge Reservation itself. In 1975,
the state, through the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau
of Mines, grasped hands with the Bureau of Reclamation in a search

for non-petroleum energy resources inthe Great Plains. The Geological
Survey and Bureau ofMines were brought together to gather as much
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information as possible "on the geology, mineral and energy resources,
and potential for economic development of certain Indian lands." One
such area was the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. A report published
one year later indicated their labor had not been wasted. Pine Ridge
Reservation was found to contain mineral resources of "oil and gas,
uranium and a large variety of non-metallic commodities." The struc
tural and stratigraphic traps where these minerals were to be found
were described as being "unique," consequently providing "good ex
ploration potential." Uranium was found to be "present over a wide
area in the reservation." The government was excited because these
deposits were in "favorable areas" for mining. In short, the Geological
Survey concluded that "the numerous potential pay zones" and the
"relatively shallow drilling depths . . . combine to make the Pine
Ridge Reservation an attractive prospecting area."9' However, once
again, the health hazards surrounding the exploration for, and mining
of, uranium were not investigated.

Exploration drills penetrate rock layers which cause uranium to
seep into underground water reservoirs known as aquifers. This drill
ing immediately contaminates the underground water supply as well

as the plants, wildlife and livestock that eventuallydrink from it. Drill
holes also accelerate underground water movement, causing a lowering
of the water tables, especially upsetting for well-users. Moreover, since
the uranium of Pine Ridge is rather shallow, energy companies can
be expected to strip-mine for it. This method is advantageous for
corporations since it is the most productive for obtaining the ore.
However, it is highly disadvantageous to those who work or live near
the strip-mine as it releases more radiation into the air than under
ground mining or in-situ leaching. Moreover, the contaminants from
the wastes emitted from uranium mining can cause cancer.96
Once the uranium ore is extracted from the earth it is processed
in the "mill" where some of the uranium is removed from the ore.

The uranium is then sent further along the nuclear chain. What is left
at the milling site is tons of waste materials knownas "tailings." These
tailings contain 85% of the radioactivity in uranium ore, including
radium and radon gas, and thus pollute surrounding water and air.97
Furthermore, the strip-mining for uranium ore causes the overburden
to become radioactive, disallowing any possibility of reclamation.
Michael Garitty describes the results of the Jackpile mine, operated
until 1980 by ARCO on the Laguna Puebloin New Mexico. Stretching
five miles long, this mine was the largest uranium stripmine in the
country, and the waters on the reservation have,
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. . . turned green by the discharged effluent. It is this water
that the people must drink and give to their live-stock;
stomach cancer is on the rise. Although the mine has been
in operation for 25 years, not one foot of the Pueblo's land
has been "reclaimed." The reason is simple: reclamation of
radioactive soil is impossible. The mine has produced 80
million tons of uranium-308, devastating 2,800 acres of the

Pueblo. Anaconda's "Bluewater" processing mill has left 75
acres (13 million tons) of tailings to the mercy of the desert
wind and rain.98

Massive amounts of uranium surround and are also found in the

sacred Black Hills, thirty miles west of the Pine Ridge Reservation.
Uranium was discovered in the Black Hills in 1951 and since then

some three and one half million tons of radioactive tailings have been
produced from mining and milling there. In 1962, Edgemonts Mill
(in the southern tip of the Black Hills) spilled 200 tons of tailings
that washed downstream to the Angostura reservoir. Nothing was ever
done about it.99

The North Central Power Study and the U.S. Geological Survey

indicated to the traditional peopleat Pine Ridge that a new movement
by big business had emerged. The corporation, once again, was in the
process of encroaching upon Lakota land guaranteed these people over
one hundred years ago in the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty. Moreover,
new dangers, in addition to the loss of land, were invading their lives
and culture. A grassroots movement emerged, organizing to struggle
for their very survival, resisting the "final acts of genocide." This
movement, as we have seen, has been countered by a repressive admin
istration headed by Dick Wilson and reinforced by a vigilante police
force, and dedicated to corporate expansion and the destruction of
traditional Indian values. Moreover, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
supported Wilson and helped through its actions to disrupt and dis
organize the growing grassroots movement.

The day the firefight occurred at the Jumping Bulls, Dick Wilson
was in Washington D.C. negotiating with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(who had requested from the Geological Survey one year ago infor
mation concerning non-petroleum resources on the reservation) and

Department of the Interior, about possibly "giving away" certain sec
tions of the Lakota people's traditional homeland, part of the Pine
Ridge Reservation. However, such a land giveaway could not occur
with a massivechallenge from the growing grassroots movement. Leon-
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ard Peltier was indicted and jailed for killing two agents during the
firefight, and AIM and the traditional people had to divert their

attention immediately from treaty rights to preparing an adequate
defense. The FBI subsequently engaged in criminal acts to guarantee
the conviction of Peltier. Consequently, the FBI and judicial apparatus

effectively disrupted the growing grassroots movement long enough to
allow the alienation of part of the traditional people's homeland. On
2 January 1976, just a little over six months after the firefight, then

Tribal Chairman Dick Wilson felt safe enough to officially sign over
one-eighth of the reservation land, the Sheep Mountain Gunnery range,
to the Badlands National Monument.100 In this area on the northwest

corner of the reservation the U.S. Geological Survey had found quan
tities of uranium, gas, oil and gravel.101
However, once again, I reiterate that as far as evidence indicates,

this disruption was not a conspiracy between the government and Dick
Wilson. It just so happens that the goals of the Justice Department
coincided with the needs of Wilson. Consequently, both Wilson and
the government benefited from the death of the two FBI agents.
Approximately two and a half years after the firefight, while

Peltier was in Marion Federal Penitentiary, a new study emerged,
prepared once again by the Department of Interior. This study reaf
firmed both the hopes of the NCPS and the fears concerning American
Indian survival of the grassroots movement that AIM and the traditional

people at Pine Ridge had begun. This study, Water for Energy, made
public in 1977, concluded that there would be—if the proposals of
the NCPS were followed through—devastating effects upon the eco
system of the Great Plains and the American Indian societies residing
there.102 The study confirmed that such energy development would
practically destroy the environment by creating "unavoidable adverse

effects" on land, water resources, air quality, and the biological com
munity and soils. Let's look closer at each of these.

The development and operationof the proposed coal mines would,
according to the study, "disturb about 188,000 acres" in the next
twenty years, with approximately 23,000 additional acres being dis

turbed each year. Thousands of acres "would be disturbed by devel
opment of coal preparation facilities, conversion and processing plants,
transportation routes, pipelines, towns, reservoirs and transmission

lines." The remaining acreage would be used zs sites for industrial

facilities. Furthermore, the influx of people to construct, operate and
manage the mines and their accessories would considerably shrink the
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open space and change the rural lifestyle for those currently residing
in the areas.,0}

Regarding water resources of the Great Plains, the study noted
there would be, if the proposals were carried out, "unavoidable adverse

effects on surface and ground water quality." Moreover,

Ground water flows can be temporarily and/or permanently
interrupted by mining, diminishing aquifer recharge and
causing depressed waterlevels in wells and springs near the
mining operation . . . water levels may recover, however,
this process could take up to 10 years. During this period,
municipal, domestic and livestock watersupply needs would
be unavoidably and adversely affected as there are seldom
alternative sources of water available to users.104

Air quality, according to the study, will be degraded by such
things as: 1) engine emissions and dust from new roads produced, 2)
drilling sites and pit construction, 3) movement of surface vehicles,

4) "accidental" coal fires which "add toxic vapors and particles to the
atmosphere" and finally, 5)the power plants, "despite pollution control
equipment," willprovide "the largest quantitypollutantswhichimpact
air quality."105

The biological community would be significantly affected. Veg
etation would be lost for facility sites, roads, etc. Strip-mined land
would result in "significant loss of native vegetation and wildlife hab
itat." Pollution would damage vegetation and would subsequently be
"concentrated throughthe food chain to top carnivores" (bears, weasels,
birds, etc). Consider still, the following:
Populations of some wildlife species (pronghorn antelope,
sage grouse, etc.) in the areas used for mining, industrial

and support facilities would be permanently reduced because
of the loss of suitable habitat. Competition for limited hab
itats would temporarily increase mortality rates of certain
species.106

Moreover, the loss of grazing and cropland, combined with pol
lutants, would result in "livestock losses and reduce farm productivity"
as well as lower overall vegetative productivity. And "concentrations
of lead, mercury, and fluoride as by-products of coal burning" would
fall on plants eaten by animals.107

In short, thestudy concluded that mining and power plantactivity
would "destroy vegetation, disturb soil, degrade water supply and
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pollute the air," and reclamation efforts "would be hampered by the
severe climate, limited rainfall, short growing season, availability of
suitable plant species, and the nature of surface materials" in the Great
Plains.108

Members of AIM and the traditionals at Pine Ridge were correct
when they attempted to stop this planned ecological disaster. The
Department of the Interior, in its own study, demonstrated what
Peltier and the traditional people were struggling against. As Peltier
stated to Judge Benson prior to being sentenced,

But the most important of all is to respect and preserve the
Earth, who we consider to be our mother. We feed from

her breast; our mother gives us life from birth and when
its time to leave this world, she again takes us back into
her womb. But the main thing we are taught is to preserve
her for our children and our grandchildren, because they are
the next who will live upon her.

Yet the Water for Energy study did not stop at ecological devas
tation. It also made clear what the next chapter in the genocidal
campaign against American Indians in this country is to be. The report

pointed out that energy development in the Great Plains would result
in the indigenous people losing their "special relationship with land"
because energy development will require a "shift from agricultural to
mining/light industry/trade service economy." More to the point, "land
use activity will begin to shift from agricultural to mineral extractive
use." This will, as a result, end Indian "isolation" and contribute by
bringing American Indians into the "mainstream of American life."
In short, energy development will bring AmericanIndians into a "closer
relationship with American society" and cause the "disappearance or
loss of tribal cultural heritage/values."109 Hence, what the state is in

fact advocating is the destruction of the relationship of land and its

people—the very basis of a people's existence—and the final act of
genocide.

Big oil and other energy corporations have wasted no time in
moving in to exploit this situation. By June 1978, 700,000 acres of
land in the state of South Dakota (the six westernmost counties) had

been leased to big oil for energy resource exploration and mining.110
Today at least twenty-five energy companies—most of them large—
have made claims or received explorationpermits on about two million
acres for resources around the Black Hills and Pine Ridge.111 The
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Tennessee Valley Authority alone wants to construct seventeen nuclear

power plants and to fuel them. TVA will build a processing mill and
exploit 110,000 acres of leases in the Black Hills, the sacred PahaSapa
where Custer had performed a similar act over one hundred years ago.
One of the mines planned in the Southern Hills by TVA will pump

water from underground aquifers at a rate of some 675 gallons per
minute for ten years. Six more TVA mines have received permission
to go ahead, and ten others are now planned by other companies.112
Moreover, two coal slurry pipelines are planned to run south from

the western edge of the Black Hills. The first, undertaken by Energy
Transportation Systems, Inc., will mix coal and water, pumping the

mixture from Gillette, Wyoming, to Arkansas, in the process using
over 20 thousand acre feet of water a year. Water specialists indicate
such a plan would affect a large area of South Dakota.113

By March of 1979, nine coal mines were eitherworking or being
built near Gillette, Wyoming. Six more are planned to be in operation
before 1990, along with the power plants themselves.114 All the res

idents of Pine Ridge have to look forward to now is pollution, loss of
water, an overall damaged environment and dangerous power lines.
Indeed, in October of 1980, it was found that water sources in the

Black Hills region contained high levels of radiation. These water
sources included wells on the Pine Ridge Reservation, towns near
Midland, S.D., rivers nearEdgemont, S.D., as well as the Rapid Valley
areas of Rapid City, S.D.m

Overall, the entire Lakota Nation, land guaranteed the Lakota
under the 1868 treaty, is being encroached upon by big business,
which brings with it ecological and cultural devastation. Figure 3
(page 162) summarizes the plight of the Northern Great Plains tribes.
The movement of the energy corporations is of course not limited
to the Black Hills, Pine Ridge, and the Northern Great Plains. Prac

tically every reservation in the Rocky Mountain States and the Four

Corners area (Colorado, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico) have energy
and waste projects existing, proposed, or underconstruction on or near
Indian land. This includes such things as uranium mines and mills,

coal fired power plants, coal strip mines, coal slurry pipelines, coal
gasification, oil shale facilities, nuclear waste facilities, nuclear power
plants, nuclear power plant parks with 9 or more reactors, and many
other disasters.116 As a result, American Indians on many of these
reservations are gearing up for survival and organizing to resist the
"final acts of genocide." The battlelines are being drawn for the
continuing Indian wars, the energy wars.
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However, the American Indian people are not struggling just for
their own survival. They are also leading the way for everyone. The
depletion of the earth's nonrenewableand renewable resources is reach
ing crisis proportions. Both the earth's and human survival are at stake
this time around, not simply the indigenous people and their land.
The redirection of U.S. national energy policies to exploit non-petro
leum energy resources under this program will have devastating effects
on human existence, unless all join in the struggle.

On 4 April 1981, the Dakota American Indian Movement and
its supporters began the process of resettlement in the Black Hills.
Dakota-AIM claimed 800 acres of National Forest Service Land, ap
proximately 12 miles southwest of Rapid City. This move by the
Lakota people is legal under the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, the 1978
Indian Freedom of Religion Act and an 1897 federal law allowing
schools and churches to be built in national forests. They plan to build
a community, including homes and a church and school, so that their
children can learn the traditional cultural and spiritual ways of the
Lakota People.117

In June 1980, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on the 1868 Treaty,
concluding that the Black Hills region was taken from the Dakota
Nation illegally by an 1877 Act of Congress. In the decision, the Court
said that the 1877 Act "ignored the stipulation of the Fort Laramie
Treaty that any cession of the lands . . . would have to be joined in
by three fourths of the adult males." The Lakota people were awarded
$105 million, but many have rejected the payment and have asked for
an injunction to stop the federal government from paying. They want
the land, since it is an ancient spiritual area. As we have seen, their
holy land is being destroyed by big oil and other corporations. So it
is understandable that they want control returned to them.
The court system has been exhausted and monetary compensation
is inadequate. The U.S. government should restore control of these
sacred lands to the Lakota people. As the Lakotaexclaim, THE BLACK
HILLS ARE NOT FOR SALE!

AFTERWORD

As this book is reprintedin 1989, a number of new developments have
occurred. As noted earlier, Peltier's attorneys filed a writ of habeas
corpus, asking for a new trial for Leonard Peltier. In addition to that,
Peltier's attorneys on 3 December 1982 filed a motion of disqualifica
tion, askingJudge Paul Benson to remove himself from the case, as well
as asking him to sign a subpoena ordering the release of the remaining
6,000 documents. On 30 December 1982, Benson refused both to take
himself off the case as well as order the release of the "national

security" documents the FBI refuses to give up. The following day, 31
December 1982, he denied Peltier a new trial.

This move on the part of Judge Paul Benson raises important
questions once we consider the contents of the motions filed by
Peltier's attorneys. We have already discussed somewhat in depth the

contents of the writ of habeas corpus. But why did the attorneys ask
Benson to remove himself from the case?

FBI documents indicate clearly that the FBI insisted on having a
particularJudge, Andrew Bogue, for the grand jury proceedings in the
reservation murder case. Moreover, documents also show that the FBI

attempted improperly to influence Benson.

Judge Bogue eventually handled the grand jury proceedings, and,
as revealed below, acted like a member of the prosecution team. On 17
July 1975 the Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge of the Rapid City
office of the FBI informed the Bureau that "the USA [United States
Attorney] and the USDJ [United States District Judge] arevery sincere
in attempting to proceed" with the reservation murders grand jury. In
a memorandum dated 20 August 1975, the FBI stated that the
"government does not want to have a grand jury sitting in the
RESMURS [reservation murders] caseunless USDJ Bogue is present."
On 16October 1975an "urgent" Rapid City FBIteletype informed FBI
headquarters that the "prosecution staff and USDCJudge Andrew W.

Bogue for the Western District of South Dakota have requested that
SAC, Chicago be available for consultation, case preparation and
testimony if needed." Nine days later, on 26 October 1975, the FBI
headquarters was once againinformed by Rapid City of a visit to South
Dakota by Special Prosecutor Robert L. Sikma. In that visit "Sikma

advised that USDJ Boguewill considercallingthe FGJ [Federal Grand
Jury] to sit in Rapid City providing Sikma furnishes him with a 'game
plan' that would insure there would not be any problemswith people
either refusing to answer subpoenas or refusing to testify once they
175
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were before the FGJ."

On 29 January 1976, Richard Held, Special-Agent-in-Charge,
Chicago, informed FBI headquarters that "U.S. District Court Judge
Andrew Bogue also wanted to see him when he was in Rapid City" to
attend "a conference concerning this case" with Special Prosecutor
Sikma. All of this clearly indicates possible collusion with the FBI and

prosecution on the part of Judge Bogue.
Judge Bogue would not, however, allow himself to be considered
for the trial judge in the case because he owned land in an area claimed
by Indian people.1

As such, the trial of Leonard Peltier was assigned, as we have seen,
to Judge Paul Benson instead of Judge Edward McManus, who had
presided over the trial of Dino Butler and Bob Robideau. The FBI was
not happy with the performance of McManus. In fact, the FBI
concluded that the acquittal of Butler and Robideau was partly the fault
of the Judge. As shown in the chart on pages 40-41, the FBI was
dissatisfied with Judge McManus' decisions. For example, the Judge,
according the FBI study, "forced the government to furnish the defense
with all FD-302's prepared by special agents who testified for the
prosecution," and the Judge allowed "freedom of questioning of
witnesses." Most unfavorable of all, according to the Bureau, was the
fact that McManus allowed the defense to introduce "testimony
concerning past activities of the FBI." A close examination of the chart
on pages 40-41 reveals that during Peltier's trial,Judge Benson ruled in
favor of the FBI in almost every case.
Not satisfied with obtaining aJudge that would rule in their favor,
the prosecution team planned to provide Judge Benson with informa
tion rhe FBI had on groups that were supporting Native Americans
and Leonard Peltier. For example, on 26 January 1977, FBI head
quarters was informed by Rapid City that "letter and news release
delivered to SAC OTTO by Minnesota Citizens' Review Commission
on January 25,1977, and has been furnished to Special Prosecutor Evan
Hultman this date. Special Prosecutor Hultman plans to make this

material available to U.S. District Judge Paul Benson who is handling
upcoming Peltier trial at Fargo, North Dakota." This material
probably would not be allowed into evidence in court and could have, in
a number of ways, prejudiced Benson against Peltier.
Most important of all, FBI documents indicate that Special
Prosecutor Evan Hultman warned Benson that certain offices of the

Old Federal Building in Fargo, as well as his courtroom and chambers,
may have been bugged by the defense. As a result, on 6 April 1977, an
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FBI memorandum indicates that a "technical security survey" of certain
government offices on the second floor of the Old Federal Building had
"been approved by U.S. Attorney, Evan Hultman, Special RESMURS
Prosecutor, and USDJ Paul Benson...." Moreover, this clearly inflam
matory warning aroused such a strong emotion in Judge Benson that he
personally requested an electronic sweep of his courtroom and
chambers. According to the above 6 April 1977 FBI document, Judge
Benson "sent a personal message to SA [name deleted]. USDJ Benson
instructed the FBI to also conduct a technical security survey in the
courtroom and judge's chambers on the third floor of the Old Federal

Building on the night of 4/7/77. Supervisor [name deleted] advised
Judge Benson that the FBI would comply with his instruction."
All of these new developments lead to some interesting unan
swered questions. Why was the Peltier trial handled by Judge Benson
and not Judge McManus? According to the disqualification motion:

Based on a telephonic conversation with Chief Judge
McManus, on December 2, 1982, counsel can state that he

did not recuse [disqualify] himself as trial judge in defen
dant's case and was prepared to try him after his extradition
from Canada. He did not know how the assignment ofJudge
Benson had been made.

Further, there was no record of a formal motion having been made
by federal prosecutors stating the reasons for Peltier's trial to have been
removed from Judge McManus. This raised obvious concerns as to exactly
who had brought the disastrous change of venue about. Did the Eighth
Circuit Court of Appeals control the transfer? If so, at whose request' (Jt
must be remembered that, at the time the case was shifted from McManus
to Benson, "WilliamWebster was sitting as a judge on the Eighth Circuit,

and that Webster oversaw the handling of Peltier's first appeal before
going on to be director of the FBI and, more recently, of the CIA.)
Benson's clear stonewall in refusing to recuse himself, to order the
release of further RESMURS documents, or to allow a new trial left Peltier's
attorneys no alternative but to go back before the Court ofAppeals. In April
1984, despite the welter of substantive issues raised by William Kunstler in
oralarguments, the Eighth Circuitordered Benson to conduct an evidentiary
hearing, but only on very narrow ballistics matters.This concerned an FBI
teletype dated 2 October 1975—among the 12,000pages ofFOIAdocuments
already recovered by Peltier's defense team-^which indicates the rifle (a
Wichita AR-15) allegedly carried by Peltier on the day of the firefight
"contained a different firing pin" than the weapon which killed the agents.
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Kunstler argued that this fundamentally undercut the entire federal case
presented at Fargo.

Duringthe hearing,reluctantlyscheduledby Bensontowardthe end of

October1984, Kunstlerheldthat theteletypepertained toallAR-15 cartridges
found afterthe firefight However, Evan Hodge, head of the FBI's ballistics
laboratory, testified thattheinformation pertained onlyto a cluster ofseven
cartridge casings found in front of the Jumping Bullresidences, not those
found close to the agents' cars. Asked howthis might be,Hodge contended
that he had donehis ballistics work on theRESMURS case bystarting with
those "ammunitioncomponents" foundywrfibasffrom theagents' bodies and,
over time, worked hisway in to thosecartridge casings foundclosest to the

bodies. Inhis version ofevents, the critical evidence against Peltier hadyet
to be tested at the time the teletypewas sent

When itwaspointed outthat his alleged procedure ofstarting with the
most remote ammunition components and working his way in to the most

proximate represented a complete reversal of standard FBI practice, espe
cially in a case in which on-site Bureau investigators were sending urgent
requests on a daily basis callingfor examinationof ballistics evidence closest

to the bodies, Hodgegropedfora response. Thereasonforhis"anomalous"
performance, he said, was because he had "alargevolumeof work to do"
atthe time, was "outoftown" a lotduring thecrucial period, andbecause—
due to its "extreme importance"—he handled the RESMURS ballistics work
himself.

Thelast portion ofhis thin andrather convolutedexplanation collapsed
almost immediatelywhenPeltier attorneys pointed outthat more thanonly
Hodge's handwriting appeared on his lab notes. With that, he altered his
testimony to reflect the "fact" that RESMURS ballistics work had been done

byhimselfandonelab assistant,JosephTwardowski. Onlyheandthis single
assistant hadprepared andmadewritten notations on theballistics labnotes,
Hodge claimed. Upon further review of the documents, the Peltierteam
movedthatthe material be submitted foranalysis to an independent hand

writing expertinsofar as otherpenmanship seemed to be evidenced, espe
ciallyonakeyworksheetconcerningextractormarks onthecartridge casing
the prosecution had described as "the most important single piece of
evidence" at Peltier's trial. Atypically, despite vociferous federal objections
that "this is just another one of their absurdities. They keep grasping at
absurdities to keep thiscase open," Judge Benson granted the motion for
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handwriting analysis of the FBI's lab notes. He then recessed court tor the
day.
Approximately one hour after court was adjourned, U.S. Marshals

summoned the Peltierteam back to the courtroom,where the judge and the
prosecution were already assembled.The occasionwas that ballistics expert
Hodge wished to go back on the stand to admit he'd "mis-spoken." The
handwritten notes of a third party did appear on the criticalworksheet and
other documents, Hodge now acknowledged, but he "really had no idea"
whose. Hence, not only did the FBInot have a clear evidentiarychain (as is
shown on pages 87-93of thisbook) concerningwho actuallyfound the .223
cartridge casing used to convict Peltier,when itwas found, orwho controlled

itafteritsupposedlyturnedup in the trunkofColer's car,itcouldno longer
claim to show a dear chain of possessionwithin the Bureau's ballistics lab
itself. The possibility that the crucial cartridge casing might have been
confused with a casingfound elsewhere, or that it simplycould have been
planted at virtually any point along the trail of the FBI's investigation had
become plain enough for anyone to see.
Still,Judge Bensoncouldfind"nogrounds"to ordera new trial Thisput
the matterback before the Eighth Circuit Court Realizing thatitsFargocase
had been virtually destroyed by Hodge's eleventh hour admissions, the
governmentnow dropped allpretensethatithad everfairly proved Leonard
Peltier had killed anyone. "We can't prove who shot those agents," said
prosecutorLynnCrooks, instarkcontrasttohissurrimationtothejuryattrial.71
Peltierwas nonetheless rightiy imprisoned, Crooks continued, because he

had been "proven" to have"aided and abettedthe murders of the agents."
Suchcontortions generated a marked confusion amongthe appealsjudges,
and led to the following exchange betweenCrooks and Judge Gerald W.
Heaney:

Q: Aidingand abetting Robideau and Butler?

A Aiding and abettingwhoeverdidthefinal killing. Perhapsaidingand
abetting himself. And hopefullythe jurywould believethat in effect
he did it all.Butaidingand abetting, nevertheless.72
Scratching their heads atthis strange turnofevents, Heaney, along with
judges DonaldRossandJohn Gibson retired to deliberate onwhat to donext

In this, theytookan inordinatelylongtime. Theirproblemrestedon thefact,
as theyeventually indicated in thedecision theyreleased on 11September

1986, that Crook's aiding and abetting argument heldno merit at all. The
prosecutorhad,attrial andduringthefirstappeal, vehementlyandrepeatedly
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gone on record as contending that Peltier was the principle—die "lone

gunman," as itwere—in two first degree murders. Accordingly, the juryhad
convicted Peltier as the murderer,notof having aided and abettedmurder.

Similarly, Peltier's first appeal hadbeendecided onthebasis ofhis guilt asa
murderer, notas an "aider andabetter." As Heaney putit:
...It seems to me that this would have been an entirely different
case, both in termsof the mannerin whichit was presentedto the
juryand the sentencethe judgeimposed, ifthe onlyevidence you

hadwasthatLeonard Peltier was participating on theperiphery of

the fire fight and the agents got killed. Now that would have been
an entirelydifferentcase.73

But, without "aiding and abetting," thegovernment hadnothing at all
Thejudges had no real option but to observe that theoriginal federal case
presented against Peltier—that he wasguilty because the agents had been
killed byanAR-15, only oneofwhichweapons was used byAIM during the
firefight, and Peltier could be shown to have used it—no longer existed.
Instead ofoneAR-15 having been used byAIM, the courtacknowledged the
evidence nowindicated there had been "several" (what the court did notgo
intowas the factthat documents had longsincerevealedthe FBI was aware

ofthiswellbeforePeltier'strial). Giventhis, therewas reallynowayoflinking
Peltierwithanyspecific AR-15, eveniftheBureau's bynowrather dubious
evidence establishing theWichita rifle asthe"murderweapon" wascorrect
In other words, there was no longera reasonablebasisto considerLeonard

Peltier guilty of anything, at least insofar as the material presented by the
government to datewas concerned On the face of it, a retrial was clearly
called for.74

Inordertoreachanyotherconclusion,Judges Heaney, Ross andGibson

hadto abandon objective considerations altogether, infavor of the purely
subjective. This came in the form of theirassessment, offeredat the end of

their opinion, ofthelikely effects allthis additional evidence might have had
upon the juryat the original trial. Overall, they"reasoned," such information

might "possibly" have ledthejurytoreach a different verdict Theythenheld
that, inorderforaretrial tobewarranted, itwas necessarythat thejurywould
"probably" have ledto a different verdict No attempt wasmade to explain
how the deterrnination was reached thattheabsence of anyreal evidence
againstPeltier—or even the contrivedappearanceof evidence,such as that

which was actually used-^would "possibly" rather than "probably" have
causedthe juryto havearrived at different conclusions. Similarly, no effort
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was made to explain how the judges had decided that probability rather than
possibility of acquittal was necessary to warrant retrial insofar as the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals had already rendered an opinion in another case,
stating that a clear possibilitywas all that was required. In any event, Heaney,
Gibson and Ross used the possibility/probability rationale to decline to order
a retrial, and allowed Peltier's conviction to stand despite their open admis
sion that there was no concrete evidence with which to support it A hint as
to the judge's motivation in reaching this novel conclusion may be found in
a single, almost tangential, sentence of their opinion:
We recognize that there is evidence in this record of improper
conduct by some FBI agents, but we are reluctant to impute even

further improprieties to them [emphasis added].75
Thus, rather than come to grips with the real issues raised by the Peltier
case, the judges were willing to leave Leonard Peltier entombed in a
maximum security prison cell for double his natural life. The Peltier team

immediately protested this outcome, filing a motion for the entire Eighth
Circuit Court to review the decision of the three-judge panel which rendered
it Several months later, the court denied this petition on the grounds that it

would "demean the dignity" of Ross, Gibsonand Heaney.Thisleftan appeal
to the Supreme Court as the only avenue of legal recourse open to Peltier.
His attorneys filed the necessary paperwork, requesting that the high court
decide once and forallwhethera retrial need be predicatedon a "probability"
of acquittal, as the Eighth Circuit insisted, or only on the "possibility," as the
Ninth Circuit had already found. On 8 October 1987, the Supreme Court
repeated its performance from Peltier's first appeal, refusing to so much as
consider the issue. Without bothering to explain itsdenial of the defendant's
rightto be heard, the high courtsimplylefthimat a dead end of due process,
and with the dual standard of justice implied by the possibility/probability
matterunresolvedand confronting all U.S. citizens.76
Meanwhile, in Canada, other processes were at work. Reviewing the
Poor Bear affidavits and other items entered before the Canadian courts,
Member of ParliamentJim Fulton concluded that:

[The nature of Peltier's extradition from Canada by the United
States]constitutes treaty fraud between our nations and should we
sleep on this case there will surely be a repetition in the future.. .As
a nation we should call for the return of Leonard Peltier. He has

been fraudulently extradited...77
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By late 1986, 51 additional members ofthe Canadian parliament had

formally endorsed Fulton's view, a situation which set inmotion a lengthy
judicial procedurein Canada. AsofMarch 1989, thequestion isscheduled to

gobefore theCanadianSupreme Courtwithin30days. IfCanada'shighcourt
ctetermines that theUnited States indeed perpetrated fraud inpresenting the
evidence leading toPeltier's extradition—as the record indicates theyalmost
have to—Canadian law requires that Canada must formally demand the
United States return him toCanadian jurisdiction AU.S. refusal tocomply
would constitute a patent treaty violation, could serve to invalidate the

extradition agreement between the two countries, and would automatically
open the door to UN and/or World Court intervention.

Asallthis was going on, Spain bestowed uponPeltier its1986 Human

Rights Award on the basis of his service to humanity in "defending the
historical andcultural rights ofhis people against thegenocide ofhisrace."78
Bymid-1988, more than 14million peoplefrom aroundtheworldhad also
lenttheirsignatures to demands, filed inWashington, D.C., that thefederal
government provide Peltier with a new trial.

AsWardChurchill andJimVander Wall haveobserved,
Meanwhile, the simple fact thatLeonard Peltier remains in prison,
even after a truly vicious pattern of federal misconduct has been

repeatedlydemonstrated(and acknowledged by the courts),offers
ample testimony to the ongoing power of the FBI to abort the

judicial process.. .They havemade of thismana symbol neither he

northey everintended; thefreedom ofLeonard Peltier has inmany
ways become the test of whether the people or the police are
ascendant in America.79

Tothis I canaddonly that onemust hope thatfreedom comes toPeltier,
answering thetest conclusively inan affirmation ofthepeople rather than
the police. It is long past time for this to have occurred.
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date as above) entitled "The Use of Special Agents of the FBI in a
Paramilitary Law Enforcement Operation in the Indian Country," the FBI
investigated the following: (1) early history of AIM, (2) jurisdiction of the
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The study concluded that the FBI response to Wounded Knee was
highly inefficient. There was "complete confusion...no coordination...nor
was there any advance planning done." The study recommended that if the
FBI was to involve itself in a similar incident, it must "insist upon taking
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Thus it seems, only two months prior to the firefight at Pine Ridge,
the FBI was highly concerned with making their paramilitary operations
work smoothly and quickly. More evidence points to this conclusion. On 5
June 1975 an FBI memorandum entitled "Law Enforcement on Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation," set forth the following:
There are pockets of Indian population which consist almost
exclusively of American Indian Movement (AIM) members
and their supporters on the reservation. It is significant in some
of these AIM centers the residents have built bunkers which
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would literally require military assault forces if it were
necessary to overcome resistance emanating from the bunkers.
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fashion as to defend against a frontal assault. To successfully
overcome automatic or semi-automatic fire from such "bunk

ers," it appeared as though heavy equipment such as an
armored personnel carrier would be required.
Succinctly, these documents seem to indicate that the "pockets" of
American Indians (and especially AIM members and supporters) were
ready to resist a "frontal assault" approximately twenty days prior to the
firefight. Moreover, they also suggest that the FBI was highly concerned
with the possibility of a successful resistance. So concerned, in fact, that the
FBI stated it would "literally" require a military assault force (paramilitary
law enforcement operation) to overcome the resistance. Furthermore, just
ten days prior to the firefight, the structure of the Rapid City FBI office
began to change considerably. On 16June 1975, it was requested that the
Rapid City FBI office (which was at that time a Resident Agency) be
designated a "field office" covering North and South Dakota. Six Special
Agents were ordered into South Dakota for a temporary sixty day period of
duty to supplement the agents assigned to the Rapid City Resident
Agency. This memorandum also highlighted the fact that "pockets" of the
population on the Reservation consisted "almost exclusively of American
Indian Movement members." Did the FBI prepare for and then eventually
engage in a paramilitary assault on the reservation on 26 June 1975?
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